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A. NEWS AND EVENTS 

The Bombay Pharmaceutical firm Wockhardt Ltd. 
became the first private company to make a major 
contribution to the International Centre for Genetic 
~ngi~eering and Biotechnology (ICGEB). This came in 
the form of a research grant under an agreement 
;igned by Wockhardt Managing Director 
Habil f. Khorakiwala and UN Industrial Development 
Organization (UNIDO) Director-General 
D0111ingo L. Siazon, Jr. 

According to the agreeme~t. Wockhardt Ltd. will 
contribute up to 50 million Indian rupees, 
equivalent to more than $3 m~llion, for research at 
ICGEB's New Delhi laboratory into insulin, tissue 
plasminogen activator, erythropoietin, hepatitis 
vaccine and another mutually-agreed upon product 
during the next five years. 

Wockhardt is connitted to development of 
downstream processing and connercialization of these 
products. Manufacturing will be done by Wockhardt. 
On behalf of ICGEB, UNIDO will receive royalties 
from sales in India and abroad. The Organization 
will carry out these activities in co-operation with 
the Goverlllllent of India. 

founded in 1960, Wockhardt won the 1988 Indian 
National Award for R and 0 Efforts in Industry. it 
111anufactures and 111arkets bulk drugs, pharmaceuticals 
and veterinary and dietetic products as well as 
plant-growth hormones. Operating since 1978, 
Wockhardt's Rand 0 Unit has a state-of-the-art 
pilot plant and analytical facilities. (Source: 
UNIDO Press Release, 15 March 1990) 

Regulatorv issues 

~ooser rules tempt genetic engineers East 

Western Europe's strict ~egulations for the 
field trials of genetically engineered organisms may 
lead the biotechnology industry to seek 3lternative 
testing grounds in countries such as the Soviet 
Union. This warning comes in a report to be 
published by a group of ~cientists from government, 
academia and industry following their visit to the 
USSR last Septetnber. 

The trip convinced the group that the Soviet 
Union, with its relatively liberal approach to 
testing the proJucts of biotechnology outside the 
laboratory, has much to offer the industry. 
Rod Greenshields, from GB Bioter.~~ology, who led the 
visit, says it would be cheaper for industrialists 
to conduct their trials in the Soviet Union, as well 
as providing a route into a huge potential market. 
It would also grant the West access to the 
unexpected scientific excellence which the group 
found at Soviet biotechnology institutes. 

The trip, prompted by the restructuring of 
biotechnology under President Gorbachev's reqime, 
found that in some cases basic science in this field 
was ahead of that in the West. Greenshiel~s said 
the group had been particularly impressed by work on 
designing genes to be expressed by host organisms 
delivering useful compound<; with therapeutic or 
industrial uses, such as antihioti~s expressrd by 
plant r.Plls. 

The group's report says thit the European 
(ooimission shculd ta~.e into account the 
possibilities open to the West's b;otechnolooists in 
the Soviet Union as the Commission formulates its 
policies on field tests of genetically engineered 
organisms and products. 

Greenshields says ~hat although the public in 
the Soviet Union has little confidence in its own 
biotechnoloqists, Western scientists are seen as 
trustworthy: There would be no problem for 
companies wishing to set up new facilities on Soviet 
soil, ~e ;ays. In Western Eu~ope, public opinion, 
particularly in the federal Republic of Germany, is 
such that many companies are deserting the continent 
to set up f~cilities in the US. 

Environmentalists, now represented in the UK by 
the newly formed umbrella organization, the 
UK Genetic Forum. argue that the position adopted by 
other countries on releasing genetically engineered 
organisms should not lead to rela~ation of rules 
within t~e European Co11111unity aimed at protecting 
people and the environment. 

Greenshields sees one possible rirawbac~ of 
exploiting the relatively lax rngime governing field 
trials in the So~iet Union: although the trials may 
be sufficient to satisfy the Soviet authorities. 
such tests may not be recognized as valid 
elsewhere. (Source: tlew Sci en_ ti!"~, 20 January 1990) 

The Royal Cnmmission on Environmental 
Pollution, in its 13th Repo~t. ta~es a broad look at 
the technology and environmental i~pact of 
deliberate release of genetically manipulated 
organisms (G0Ms). The report "The Relec.se of 
Genetically Engineered Organisms to the Environment" 
says that some present legislation, such as the 
Health and Safety at Work Act 1974, can be used to 
control potential hazards but advances in genetic 
engi r.eeri ng techniques may require 1110re specific 
statutory cnntrols. The report is available from 
the HMSO Publications Centre, P. O. Box 276, 
London SW8 SOT. 

"Proposals for Additional Legislation on the 
International Release of ~enetically Manipulated 
Organisms" is the title of a consultation paper 
released by the Department of the Environment, the 
Welsh O~fice and the Scottish Office. It proposes 
ways of augmenting present legislation to cover 
notification of release, Governmental authorization, 
and enforcement of the various provisions. 
(Source: !H_QTIJ_tjfil~I\ Journal No. 1, 1990) 

~!leral 

A strategy to link several hundred botanic 
gardens acru~s the world into a global network, 
thereby making plant conservition more effective, 
was laun(ned in London in D1>c1>mbe; 1989. The 
Rotanir. Gard1>n~ Consrrvation Strategy comes at a 
timr when a quarter rf the world's plants are in 
danger of hr,nming extin(t over the nrxt 25 years. 
Al~o. many of thP remaininq speriP~ arr likPly tn 
show littlr q•nPtir vdriation. 

fnllnwinq lhP mnrlnl nf th• World (onSPrvation 
~tratroy. whirh ha' undPrpinned naturf' con,ervation 
nvPr l~P past rlPrilrlP, thi• nPw •l;·alpqy for pl~n!• 



·ffers a blueprint for conservation in gardens and 
arboreta in both tem~erate and tropical countries. 
There are some 1500 gardens and arboreta around the 
world, but until now their work has been larqely 
unco-ordinated. -

In the past, botanic gardens in tropical 
countries played a vital part in developing the new 
crops that nurtured empires - rubber, coffee and oil 
palm. for example. Today, they are ideal places in 
which to develop new crops that might be needed as 
the global climate changes. 

The UN food and Agriculture Organization and 
the International Board for Plant Genetic Resources 
already have progrannes and facilities for 
conserving the genetic material of basic crop 
plants, but there is no equivalent for wild plants
The new programme says that botanic gardens sh&uld 
concern themselves more with species used in 
medicine, along with fruits, vegetables and spices 
used on a s111aller scale. 

Apart from species that provide food, many 
contain compounds that form the basis of drugs. 
Horphine, atropine, penicillin and the cancer drug 
vincristine, all come from plants and many of 
toda1's designer drugs were inspired by plant 
substances. Hore than 80 per cent of the world's 
population still uses remedies from natural 
sources. SOllle 111edicinal plants are heavily 
exploited and need to be conserved, both to ensure 
that they survive for traditional use and so that 
scientists can analyse them for their active 
ingredients. 

The secretariat will build a data base to keep 
track of who is doing what and advise gardens on how 
best to impletnent the strategy in their country. 
The strategy encourages gardens to share the costs 
of expensive facilities. (Source: Ne~ Scientist. 
23-30 December 1989) 

WellcQ!!e to back qenQllle project 

The Wellcome Trust is expected to announce a 
inajor grant to the International Human Genom~ 
Organization to help to cover the costs of 
establishing a European office for the organization 
in London. Wellcome has already said that it is 
prepared in principle to support the activities ~f 
HUGO, set up by the scientific co11111unity two years 
ago to co-ordinate international efforts to sequence 
the human genome. 

HUGO has now applied to the trust, whir.h is 
funded out of the profits of the Wellcome 
foundation, for a grant of 1500,000 over three 
years to cover the administrative costs of a 
London office. The trustees are meeting on 
Wednesday to decide how much of this sum they 
are prepared to provide. (Soun.e: ~~~BJi~t. 
17 February 1990) 

Neurobiology m~__QJ!J)J!rtunities 

The explosion of !.mal 1 start-up companies 
hoping to develop new agents to fill in thP. g~p~ in 
our current central nervous system (CP~S} drug 
arsenal is leading to countless opportunities for 
phannaceutical, chemir.al, biotechnology and 
biomedical comp;.nies. These opportunities range 
fro1.1 1i cens i ng the rights to patented pror.e~~f'~. to 
collaborating in researr.h and marketing agreemPnt~. 

Ar.cording to a new 165-page report from 
Technical (nsights, Neurobiology: Exploiting 
Advances in the Next Biomedical rrontif'r, the m~rkrt 
for drugs targeted at the central nervous ~y~tf'm i~ 

- L -

$1 billion in the United States alone and $3 billion 
worldwide. With scientific advances beinq made 
almost daily, this market is projected to-gr~w to 
$7.6 billion by the year 2000 in the 
United States - and three times that amo~nt 
worldwide. 

While breakthrough neurobiology research 
promises improved drugs for such disorders as 
schizophrenia, anxiety, Parkinson's disease and 
epilepsy, the report points up the prospect of drugs 
to treat many neurological diseases for which no 
truly effectiv~ drug remedies currently exist. 
These include Alzheimer's disease, multiple 
sclerosis, Huntingdon's disease and amyotroiJi;ic 
lateral schlerosis (Lou Gehrig's disease}, as well 
as nerve damage to the brain and spinal corJ. 

When a therapeutic drug application for a 
disease as de-.astating as these is submitted, the US 
Food and Drug Administration (FDA} has given its 
special priority. The FDA seems to approve 
biotechnology products - essen•.ially 111ade by the 
body naturally - fa5ter than it does conventional, 
synthetic molecules and Technical Insights believes 
th<t the FDA will move CNS agents into the 
ma:~.<>tplace quickly. Details from: Peter Finlay, 
manager of special projects, Technical 
Insig~ts Inc., P. 0. Box 1304, fort Lee, 
NJ 07024-9967 or on +1 (201) 568-4744. 
rax: +1 (201) 568-8247. (Source: Biotechnology 
B_ylletin, Vol. 9, No. 1, February 1990) 

GFo~th factors: impact on wound dressing 
markets 

When growth factors are approved for use, 
mark~ts for wound dressings for skin ulcers will be 
greatl; affected by the manner in which growth 
factors are used - according to a new Technology 
Management Group report, Worldwide Markets for Wound 
Dressing: The Impact of Growth factors on Markets 
for Treatment of Skin Ulcers and Other Conditions. 

Markets for synthetic wound dressings in 1990 
are currently worth about $470 million worldwide. 
This figure covers polyurethane-based dressings and 
other polymer dressings, hydrocolloids, gels 
(including hydrogels), chitin and other 111aterials. 
These markets could grow to as much as $688 million 
by 2000. 

Skin ulcers include pressure sores 
(decubitous ulcers), venous stasis ulcers 
(leg ulcers) and diabetic ulcers. These markets are 
estimated at $220 million in 1990 and could grow to 
$383 million by 2000. Markets for burn, surgical 
healing and other dressings are expected to grow 
slightly - and are thought unlikely to be affected 
within 10 years by growth factor products. 

Within the next decade, says !echnology 
Hanagemen~ Group, growth factors wi?l be approved 
(o,· treatment of skin ulcers. At least 75 companies 
arp involved in this area worldwide. The resulting 
products will be used in a ~ariety of ways. 

Dressin~s will be u~ed without growth factor~. 
Growth factors will be applied topically both with 
.ind without dressings. Haterials will have growth 
f~(tor~ incorporated into them. This will Pnable 
lrf'alMent of wounds on a highly specifir. ba~is, 
r!Pprnding on wound (haracteristit:~. Opt.lil~ nf thP 
'1-i~~llP TMf, review, prir."d .it $1,200.00. from: 
iet:hnoloqy H;inaqement Group, 25 Scient:e Par~. 
ll!'w ft.ivPn. Conne( t 1 cut 06S 11, USA or 
on +I ( 701) 7R6-S'1'15; r .tx: +I ( 201) 786-5'1'1'). 
(';011r(f': Biotechnology Bulletin, Vol. 'l, llo. I. 
F!'bruary, l'l')O) 



lurop<'an cor.snmo?r self testinq_grow_th 

Sal<'s of self testino diacno5tic lits a~c 
reagents in We5tern Europ~ gre~ in 1989 by 
12 per cent over 1988 l~vels to total over 
$300 million. This is one of the conclusions of a 
new report from European Business 
Associates (EBA), Consumer Self-Testing in 
Europe - 1989. 

Among the pressures· driving the growth of the 
self testinq market, EBA mention the followinq: 
(1) a general and increasing trend in the population 
to accept more responsi~ility and involvement in 
their own health care needs; (2) pressures on 
Governments to reduce or limit ever-increasing 
health care expenditures; (3) a general aging of 
the population with resultant changed demands for 
the 1110nitoring of chronic illnesses which lend 
themselves more easily t~ consumer monitoring and 
sel~ testing; (4) economic and social pressures 
which result in women delaying starting a family to 
later ages, so creating greater demands for 
pregnancy tests and fertility tests; and (5) the 
continuing advent of new, simpler, easier-to-use and 
sensitive test presentations which are making home 
testing easier. 

future developments in the self testing market 
in Europe depend to a significant extent on 
gover11111ental and professional attitudes. as well as 
on reimbursement policies. But EBA project that the 
inarket for existing products alone will have grown 
to $421 million by 1994. Details of the report. 
priced at $1,250.00, from: European Business 
Associates Sarl, 22 rue Dernier Sol, 
L-2543 Luxembourg or on (352) 49 59 75. 
fax: (352) 40 35 07. (Source: ~iot~~l!DJ>lo_gy 
Bulletin, Vol. 9, No. 1, February 1990) 

Scientists us~:lce2butt 1~11~_s_o~i_~l 
space station to cry~l.lil~ prot~n~ 

Protein crystals grown in the near-zero gravity 
of earth orbit are proving far superior to 
earth-grown crystals, according to the principal 
investigator who set up the experiments on the space 
shuttle Columbia. Coincidentally, an American 
c011pany has bee~ testing similar equipment for 
crystallizing proteins ir. outer space on the Soviet 
space station. 

Charles E. Bugg, who heads the Centre for 
Hacr01110lecular Crystallography at the University of 
Alabama, said that one of the companies involved in 
the Columbia experiments, E. I. du Pont de Nemours 
& Co., Wi 1111ington, Del., again achieved a "very 
dramatic result" with its protein, isocitrate lyase. 

Protein crystals grown in a near-grJvity-free 
environment have certain advantages over those grown 
on earth. Because they do not sink to the bottom of 
the container, they are cortinuously bathed on all 
sides by growth medium. Also, gravity creates 
convection curre11ts that can result in formation of 
inany crystals. These are either too small lo 
conveniently delennine the protein structure by 
X-ray c1ystallography or they grow into one another 
with resulting deformitie~. 

Twenty-three group~ flew 24 dif ferrnt protein~ 

on Columbia's record breaking II-day orhital fli~ht 
STS 32, which ended 20 January, compared to II on 
the 1988 mission. Ou Pont 's other compound on board 
the shuttle, r.yanobar.terium photo .. ystem I ron1plrx, 
did not crystallize. 

Similar crystal-growinq experiments are now 
underway on the Soviet space station, Mir, in 
co-operation with Payload Systems. Inr.. (PSI). 

- ~ -

Boston. Meredith Hc(lintock. manager of 1:-usi.i~s~ 
planninq at llouston-based Space Systems Inc .. pa1·01t 
ro~pany-of PSl, said the American protein and 
equipment were launched into space fro~ the 
Cosmodrome in Khaza~stan on 20 December, and 
activated on Hir on 23 December. 

The space station offers a major advantage 
compared with the shuttle. Instead of a 
short-duration experiment, the crystals have a mJch 
longer time to grow. This is necessary for the 
majority of the proteins. Only a few hundred of the 
thousands ot useful proteins have been successfully 
crystallized on earth to date. 

Another flight on Hir is planned at the end of 
1990 or early in 1991 to refine the methodologies 
and introduce proteins from Space Systems' clients. 
future flights planned for 1991, 1992 and i993 will 
further refine the methodologies and, with luck, 
increase client crystal yields. (Source: 
~cGraw Hill'~ Biotechnology Newswatch, 
5 February 1990) 

Union of biological a~d biomedical 
organizations founded 

Eight European organizations concerned with 
biological and biOlllf'jical research have fonned a new 
Uni on, the Europear. Uni on of Soci el i es for 
Experimental Biology (EUSEB}, to strengthen and 
integrate biological sciences in the European 
region. Organizations supporting the Union cover 
biochemistry, cell biology, developmental biology. 
molecular biology, neuroscience, pharmacology, 
physiology and toxicology. 

EUSEB's first president will be 
Prof. Hamish H. Keir, head of the Department of 
Biochemistry, University of Aberdeen and immediate 
past chainnan of the Biochetnical Society. 

The other principal elected officers are 
vice-president, Prof. Guy Dirheimer (Strasbourg); 
secretary-general, Prof. Rodolfo Paolette (Hilan); 
and t~easurer, Prof. Stefan Silbernagl (Wurzburg). 
Details from: Prof. Keir at Department of 
Biochemistry, University of Aberdeen, Harischal 
College, Aberdeen AB1 lAS, Scotland or on 
0224-645908. (Source: Biotechnology BuJ.!tii!l, 
Vol. 8, No. 12, January 1990) 

B. CCU«RY NEWS 

Argent in-. 

~otato g~ in AraentinaJ_IJM'.d_with___yjral 
ONA probes 

As of February 1990 onwards Argentine potato 
farmers will be using a service ~hich will inform 
them within 48 hours if their crops are infected by 
any of four viral pathogens: potato virus X or Y, 
leaf-roll virus or spindle-tuber viroid. The grower 
simply samples the plant by squashing a bit of leaf, 
steam or tuber onto a blotting membrane. A 
reference laboratory at Industrias Quimicas Almidar 
SA (IQAI in Buenos Air~s telephone~ the results in 
return. By mid-year, IQA's Bio-Almidar unit plans 
to ma~P available a field-test version of it" 
laboratory nucleic-acid hybridization probe.,_ With 
thi" f;irmers will be able to spot pathogens in "" 
~hort a time as six hours. 

The test kits will cost SISO lo SIRO, and 
indude enough material to a~say JOO times for e.irh 
of the four viruses. Bio-Almidar is r.urrently in 
early-stage negotiations with US and European 
rompaniPs, to adapt thrir a-;say to lor;illy' important 



vir,11 types. tli9h yit>l«f in pntatot>s dept>nds on thp 
absence or pat~aqen~ in the seed stocl. Bio-Almidar 
reports th3t its.biotin-labelled D~V. probes a!"e up 
to ten time~ m~re sPns~tive than conventj2nal ELISA 
assays. detect1n9 as little as O.b x 10- g of 
the viruses. 

In the future thPy plan to combine several 
probes. correspo~ding to different viruses. in the 
same assay. as del··ttion is not affected by the 
presence of non-comolPmt>nlary probes. Bio-Almidar 
has filed what it calls "very comprehensive" patent 
~pplications on the probes in its home country. the 
USA and Europe. {Source: McG!"aw=H_iJl~~ 
Bi ot~c_h!)Q!Qgy_ Newswat ·:n. lQ f E>bruary 1990) 

He 1 t>ourn~ aims lo e~ tab 1 i sh _ __gene_ti_1; !:~!.-~a_r~h 
centre 

Plans are exper.ted tJ he approved by the State 
Government of Victoria, Australia, to ~stablish a 
centre in Melbourne for R & 0 in genttic engineering 
and biotechnology. At an investment of 
A$70 million, the centre will comprise three new 
institutes carrying out research into molecular 
biology, drug and vacr.ine development, disease 
resistant crops and genetically modified animals. 

Due to be completed by 1995, the centre-piece 
biomolecular research institute is projected to cost 
A$40 million and will be fully equipped to conduct 
research into new drua desiqn and to initiate a 
major anti-viral research piogra11111e to investigate 
AIDS, hepatitis and some fonns cf cancer. Details 
from: Office of Investment, Department of Industry, 
Technology and Resources, 228 Victoria Parade, East 
Melbourne 3002, Austrdlia. (Source: ~iotechnology 
B_11!l~_tj~. Vol. 9, No. l, February 1990) 

QgyJ!kl>!Jit.t.for _ _QJ_q~f_lj_~$~JJ_ilrtlj.i 

Australian scientists are to test a new method 
of controlling the blowfly (Lucilia cuprina), an 
agricultural pest of sheep which costs fanners 
A$200 million a year, through the release of 
blowflies that have been genetically manipul~ted in 
a unique way. 

Scientists at the Connonwealth Scientific and 
Industrial Research Organization {CSIRO) will 
release 700 million blowflies during the s1111111ers of 
1990 and 1991 on the remote Furneaux group of 
islands north of Tasmania. Each male fly will 
deliver a double genetic blow. A sex-linked 
translocation will causp a high frequency of 
sterility in the male line while several other 
9enetic mutations will bring about blindness in the 
femal<' line. 

According to Rod Mahon, senior re~earch 
scientist within the Division of Entomology at the 
CSIRO, the Furneaux experiment is the first use of 
genetic manipulation to suppress an insect 
population. In thP onqoing screw-worm eradication 
progra111111e in Texas and Florida the continuing 
relea~e of infertile malr~ i~ necessary. 

rn a ~mall trial usinq the genetically 
manipulatrrf blowflir-;, mutation'; werr ~.till prr';ent 
in thr popul-4tinn ni11" month~ .tftrr t.he rrlra-;r of 
male~ harf enrfrd. !hr hlowflir-; arr rrlra~rd from 
the air so a rra~on.4hly high drn';ity or ~hrep per 
hrctarr i~ nrerfrrf to m.tkr thr ~y~trm cost-rffrctivr. 

fhr l.wilia hlnwfly w.4-; introdurrd to 
Australia, probably from South Afri[a or India. it 
is, arrording to Hahon, rwtrrmrly wrll adapted to 
living on 1 ivP ~hrPp .411rf '"" r.tpirfly rfevelop 
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re~istance to insecticide a~ it under~ocs b-10 
9eneration!. a year. (Source: Nature: Vol. 3·11. 
R February 1990) 

Marine biotechnology 

The Department of Industr1. Technology and 
Conwnerce released a Report of the Revie" Corr.mi ltet' 
on Harine Industries, Sci~nce and Technoloav in 
Austr,>1 ia in early 1989. The Report ent it ied Otean~ 
of _ _)ol~;!_lth? is some 188 pages iong and covers all 
aspect5 of the marine industries inrluding 
shipbuilding, construction of ports, defenre, as 
well as environmental and biotechnolooical 
opportunities. One of the reconnendations is for 
follow-up meetings on marine biotechnology. A 
marine outlook conference may be held in mid-yea1· 
and this may include discussions on marine 
biulethnolo9y. In •iew of the importance of the 
seafood industries in the Asia-Pacific reaion 
relative tc that and the rest of the world, it is 
felt important that Australia looks to the types of 
contributions that it can make in marine 
biotechnology. {Source: ABAJ!.!ll!!'!.i.!!. Vol. 5, 
No. 1, February 1990) 

Roche forms malaria vaccine d.llQ 

Roche Products, the Australian affiliate of 
Switzerland's Hoffmann-la Roche, is stepping up 
efforts towards a malaria vaccine by tea.~ing up with 
Helbourne-based Saramane, an organization founded 
four years ago specifically for malaria vaccine 
development. 

Malaria is a serious public health problem, but 
to date a vaccine has proved elusive because the 
life cycle ot the malaria parasite comprises several 
stages. In recent years research has concentrated 
on producing the specific proteins present on the 
surface of the different stages of the malaria 
parasite and on developing potential malaria 
vaccines from these antigens. 

Previous work by Roche and Saramane is 
complementary. The Australian s~ientists have 
identified various antigens of the merozoite stage 
(the blood cell stage of the parasite) and tested 
thetn in animals as potential vaccines, while Roche 
has synthesized certai~ antigen structures from the 
surface protein of the sporozoite stage (the sta~e 
of the malaria parasite which is injected into the 
bloodstream with the mosquito bite) and shown that 
this vaccine induced partial immune protection in 
human volunteers. 

The collaborative venture is expected to lead 
to the development of a malaria vaccine consisting 
of several antigen components for increased 
effectiveness. But Roche concedes that in spite of 
progress in identifying parasite antigens there are 
still numerous problc.ns to ~ohe and several year!> 
of R & D will be necessary before a vaccine can be 
launched on the market. (Source: ~v.r.opean_ ~hemi ca 1 
~~ws, 1-8 January 1990) 

(i9~ernl!leJl.l-9rJ!!t~_ f o_r_J>j..!!!.~~h!lo 1 _ogy 
(From Press Release by Dl!AC) 

An environmentally friendly fungus which 
produres natural insect irides and could imrrovr 
Au~traJ;an wheat yield~ by up to ~O per cent, anrf 
nrw wide-ranging drug technolo~y. arr. among siw 
bio:Prhnology grants worth more than $1.6 million 
announrPd by thp Federal Govern~ent. The drug 
technology project could aid in the dis(overy and 
te~ting of new drugs to assist in the trPatment of 
many illne~ses, ;n(luding lung canr.r.r, hyprrtrn~ion, 
p~ychiatrir disorders and arthritis. Other 
potential outrnmes from the hi11te(hnology project~ 



ar·t~ ,1 hi~Jh nutr·ltion lu(t1 r·ne. new en:ymt1 S for· 
industrial and mPdical uses. a new biolooical 
prt>tes~ for prc'~"··irHJ •Jttns tor the focd lndust ry and 
chicken varcines. Details of the grants are given 
b<>lo ... 

Research oruanization: Biotech International 
li~ite~ an~ i~e Qni~ersi1y of ~estern Australia. 

Commerc i a 1_co11 abor-atj_on: Bi otech 
International limited. 

rroj~i:t. des_crii>~i.oD: Within three years, field 
trials will have commenced into a novel use of 
fungus ir agriculture. Previously, fungus 
infections in the roots of crops meant either 
reduced yield or total crop failure. Biotech 
International lim;ted and the University of Western 
Australia have been orowinq wheat with a funcus that 
does the opposite. it increases grain yield-by up 
to 40 per cent. This research involves genetically 
engineering the fungus so that it produces natural 
insecti.iJes. When the engineered fungus infects a 
plant, insect:cides will be released into the 
leaves. Any insect, pest which tries tG eat the 
plant will die or be repelled. The insecticide, 
however, is totally harmless to humans or animals. 

If this project is successful, the technology 
developed will pave the way for a vast range of 
applications in agriculture, horticulture and 
forestry. The benefit to Australia will not only be 
increased export earnings from better farm 
production, for as world leaders in this new 
technology, the knowhow itself will earn valuable 
export earning. 

~oun!: $650,000 over three years. 

Research organization: CSI~O Division of Plant 
Industry. 

~Qmmercial collaboration: Riyate Pty. Ltd. 
(trading as Agtech Promotions and Seedco). 

Project description: The grant will fund work 
aimed at the improvement of the nutritional value of 
lucerne by genetic engineering. Lucerne is an 
important seed, pasture and fodder crop in 
Australia. Success in this project will lead to the 
production of lucerne hay with value added in two 
ways. Firstly, by genetic engineering, new genes 
which code for proteins of unusually high 
nutritional value for livestock will be transferred 
into lucerne. A further benefit will be derived as 
the resulting improved lucerne will be baled by a 
new process under patent to one of the commercial 
co 11 aborators. 

At present, half the total lucerne seed is 
exported, while only a small proportion or lucerne 
fcdder is of sufficient quality to export. Not only 
is there room for greater efficiency in the domestic 
market but a large potential export market exists 
for baled lucerne hay of high nutritional quality. 

Amount: $590,000 over three years. 

R~searr.h organization: CSIRO Division of 
lliotechnoloqy. 

Commercial collahoration: Peptide 
ler.hnolnf!y I 1mitPrl. · 

Project descripti~n: The world market for 
enzymes in industry and for medical application is 
Pxpandinq rapidly with a predicted market siLe of 
approximately AST hi 11 ion p.a. in the year 7.000. 
fhp primary aim of tht> projer.t. is to produr.P new 
""l>"me-; for u';p hy Pepi ide f Pr.hnolo11y Ltd. This 
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company is a world leader in the late~t pror~ss o! 
enzymatic peptide synthesis and requires thP enzynes 
tn hPlp solve production prnhlPm' ~nd ~llnw oreatdr 
fle•ibility in manufacturinu. 

The enzymes produced, as well as meetino 
Fep•ide's requirements, will have many oth~r 
potential uses. The general corrmercializati~n and 
other opplications will be investigated by 
Burns Philp and Company limited, who are one o! 
Australia's major user/importer of enzymes. The 
experience and expertise gained in carrying out thi<; 
project will be available for developing enzymes for 
other industrial and/or medical applications as the 
need arises. 

Amount: $567,DOD over three years. 

ResNrch oraanization: CSIRO Division of food 
Research. 

C011111ercial collaboration: Tridan limited/Bunue 
(Australia) Pty. ltd. 

Project description: CSIRO Division of 
Food Research, Tridan Ltd. and Bunge 
(Australia) Pty. ltd. are to produce natural 
products by novel fermentation techniques for food 
and other industries. The results of this project 
will enable replacement of ;m~ort~ of certain 
industrial products (value in excess oi 
$10 million.) It will also allow development of 
export markets for these products for which there 1s 
a total world value of more than $5DD million p.a. 

Amount: $437,000 over three years. 

Research organization: Garvan Institute of 
Hedical Research. 

CQ11111ercial collaboration: Par. Bio Ltd. 

Project description: New drug discovery using 
cloned target 1110lecules. 

Project aim: Research being funded in the 
hU111an phannaceuticals field may be applicable to 
many drug discovery programmes. The success of this 
research would provide a significant opportunity to 
develop the local pharmaceutical industry, by sale 
and licensing of new drugs, both in Australia and 
overseas. 

Hany currently used drugs work by virtue of 
their actions at receptor molecules on the surface 
of cells. This project aims to iso1ate and 
characterize new cell surface receptors for which 
clinically useful drugs have not yet been obtained. 
These receptors will then be used for the design and 
screening of new drugs for treatment ot a wide 
variety of diseases such as hypertension, lung 
cancer, psychiatric disorders, arthritis, etc. 
Because the candidate drug will be identified by its 
ability to ir.teract with a specific receptor, it 
should be devoid of significat>t side effects, a 
problem with many current drvgs. 

~l!IQV'lt.: $750 ,000 over three years. 

~e~.e~r~~--01'."9~!.1.~zation: CSIRO Oivis1on of 
Animal Health. 

Corrme_rci.al .!:Qll_aboriJtion: Arthur W1>h';fl'I· 
Ply. Ltd. 

eroje{L~eH.r:iption: Australian resp,p·r.her~ 
have led the world in discovering many of thP 
hormonP.s that control the development o' thP irnmunP 
system and disease resistance in mice ... : I h11m,1no;. 
CSIRO Division of Animal Health and Arthur WPhstPr 



Ply. Ltd. have been granted $650,000 in a joint 
project to identify and produce these hormones from 
the chicken and deliver them safely and effectively 
to day-old chickens. 

This development would significantly enhance 
the chicken's disease resistance. Some of these 
hormones wi 11 Cl l so enClb le the chi ck ens to respond 
more effectively to a rC1nge of protective vaccines 
at a younger ilge. Each yeilr over 10 billion 
chickens are hiltched world wide, S billion in the 
USA C1lone. Given these statistics, even Cit a cost 
of le per treatment, returns in excess of 
$20 million ilre cxpecteL from silles in the USA, 
Europe, Asiil, Japan Clnd AustralC1siC1. 

~!!!2.~~1: $603,400 over three years. (Source: 
ABA_]yll_!!_tin, Vol. 5, No. 1, February 1990) 

Genetic predisposition to disease 

Genetic diseC1ses account for 1110re than 
20 per cent of all admissions to Canadian 
hospitals. Horeover, it is esti11ated that at least 
one in ten Canadians alive today will suffer disease 
or impairment due to individual heredity. 

For this reason, the Canadian Science Council 
in 1987 initiated a 111ajor study on the policy 
implications of genetic predisposition to disease. 
The Council believes that a better understanding ~f 
genetic predisposition to disease is central to 
preventive health care. 

Unde· the chairmanship of Council member 
Or. Charles Scriver, the study connittee refined its 
general objectives and provided direction to five 
sub-conmittees. These sub-connittees were se~ up to 
identify and address policy concerns in the areas of 
medical education, health care econ0111ics, 
statistics, ethical and legal aspects, and the 
general status of the underlaying science and 
technology. 

Am~ng the goals of the study is the intention 
to document the impact of genetic disease on the 
health of Canadians; to review available and 
anticipated technologies and identify their 
potential benefit and hann; to consider the 
associated ethical, legal, monetary, and human 
resource problems; to develop policy 
recommendations; and to foster better awareness of 
the role of genetic vredisposition in health care. 

Collection and analysis of the information are 
now almost complete. The preliminary findings were 
discussed with government planners in June 1989. 
(Source: Biotechnica Journal No. 1, 1990) 

fa1_r.opean CC!m!l!lfu 

E.C _JJ!!p~~- cont ro 1s . .2JL!>llitchno1 ogy ~Qmpil!lit.s 

Biotechnology companies in the European 
Community will be subject to important new controls 
following the formal adoption of two dirertivPs in 
Brussels by environment ministers. 

The measures introdur.e regulations - notably an 
obligation to carry out an environmental risk 
assessment - for activities where organisms obtained 
by altering the genetic material of bacteria. plant~ 
or anim~ls are involved. Oner.overs situation~ in 
which they are intended to he kept under physical 
containment, the other in which they are intended to 
he used in the open environment. 
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The directives lay down harmonized approval 
orocedures to be followed ahead of experimPntal 
work. industrial production or the marketino ol 
products throughout the EC. lhey are based.closely 
er. a model developed by the OECO. (E•tratled from 
rinanci'11 Time'.>, 23 !'!arch l'l'JO) 

EC . .!ii_otech plea 

Europe is in danger of fallinq behind the USA 
and Japan in biotechnolo9y, a 9roup of seven major 
companies in the field warned recently. The 
European Cormiission should give priority to a 
coherent biotech policy, the group said in a pape~. 
addressed to the Commission. 

1990 is seen ilS a pivotal year for Cormiunity 
biotechnology policy, according to Peter Doyle, 
!Cl's research and technology director and chairman 
of the Senior Advisory Group on Rioterhnology within 
the European Chemical Industr·y rederatio" (CHIC). 
feruzzi, Hoechst, Honsantc, Rhone-Poulenc. Sandoz 
and Unilever are also members of SAGA. 

The group calls for the es~ablishment of a 
cleC1r products registration system. ha.ed on silfety 
and quality criteriCl. Research Clnd development, 
patent protection and the establis~~ent of a single 
market for biotechnology processes and products 
should also figure in EC policy. 

The establishment of an effective biotechnology 
policy is ~losely connected wi~h development of the 
ind•1stry, the group warned. European talent and 
investment is already "emigrating to more favourable 
politi-:al environments•·, according to SAGB. 

The EC is currently considering two directives 
on the release of genetically manipulated 
organisms. The directives would apply strict rules 
to the release of GHOs both for academic and 
commercial applications. (Source: ~~~mis.tr:y_arrd 
Industry, 19 February 19901 

Invitation to STEP progrJl!'l"e 

The EC Commission has published a call for 
proposals to be submitted not later than 
30 Harch 1990 for part'~ipation in the STEP 
prograrrme (science and technology for environmental 
protection). The budget for the programme is 
ECU 75 million. The prograrmie covers nine broad 
1·esearch areas: 

1. Environment and human health 

2. Assessment of risks associatPd with chemicals 

3. Atmospheric processes and air quality 

4. Water quality 

5. Soil and ground water protection 

6. Ecosystem research 

7. Protedion and convf'rsion of thP furopPan 
rultural heritage 

R. fprhnoloqie~ for Pnvirnnm,..nli11 prot,..rtion 

Tlii~ ri111 for propo-.al•. rovf"f', 11,,, .,...,,,,irrh 
arl'i1S 7. R ..ind'}, lle~l'ilrrh for ,,r,,a~ 1 .inrf i' will 
hr invitPd at ii latPr datr. Th" invitation for th" 
arp..i~ I throuqh h h.1~ h""" puhli~h,..rl ,,,,rli"r with 
dradl inP 7'} llf'r.i•mhpr l'lR'l. !J<'t.1i 1-. m.1'( hr h.1rl frnm: 



Comrnissio., of European Ccr..nunities 
Pirectorate-General for Srience, 
Research and Development 
STEP Proorarrme, Directorate XlltE-1 
75 rue Hontoyer 
B-1040 Brussels 
Telex: 21877 COHEU B 
Telefax: 00322-236-3024 

(Source: Bi9kcJi_rii~LJ_9_u_r_nal No. I, 1990) 

The Community programme for encouraging 
agro-industrial research (ECLAIR) experienced a 
rapid take-off with the selection of 23 co-operation 
projects which will receive financing from the 
Commission. 

These projects cover all the steps in the 
agro-inrlustrial chain, inclu~ing industrial 
applications and new commerci~l uses. Among the 
participants are businesses, universities, research 
institutes an~ even agricultural co-operatives. 

The prograrme ECLAIR adopted at the beginning 
of 1989 is financed at 80 million ECU to encourage 
pre-competitive research in the agro-industrial 
field. The EC Commission co-finances the projects 
on an equal footing with the partners. (Source: 
Biotechaica Journal No. I, 1990) 

EC human genome proqrumme 

The EC Co!llllission has revised its proposal for 
a 15 million ECU research programme on "HU111an Genome 
Analysis" (Oocuir.ent C011(89) 532). The revised 
proposal, modified in the light of the European 
Parliament's amendments to the original version, has 
been passed to the Parliament for second reading. 
Information from Or. Tony Dickens at the 
EC Commission (00322-235-0032) (Source: 
~echnica Journal No. 1, 1990) 

BRIDGE proqranne adopted 

The specific research and technological 
development programne in the field of 
biotechnology BRIDGE (1990 to 1994) was adopted by 
the Council o~ 27 November 1989. Within this 
programme funds amounting to 100 million ECU will be 
available for contract research (76.5 HECU), 
training activities (12 HECU), COST and other 
concertation activities (11.5 HECU). The contract 
research funds include pre-normative research, cell 
biology, enabling technologies and inform.Jtion 
infrastr~cture. (r ce: Biotechnica 
.1.oll.!:!!_a..l No. 1, 1990) 

Agr_icultural res~s programme. 

The EC Connission published its revised 
proposal for a specific research and technological 
development programme in the field of competiveness 
of agriculture and management of a~ricultural 
resources in the Official Journal ~J. C 284, 
10 November 1989, p. 2. This programme is planned 
to finance rese~rch at a total amount of . 
55 million ECU in four sectors: 

I. Conversion, diversi fic;1tion, inr"Jt!ing 
extensification of pro1uction, reduction of 
costs and protection of the environment; 

7. Product q~;1lity, new uses for tr;1dition;1J 
products, and il\pect\ of pl;1nt and anim;1l 
hea 1th; 

:i. Soc i o-economi r. il'>pPc ts and spec if i c ;i(l ion\ I or 
all regions in the Conwnunity laqqinl} l>Phind in 
t!rvrlopment; anrl 
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h. Mnthod~ and services to disseminate 
.;ori{·u1tnr.ll re-:;.~~r~h 

! ;-p~ t~ i ~ pr·o·:=ra.~1~·-~. 
Journal Ho. I. 19901 

EC pro9ra1T1t1e fPREST 

inf orm.1 ti on p.1 r·t i .-u 1.ui y 
( Sour·(_t_~: 81ot€-"~· .. l(a 

The EC Co111T1ission h2s startpd the fOREST 
progranwne tor· R & D in renewable raw materials. The 
prograrmie is des:gned to increase available forestry 
resources and improve the quality of raw materials 
in keeping with economic and environmental 
requirements. Secondly. it is aimed at improving 
th~ international competiveness of EEC forest 
industries and to facilitate the rational use of 
forest products in the EEC. 

I. 

2. 

FOREST will cover three broad areas of research: 

forest resources including tree improvement and 
breeding 

Wood technology including processing technology 

3. Pulp and papPr manufacturing 

The prograrrme ~ill be implemented by 
cost-shared contracts and co-ordinated activities 
under a 12 million ECU budoet. (Source: 
Biotechnica_l_ourn?.l No. I. -19gQ) 

Sci_en_tis_lS dem_aQd right _to __ gene_tic res~~.r_c_h 

More than 2,000 Federal Republic of Germany 
molecular biologists and other scientists published 
a declaration in Bonn calling for legal guarantees 
of their right to perfom1 research using recombinant 
DNA. and for legal safeguards against the misuse of 
genetic information. The declaration comes as the 
federal Republic of Germany Parliament begins its 
final debate of a new law to regulate genetic 
research. 

The declaration states that recomoinan~ DNA 
is an "indispensable tool" for all areas of modern 
biology. and is useJ in over 800 research institutes 
in the FRG alone. It calls on the federal and 
regional governments to guarantee the continued 
development of genetic technology in the FRG. It 
states that safety guidelines such as those used 
by the federal Republic of Germany research 
ministry are adequate, and that further restricti.~s 
on genetic research as a whole will not add to 
safety . 

The declaration was drafted in respon~e to 
public calls to strictly regulate, or even prohibit, 
genetic manipulation as such. Public opposition ha> 
blocked several planned industrial installations 
using biotechnology. This ha\ encouraged some ~ 
companies ~o plan their new facilities in othe• 
countries. 

Scientists are ;1fraid the opposition will 
spread to researcn. The declaration calls for the 
regulation of l>a\ir and applied genetir. work to be 
ti1>d t.o thP polPnl.ial ri~k of part ir11l; . .
manip1il.1tions. It ~ay\ thP rr>lPasr of 
gen1>tir~lly-modifiPd ornani~m~ ~hnuld hr approved 
ra•,P hy ril~P. In ro~pon~" t.n public an•iPtie\ that 
havr bPPn ~tt;ichPd to nrnetir rP~earch in the FRG. 
the •.r1Pn!i~t.·. "rategorir.-illy renn11nre" the 
i!lter;ition of inhr>ril;ihlr> rh.ir;irtPri~tir•. in 
human'... ThPy req11est gu.ir.inl<>rs that rr>~e.irrh on 
thr hum-rn nennme will nnt infrinq" mPdic;il 
confid<>,,ti,tlity, .ind th<it "~nowf,,rlqr of thP l}enotype 
rem;iins •.hr e•rl1;•,iur riqht of it~ ll".•ar!'r". 
(SourrP: ~l•w Si:i,,~1.i~t. ;>! .l.rn11.1ry l'J'H)) 



Ge"'' 1 aw t imetat.' e "hasty" 

The feder, .. Ht>alth Ministry 1opes to pu-;.i it\ 
new 11 framew-)rk law 11 re-oulatlnq qenetl1· Pnaine .. '\rino 
through P;1rliair.ent and-into eifect by July, d,>spi\,0 

cJnsiderable delays which have threatPned it~ Parly 
pdssage. 

The legislation was originally set to he in 
pl ace by January 1)9 !. However, the t !metab 1 P w,1-; 
brought forward, following the suspen~ion ot 
Hoechst's permit for a genetically engineererl human 
insulin plant at Frankfurt last November. Ai:ccn!irHJ 
to the court ruling, the states have no basi~ tor 
awarding permits before passage of pertinent 
legislation. 

The revised timetable has been widely 
criticized as hasty, especially as a number of 
changes need to be made to the bill. 

last October, the upper house criticized the 
fact that the bi 11 only mentioned wo6. with 
gene-s~liced material and did not regulate approval 
of production plants. The chamber of states insists 
the states should have responsibility for approving 
facilities. 

Other points of controversy centre on the 
participation of scientists criticai of genetic 
engineering in the central committee on biological 
safety. This is the body that advises the Federal 
Government on the public hearing requirement for new 
products, worker protection, waste disposal and 
wastewater discharge. 

Legal exoerts in the lower house have 
complained th>t the federal Government wants to 
regulate too many points outside Parliament. The 
chemical industry wants to see the public hearing 
requirement limited only to high-risk projects. 
(Source: European Chemical News, 5 February 1990) 

The FRG bows to pressure over gene research 

The FRG's proposed new "gene law" has passed 
through the committee stage in the 9undestag with 
fewer changes than scientists had feared. It is now 
expected to be in force by J1Jl y, although it wi 11 
still cor.e under attack from the Greens, who say 
that it will not protect the environment and is 
contrary to the fRG constitution. 

The law permits research and commercial 
activities involving genetic engineering under 
certain defined conditions. There is immense 
pressure in the fRG, both from industry and from 
p•''ic interest groups, to have some law on genetic 
technology. 

During parliamentary hearings last month, 
representatives of the German statP governments 
protested that they lacked staff who were competent 
to judge the safety of genetic manipulations. Under 
the new law, liceniing genetic manipulations would 
be a State responsibility. Host decisions will 
remain with the states, b~t in a change to the bill 
that has now passed the commit tee stag''. t hi' F 1>rln;i 1 
Government in Bonn will approve thP licensin4 of ;iny 
r~lease of genetically mojified organisms, ;inti thP 
marketing of products containing them. 

In anothpr change, the law now rpqui rP~ I.hilt 
i~~tallation~ whPrP genetic engineerinq i' to he 
used must be granted a permit by state authoritiPs. 
This was to have hPen done under thp l;iw on chrmical 
emissions, with only sprcific gpnrt.ic milnipuliltinn-; 
'ubject to approval. R~t in a furthPr rh;inqP, t' P 

law will now requirP public discus,ion hPforr any 
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modi I ied oraanisms are releasfd or an~ facilities 
a•-<' licensed tor commercial pr·oductio~ usina t1t'n.-ti1. 
Fru1ineeri1HJ. (Source: Np·" Scientih. rn H,-;, .. -.• , p·lf)_I 

Cetus wins approval for ,rnti-car.'.:er drug 

The frderal Health Authority tas grantPd 
mar~etino approval for Cetus Corp's Proleukin 
intrrlPu~in-2, as a treatment for ad:anced renal 
i:rll carcinoma (kidney cancer). With a population 
of appro:<imately 61 million, t:ie fRG is the largest 
single market in Western Eurnpe and it is estimated 
that over 10.500 West Germans are treated for kidney 
cancer each year. 

The FRG is the sixth member country of the 
European Community (EC) to grant approval, following 
la~t Hay'5 recommendation by the Committee for 
Proprietary Medicinal Produ(ts iCPHP). the central 
EC regulatory body. 

Cetus is the only company yet to gain apprnval 
tor IL-2, which boosts the effectiveness of the 
human illll?une system. IL-2 is also being developed 
by rivals such as Hoffmann-La Roche and Shionogi. 
Britain's Glaxo terminated its Il-2 development 
programme. Details from: Cetus (orp., 
1400 fifty-Third Street, Emeryville, 
Calif~~~:u 94608, USA. (Source: BiQ~echnology 
Bul l?~i_f!, Vol. 8, No. 1£, January 1990) 

Lu1ia 

Ri:c_oll!binant DNA regulation 

S.Jtety guidelines for recombinant ONA .·esearch 
released by the Department of Biotechnology seek to 
regulate genetic engineering research in India more 
by self control than by legal mea~ures. Companies 
in countries such as the fRG where laws are strict 
may even find India's relaxed approach sufficiently 
attractive to shift some of their genecic 
engineering research to India. 

The guidelines are the work of a·· 18-member 
recombinant ONA advisory committee led by 
S. Varadar~jan, an industrial chemist and former 
chief of the Council of Scientific and Industrial 
Research. Interestingly, issues relating to genetic 
engineering of human ~mbryos, use of embryos and 
foetuses in research and human germ-line gene 
therapy are ~xcluded f1om the scope of the 
guidelines. 

Under the new rules, recombinant ONA work is 
classified into three categories depending on the 
perceived risk, and taking into ~ccount local 
factors such as immunity to diseases, laboratory 
environment and tropical conditions. Approval by 
the competent authority is needed only for such 
experiments as cloning of genes for toxins and for 
vaccin: production, gene therapy and field re!ease 
of altered organisms. Host recombinant DrlA 
exp~riments need only notification and not approval. 

The guidelines are to l\e implemented by a 
three-tier mechanis~. but the onus of ensuring 
-;afrty rP'il'i mostly with an in-house biosafety 
rnr111T1itt1>1> within the resparch institute it~f'lf. 

Wh<>thPr or nn•. t.h" in~t.it.ution~ ahide tiy th,, 
q11ir1,,Jinf'> will h" monitnred hy ii Rpvif'w Commit!"" 
ior r,,,n,,tir M;inipul;ition on t.hP ha'ii~ of 'i11rpri>P 
vi,it~ ilnrl hi-annu;il repnrt'i from thr hio~afPty 
rommittPP'i. Any violation, delihPrate or rlu" tn 
nrql i!l"r1rf', wi 11 lf'arl t.o canrpl l;rt ion of rP~P.tr1 Ii 
qr,1111•, - ,i thr,..;it of nn ron~r-quPnrP t.n priv;itf' 
romp;iniP'i, lndi;in or forf'iqn, whirh rlo not df>pPnrl nn 
qovf'rnm,,nl funrl~. 



L•}iJ,"\1 .._11._•_;("n nil1 b·' t .. l~-"'.·:· '}~11; !r• 1,l\·· ,,. 

\;i0la~Tan-; !n r·"-~:1_ir·r~ ~'' ! j.~1,~ t•"::f·"":·· ,,~ ,- ... ~!~1•-·r·.

i:r":,"l.:i1s~: tJr prcdqc•.<::. :~·:i~t· r·.":1-'.',1">f·~ ~-:i": ~ .-:.·.·.- ·~·.· 

rtprro"al l't '\.' :_;~n'2tiL e11gln·lt-ir·in~1 aprr··1-.:d1 1 ~:.r.:;·-~--
tn ~e set up under· th·: Cl£.p~1r·t~tir~t ot Er~vlr0n~-~~1~. 

i~ will be a statuttH·y body with 11 j'.Jd1r?.1l r:Jn,~r .. :: ~o 

inspect, imecti<.JJ.te and taL.e P'.Jn'tin' .1•:ti1_,,," l!•:Ui'r
the [nvir·onrne.1tal Protection ,.~~t. th1:-:: SJ.Mt~ .._1•:~ :h1: 
dea ! s with ;, i r aad wat.:r po I I ute.-s. n,., .1r •. has '" ~ 
been successful rn controllina industrial polluti0~ 
because it contains many loop~qles a~~ imrc~~~ ~P
sanctions. (Source: llature, Vol. i.;; 
22 February 1990) 

Indian acientists have isolated a sub~tance 
from neem tree oil which they claim can be refined 
into a new ~ontraceptive for women. 

The team of scientists fro•n the '1"tence 
Institute of Physiology and Aliied Science~ (OIP~Sl 
together with the Indian Agricultural ReseJrch 
Inst i tu'_e (!ARI) has named the substance "r,ir. 7~". 

DIPAS scientists maintain that the oil can 
immobilize and kill sperm, and can even prevent a 
fertilized "gg from being implanted in the i;terus. 

Even if used between 48-72 hours after 
conception "Nim 76" can preveet thP development of a 
fertilized egg, trials have shown. The oil acts by 
interfering with oestrogen, which plavs a crucial 
role in the implantation of the egg in the :1tl'1·us. 

Tests on rabbits, rats and monke~s have 
confirmed that a substance in neem oii has 
contraceptive properties. The experiments will 
continue until "Nim 76" can be made in the 
laboratory or manufactured commercially. 

Contraception from plants and herbs is used by 
trib:il societies in South America. In Ecuador, for 
example, a plant called piripiri has also proved 
eff eel ive. (Source: Devel QJ!lll.fn_t_fCl_r:u_m, 
January/February 1990) 

ll.!:.ttJ_ 

Surprises from sa lt~_ill 

Today, thirsty plants are not only drinking, 
but thriving on seawater· at an ei<perimental farm 
near the Israeli town of Ashkelon on the 
Mediterranean Sea. 

The seawater-irrigated plants, which have been 
proven nutritious as well as edible for sheep and 
camels, are the first of many which 
Dr. Dov Pasternak, the head of the project, hopes to 
grow on water from the sea. 

Dr. Pasternak, head of the Boyko Institute for 
Agriculture and Applied Biology of the Ben Gurion 
University, oversees studies of 150 spPcies of 
pl~nts irrigated by seawater. Sn far, he and his 
team of five scientist~ have screened 20 species for 
salt tolerance. 

"We are concentrating on the rai-.inq nf plant~ 

for fodder", he explains, carryinq out n11tritin11.1l 
studies of animals to ~ee if these plant-. ;ir,, 
suitable for them. On,, -.;ilt bush frol'.1 fh1j.1. 
C.-lifornia, for examr,J,,, SIJ((PS'.fully qrnwn in ·.~lt 
marshes, has heen found to bP palatahlP •n hnth 
sheep and camels. 

The team is also qivin9 its at.fpntinn tn 
grains, nil and merlirin;il plants. Ornam,,ntal plant~ 

,•r·.: ,: • r·~~.1,•-. ~~nJ.,.ir:•! on s'"~l ir:·· .... ~1~rr· fq 
o.;_ ·-:•r-.~-o;.•i"v [1 .~.!C s~.~ ,":.•:.f t~·.i r""r·: 

•:.•r:7•·"'; • · 
;, 

(lr. r~~ternak says th~t th·: t!~1i~~r~i~i.,·~ ,,. 
.·.r·i:ar~;1 and Dt1 laware 111 th'2 U5 ~n1 ,-.H·r···; .. ,: "'1+ 
sir.!iin.r e:-.periments: the Univer~ity ot [1 .. :<t ... :r·~ i·. 
concentratino on arain and fodder. ~hil~ ~~ipn•i<'c 

at Arizona a~e inierested in oi 1 plants. 

The research into seawater lor irric~~inn 1< 
rlirectiv related to the successful efforts Qt 
Or. S~m~el Hendlinger, also from the Boy~o 
Institute, to produce a special strain cf sweet, 
high quality autumn melon grown on brackish water 
using drip and sprinkler irrigation. 

"Stress induces sweetness", explains 
Dr. Pasternak, obviously referring to fruits and 
veoetables. but, he adds. like people, each plant 
po~sesses a personality and has individual needs. 
Some young plants are sensitive and must be 
irrig?ted with fresh-water at an early stage: others 
get sensitive to salt as they mature. 

Other fruits and vegetables being surc~ssfull~ 
irrigated by saline water from underground 
acquifers, coll'lllonly found in many desert area$, are 
asparagus, broccoli, sorghum, olives, pears and 
pomegranates. 

Dr. Pasternak believes that the growing of 
field crop; from salty water is the key to the 
future of dasert agriculture and he points out t~at 
cotton ha~ ~o taken to salt water that its yiPld has 
been increased by 20 per rent. 

A major effort is also being invested in the 
development of salt tolerant medicinal plants, like 
the evening primrose, and the buffalo gourd for 
starch production. The cashew, jujube, papaya, jack 
fruit tree and some cactus species are among 
lesser-known fruits which are the concern o; a 
long-term project being carried out at the Boyko 
Institute aimed at the selection and development of 
a wide range of subtropical high quality fruits. 
(Source: Development forum, January/February 1990) 

The Department of Informatics of thP University 
of Milan, with the support of the Italian National 
Research Council (CNR), is initiatino an informatic 
s1stem for research on AIDS. Throug~ - work station 
based at the Univer~ity of Nilan, it 111 be 
possible to access data bank, bibliography, 
st~tistics and research descriptio~s concer~ir~ 
AIDS, which will be constantly updated. 

Profe'iSOr Fernando Aiut i, !11111unology Inst i lute. 
University of Rome, has tested the Italian drug 
Fluimcil on AIDS serum positive patients affect!d by 
opportunistic bronchitis. The experiment is 
;nspired by the test being cond~cted at Stanford 
University with NAC (N-Acetylcisteina) correspnndin,1 
to Fluimril. Professor Aiuti said that so far th" 
trealmPnt did not show sionificant mqdifi(1tinnc nr 
improve~ent on AIDS or reiaterl syndrom,,s: 
npvprthPless, t_e-;ting of Fluimri I wi 11 rnnt in11". 
int rnrl111 inq vari;ition in I.he theritpy !Pnqth -ind 
rfo-.;iqP. 

ThP nf'w HinistPr of HPalth, 
r rilnrP·,co (Ip Loren",, ha .. announ(Prl a n;i1 inn.1 l ri v1 
.ir1ain-;t t.hP disea~.P- The Hini.,try of tf,,,iltlr h.1·. 
(,I 00 ti i 11 inn Ii rr (about $1. 5 bi 11 ion) • n 'fl""rf 
t.hro11oh l'J91. fw,,nty-four hillin1 lirr• 



(about $17 million) will be used for research and 
20 billion lire (about $14 million) for a new 
information campaign t111-ough newspapers, TV, and 
schools. The trend of the new information campaign 
will be to sponsor and reconmend using the condom as 
suggested by the World Health Organization. The new 
campaign will carry more lnformation and fewer 
admoni•ions, but will not support the project of 
free distribution of c~ndoms and syringes nor the 
proposal by some Parliament me11:bers for 
government--controlled heroin distr'butlon to limit 
the increase of the disease among drug addicts. 

The Defense Conmittee of the Italian Senate 
approved a law that exempts AIDS serum positive 
individuals from military service. A biparti~an 
Parliament group has presented a draft law 
requesting to extend to AIDS patients the rules, 
legislation, and social security norms ap~roved 
about 70 years ago for tuberculosis (TB) patients, 
who were discriminated against at the turn of the 
century. The draft law provides also for the 
transfer of the unus2d TB funds to assist AIDS 
patients. 

In Italy, out of 10 persons with AIDS, eight 
a.-e men and two are women, while the av<!rage in 
other countries is ninP men and one woman. Th~ 
number of homosexuals developing AIDS in Italy is 
slowly decreasing, whil~ the number of drug addicts 
developing the disease is climbing. (Source: 
European Science News, January 1990) 

Biomaterials information network 

The Science and Technology Agency, Japan, has 
reported the results of its Study on Science and 
Technology Co-operation with Underdeveloped 
Countries, which explores the FOssibility of 
establishing an Asian information network for 
biomaterials. 

Underde~eloped Asian countries are rich in 
material resources such as micro-organisms and 
animal and plant cells, and many of these countries 
are conducting active research on them. Such 
biomaterials are indispensible fc Japan's life 
sciences. The agency recognized that this is the 
most hopeful area for co-operation between Japan and 
countries such as the Republic of Korea, Thailand, 
Indonesia, Singapore, and China; it proposed 
establishing a network facilitating regular 
informati~n exrhange and discussion. Initially, 
this network will work bil~terally; a multilateral 
arrangement will come later. (Source: 
Bio/Technology, Vol. 8, January 1990) 

!:!J.lmgn.__qf!l~j e t1 

The Japanese Government has da~hed hopes that 
it will responJ to American pressure and make an 
early contributrion to the international effort to 
sequence the human genome. Yoshire Miki, Director 
of Policy Research at the Gcvernment's Science and 
Technology Agenty (STA), said at the end ~f 1989 
that the Japanese Government is not yet able to 
intervene in the project. 

The state~ent wa~ an admission of the debate 
taking place in Japan following calls for the 
country to play a formal role in a project which 
many see as the crucial scientific endeavour of the 
1990s. The Science Council of Japan, an advisory 
body of senior scient;sts, has already called for 
the country to participate. lames Watson. the 
director of the InstitutP for Genetic Research at 
the US N~tional Institute for Health, has warned 
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that unless Japan makes a formal conmitment it will 
not be able to share results gathered from the 
project. 

The Japanese Government is still divided over 
which department, ;f any, should co-ordinate a 
national effort. The fight is between the Science 
and Technology Agency (STA), which has 
respnnsibility for co-ordinating research, the 
Ministry of International Trade and Industry, and 
the Ministry of Educ~~ion. 

Jclpan srends roughly the same proportion of its 
gross national product on science and technology as 
other leading nations. Unlike the US or Europe, 
however, private industry pays for the lion's share 
of research and development, some four fifths of the 
total. In 1989 this amounted to some 8.5 trillion 
yen (£37 billion), but little of this money went on 
basic resea;·ch, which is largely the responsibility 
of the Government. 

The white paper says Japan's goal should be to 
spend 1 per cent of its gross national product on 
basic research. 

Plans to support basic science were scrutinized 
by the Japanese finance Ministry, which has set a 
deficit-free budget in 1990. This means little 
extra money above the rate of inflation for all but 
a favoured few projects, such as the H2 rocket and a 
new prototype magnetic levitation train. (Source: 
New Scientist, 6 January 1990) 

Current status in R&D of biotechnology and 
bioindustry 

By S. Fukui 
Chainnan, Bioindustry Development Centre 
(BIDEC), Professor emeritus, Kyoto University 

The traditional basis of Japanese biotechnology 
and bioindustry is laid on a lonq history of 
producing a variety of fermented foods and 
beverages. The knowledge and experience accumulated 
through this tradition have endowed Japanese 
industries with skilful modern techniques of applied 
microbiology and enzymology. 

Indu~trial applications of innobilized 
biocatalysts in bioreactor systems have been for the 
first time achieved in Japan for the production of 
optically active amino acids and organic acids, then 
antibiotics etc. Both basic and applied studies on 
innobilized biocatalysts and their applications on 
industrial scales have been extensively carried 
out. Biosensors are also very actively investigateo 
and an appreciable number of biosensors are 
connercially successful. 

Pure basic studies in various fields of 
biosciences are strongly promoted. Splendid 
researches are being carried out on the molecular 
base of innuno-modulators and their receptors, that 
of neurotransmitters and their receptors, mech3nisms 
of transmembrane signal trasisduction, 
physiologically important peptides, such as human 
natriuretic hormone, and structure-function 
relationships of enzymes and other biologically 
active prQteins. How~ver, application-oriented 
R & D is still much stronger than pure fundamental 
studies in biosciences. 

Japanese firms have by themselves or under ~he 
umbrella of the governmental supports made great 
efforts for ado?ting the new biotechnological 
processes using rONA and cell fusion techniques. 
Reside the projects to produce numbers of 
biologically important polypeptides and proteins as 



American and European i ndust ri es are car,.yi ng out, 
applications of these novel techniques are being 
done for the production of traditionally strong 
industries, such as the production of amino acids 
and others. 

Increasing interest is being paid to plant 
biotechnology. Several secondary metabolites 
produced by tissue cultures and new types of plants 
and flowers are commercial successes. Biotechnology 
for stockbreeding, fishery and forestry and for 
solving environmental pollution is also promoted by 
the Government in collaboration with industrial 
sectors and academia. 

The Bioindustry Development Centre (BIDEC) has 
been established as the co-operating body of 
industry-academia-government. BIDEC prOlllOtes the 
co-operation of these t~ree sectors. Also BIDEC 
plays an indispensable role for international 
co-operation between Japan and overseas countries in 
the fields of biotechnology and bioindustry. 

BIDEC 

The Bioindustry Development Centre (BIDEC) is a 
non-profit organization whose function is to promote 
biotechnology and bioindustry. BIDEC was 
established through the support and co-operation 
among ind•Jstry, academia and government, and is the 
only organization of th~s kind in Japan. BIDEC 
functions as a means of commun;cation among 
researchers, technologists and managers interested 
in the promotion of biotechnology. 

Members of BIDEC include about 320 major 
bio-related companies from many industrial areas, 
50 public research institutes and over 
1,600 individuals from universities, companies and 
research institutes. The Executive Director is 
Hr. fujio Ishikawa. 

Address: BIDEC 
Dowa Bldg., 10-5, Shimbashi, 
5-chome, Hinato-ku, Tokyo 105, Japan 
Tel.81-3-433-3545, FAX 81-3-45g-1440 

~xpected annual sales of biotech-related 
products for 1989 

(Units: 100 million Yen) 

Pharmaceuticals 870 

Diagnostics 136 

Enzymes/reagents 118 

food products 227 

Equipment/facilities 445 

Seedlings/plants 17 

feeds/agrichemicals 59 

Cosmetic~ 86 

Othf'r~ 28 

Total 1,986 

(BIDEC 1989) 

(Data t;iken from Nikkei Biotechnology, 
13 H;iy l')A'J) 
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(19$7, billion Yen) 

foods 

Textiles 

Chemicals 

Pharmaceuticals 

Others 

62 

7 

78 

303 

Total 451 

(BIOEC 198q) 

(Source: Biotechnica Journal No. 1) 

Taiwan. Pl"Q'!ince of China 

BiotechnologY. in Taiwan 

The Republic of Chin~ is undertaking 
C0111prehensive plans for the deve1 nptnent of 
biotechnology. The National Scierce Council 
co-ordinates this effort and is the major source 
of research grant~. Extensive research activities 
are carried out in the Chinese Academy of Science, 
various medical centres, and university 
laboratories. 

In order to promote technology transfers, the 
Government has established the Development Centre 
for Biotechnology to carry applied R&D up to the 
pilot stage, as well as to engage in small-scale 
production. The Govermnent encourages the 
application of new biotechnology techniques in 
State-owned COllpanies, and provides investment 
incentives to sti11t1late the creation of new 
high-technology C011panies. The National Hepatitis 
Progranne is an early example of this 
government-directed approach. The principal 
biotechnology-related industrial sectors in Taiwan 
are agriculture and food processing. 

The National Science Council (NSC) has primary 
responsibility for the co-ordination and 
i111pleinentation of biotechnology programmes, 
including basic research, technology transfer, and 
industrial developinent. Basic research covers such 
areas as genetic engineering, hybridoma technology, 
tissue cult~re techniques, enzymology, fennentation, 
and bioconversion. 

At present such research focused on 
phal"'llaceuticals, agriculture, speciality chemicals 
and environment protection. In biotechnology 
efforts enc0tnpass vaccines, diagnostic reagents, 
h~nnones, antibiotics and amino acids produced by 
fennentation for bioconvers'.on, enzymes, microbial 
reagents for pollution control, biopesticides, 
plasma fractionation product_s, and monoclonal 
antibody products. 

The Development Centre for b;atechnology (OCR) 
is a non-profit organization sponsored ~Y the 
Government cf the Republic of China on Taiwan. It~ 
goals are to establish a biotechnology R & D 
capability and promote bioindustrial development in 
Taiwan. Its functions include technology 
evaluation, market analysis, the introduction of nPw 
technologies, process development, technical 
services, technology transfer, and the training of 
technical personnel. 



T~e DCB has developed technologies for 
biopesticides. monoclonal antibodies for diagnostic 
kits, transgenic plants, inse~t-cell culture, 
vaccines. ir.dustrial enzyme catalyzed processes 
and antibiotics production. Further details from: 

Hr. Tai Sen Soor.g 
Di rector 
Development Centre for Biotechnology (DCB) 
81, Chang Hsing St., Taipei 
Taiwan, R.O.C. 

Telephone (02)7325123 
Fax 886-2-7325181 
Telex 14176 DCBROC 

(Source: Bictl._e_,;_h!'iica Journai No. 1) 

Tl)e_ c;Q.ckr9ach: a reason for 1 iving 

Two micro-organisms which live in productive 
harmony in the hind-gut of cockroaches are exciting 
microbiologists at the University of Dar-es-Salaam 
in Tanzania. Commenting on the creatures, 
Or. Huub Gijzen of the microbiology unit says they 
are "a complete machine for the conversion of plant 
matler {biomass) into fuel". 

The organism N~ctotherus ovalis, a type of 
ciliate or protozc -inute acellular 
organism - and the m~thane-producing bacte~ia which 
live within it, are being cultivated in fel"l'enters 
to convert organic matter into fuel. Thousands of 
bacteria are found within a single ciliate cell. 

Researchers were alerted to the potential of 
the bacteria inhabiting cockroaches because it had 
b~en observed that these 011111ivorous creatures cculd 
eat and digest almost any organic material, 
including cellulose, which makes up most of the mass 
of plant material and is in abundant supply. 
Research results are 30 to 100 times those reported 
for conventional methane digesters. (Source: 
Development forum, January/February 1990) 

United Kinadm 

Releases face dual controls 

Under the UK Environmental Protection Bill, 
published 1-.;t December, the De~ar;.ment of the 
Environment would take on signif1cant new powers 
over the release of genetically modified 
orqanisms (GHOs). Currently, operators are required 
to notify the Health and Safety Executive of plans 
to release GHOs into the environ111ent, and proposals 
are subject to the approval of the HSE's advisory 
committee on genetic manipulation. This group of 
experts, which has overseen all GMO releases in the 
UK to date, may be eliminated and replaced with a 
new advisory body answering to both the HSE and the 
DoE. 

Under the new bill, operators would be required 
to notify both the DoE and the HSE, and in some 
cases a positive consent would be required. They 
would also assume a formal duty of care to protect 
the environment, as well as human health. 
llSE inspectors, who have substantial experience in 
the field, would he authorized to act on behalf of 
the OoF. The Government plans to rely on existing 
legislation to mitigate threats to worker and public 
..,afety, and to control new bioengin~ered products, 
such as pesticides. 

In effect, the industry would now serve two 
master..,, and th~ idea of rlual regulation has m?t 
with strident resistance from several quarters. The 
Riolndustries Associatio~. the Confederation of 
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British Industry and the Health and Safely 
Corrmission have all voiced opposition to a split in 
authority. 

Although the DoE has promised to keep the 
public informed about GMO releases and to maintain .1 

level of corrmercial confidentiality acceptable to 
industry, the issue of public information is not 
raised in the bill as it stands. (Source: 
Ch~111i_str.x_and_l_f!d.1tll!".)'. 15 January 19Q0) 

Qp_eE_IJniversi ttl~~st!ga~f~. rj ~~_s of 
~io~~hnology and~L_r_!'g~lation 

In a two-year project, funded by the Economic 
and Social Science Research Council a.nd beginning 
last autU111n, the Open University's F~culty of 
Technology is studying the risks associated with 
biotechnology - and their regulation. The aim is to 
expand on the risk assessment outlined by the Royal 
Commission on Environmental Pollution in its twelfth 
report, designed to select the "best practicable 
environmental option" (BPEO) when pbnn;ng the 
deliberate release of a genetically engineered 
organism (GEO). Details from: Les Levidow, 
research fellow, Faculty of Technology. SYSTEHS, 
The Open University, Walton Hall, 
Hilton Keynes lt<7 6AA. (Source: Bigt~i;f:i!!9l9.9Y 
Bulletin, Vol. 9, No. 1, February 1990) 

Deli berate re 1 eas~!!]~ i_QllS -= _si;9p_e__Qf 
prgposal~ widened 

Scientists proposing to release genetically 
engineered organisms into the environment soon will 
be obliged not only to safeguard human health but 
also to protect the environment from harm. Present 
arrangements under the Health and Safety at Work Act 
are designed to minimize hazards to workers and the 
general public. ~ow, there will be a complimentary 
requirement to use "the best available techniques 
not entailing excessive cost" to avoid damage to 
ecosystems. Alth~ugh the Advisory Committee on 
Genetic Hanipulation will continue to advise 
government de,artments on gene technology, a new 
regulatory body will deal specifically with 
deliberate releases of engineered organisms. 

These are the key provisions proposed by the 
UK Government in a wide-ranging Environmental 
Protection Bill. The proposals, which will be 
debated in Parliament over the coming months and 
should become law before the end of this year, 
follow closely recent recommendations by the Royal 
Commission on Ervironmental Pollution. They have 
been drafted to ensure safety without hampering 
science or industry with unneccessary regulation. 

Under the proposals, researchers intending to 
import, acquire, keep, or release a genetically 
engineered organism will have to supply a safety 
assessment and obtain consent accordingly. 
HSE inspectors, now armed with the broader mandate 
of environmental protection, will enforce the 
regulations. As at present, their powers will 
extend to entering laboratories, and removing and 
destroying organisms deemed to pose a hazard. Touqh 
new penalties, including a maximum five year..,• 
imprisonment, are proposed for srienti,ts who fail 
to comply with the new rules. 

AftPr considerahle debate in the hioterhnnlnqy 
community. the Government hils conr. ludrrl th.it the n<>w 
controls should not apply to te(hniq11r~ that invnlvP 
only naturally or.curring procr .... e., of 
reproduction - includinq selective hreedinq 
techniques and in vitro fertil i7ation - or 
techniques that merely assist s11d1 prorrss"'· 
Therefore th!'y will not (>mhnr.e conventior • .il or 
animal breeding. They do r.ovrr 1nr rrlra-.r of 
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organisms made by "any technique for the 
modificat;on of any genes or other genetic materiai 
b) the recombination, insertion or deletion of, er 
of any component parts ef, that material frOlll its 
previously occurring state". A potential catch-all 
provision also includes other ger.e ~odification 
techniques to produce organisms "which should ... be 
treated as havi.19 been genetically modified". 

The UI< Genetic~ Forum, a lobby group that is 
trying to open up debate about the dangers of 
genetic 111.1nipulation, has welcomed the proposed 
extension of leoislation to cover environ.nental 
protection. But the group continues to call for a 
Public Biotechnology COll'Blission "with 
representatives fr0111 public-interest and 
environmental groups". (Source: Biotechnol.29)', 
Vol. 8, February 1990) 

Biotechnology in the LINK initiative 

The Science and Engineering Research 
Council (SERC) has announced six further programmes 
under the LINK initiative which provides financial 
support for university-industry co-operation 
projects. This brings the total number of approved 
programmes to 15. 

The LINK initiative now covers biotechnology 
with four separate progrannes: 

Euk~ryotic genetic 
engineering 

- Biotransfonnations 

Protein engineering 

4.4 million) 

4.0 millior.) 

8.0 million) (new) 

Biochemical engineering (15.0 million) (new) 

The protein engineering programme aims to 
develop the systematic ability to design proteins 
rationally with new or improved properties, and to 
advance the understanding of structural properties 
and the rules governing structure and function and 
biological activity. Hain topics within this 
programme include tertiary structure determination, 
protein structure/function relationship, and 
mutagenesis and expression of proteins. 

The biochemical engineering p'ogramme is 
concerned with the exploitation of biotechnology 
through the development and op .ation of 
industrial-scale equipment an~ processes. This 
£15 mil I ion prt'lgramme wUl consist of a range of 
collaborative projects between equipment 
manufacturers, bioprocess companies and higher 
education institutions. Primary topics include 
innovative downstream processing, fermentatior., 
process control and asepsis, containment and the 
environment. 

The LINK initiative aims over all to encourage 
strategic research of medium-term industrial 
significance, increased industrial investment in 
such R & D and, by st~engthening links between 
industry and the science base, improve transfer of 
new technology into industry. LINK support~ 
collaborative pre-competitive research projects 
involving industry and the scient i fie r.ornmuni ty. lip 
to 50 per cent of the cost of these projects is 
available from government sources. (Source: 
Biotechnica Journa.1 No. 1, 1990) 

Wellcome grant for n11w research centre 

The latest grant from the Well come Tru~t. 
a (JI< charitable foundation, inr.ludes 1'1 mi 11 ion for 
Imperial College, London, to \Pl up a ne~ research 

c~ntre in parasi!ic disfases. The urant is cne ~1 
th~ largest single awar~s ever made-hJ thP trust. 

The centre wi 11 be t>ased arou"d a core of 
scientists from Imperial',; binlogy and biochemistry 
departments. directerl by Profe;sor Roy Anderson. 
Anderson e~pects ~he c~ntre to employ 21 new staff 
at Imperial, and four researchers working in Africa. 
Asia and South Am,.rica. The e~phasis on close links 
with countries most heavily afflicted with 
parasites, he says, will be an inportant part of the 
centre's effort to combat the diseases. 

Wellcome has also agreed to provide funds for 
the European ann of the Human Genome 
Orqanization (HUGO) over the next three years. 
(Source: Natyre, Vol. 344. I March IJQO) 

firms 1 inLtm_JJ> i>•ploit _fungi 

A major collaborative initiative to exploit 
lichen funqi in the production of enzymes and 
pharmaceuticals has been established in the UI<. The 
Department of Trade and Industry is funding 
collaboration between the four groups involved: 
CAB Hycological Institute (CHI); the Department of 
Botany at Nottingham University; Biocatalysts, a 
subsidary of Shell; and Xenova. 

Lichens are symoictic relationships between 
algae and fung;. They have traditionally been used 
for colours and fragrances but the consortium 
believes fungal strains exist that may produce 
pharmaceuticals, such as antibiotics, flavourings, 
fr1grances and colours. 

The work will be split between the academic 
parties, CHI and Nottingham University, which will 
collect, separate and identify samples of lichen, 
and the biotechnology companies which are screening 
for possible products. Biocatalysts is aiming to 
find enzymes for diagnostics and biotransformations, 
whilst Xenova is looking for pharmaceuticals. 

The use of lichen fungi to produce enzymes that 
produce chiral intermediates is thought to be 
particulariy promising. The process for finding 
novel compounds involves screening for reactivity 
for a predetermined target, using spectrophotometric 
or gas chromatographic assays. (Source: Euro~~ 
~hemical New~. 1/8 January 1990) 

Text ilLimhistry_to_f~pJ_Q~~ mi c_r.ofjffi_Qtl 
fila~_e.nt i_)_l!.-!"QIJ_r:!cf_cl_rus.J ng:;. 

A major, fundamental research project on a 
novel means of maKing wo~nd dressings has just been 
launched by the British Textile Technology 
Group (BTTG). Involving the use of microfungal 
filaments, it is one of two new projects at BTTG 
designed to apply advanced biotechnological 
techniques in the textile industry. 

The two-year progra"111e on wound dressings will 
investigate and optimize the use of microfungal 
mycelia, whose wound heal in~ properties have been 
identified as a major area for future C0""1ercial 
developmpnt. 

There is a rapidly expandinq market for new 
wnund rlrPs<;inq materials and fh,. aim is to prndurP 
wound dressing substrate; which t•~e intar.t 
microfunaal filaments as a dirPct <;ourrp of 
r.hit.inldiito<;an for i!r.tive wound hf'alinri. (hit in 
and its derivativf' chitos,rn, ohtai11rd from thP 
shPJJ<; ~f crustaceans, havr lonri hern rrcorinired a<; 
having wo1ir.' healinq propPrlie<;. hut the 
charart.Pri;tic<; of micrnf111H1al rliitin/chitosan for 
thi-; purpo;P ar,. lar~wly unknown. (Sourre: 
lliotechnology Rullf'.'tin, Vnl. R. lln. 17 • .J,.nu.iry 1')1}0) 



A Shell Group biotechnolo9y su~sidiary. 
Bio code. based in ·:ork. UK. has de,·e I oped a:i 
analytical method which it claims can be used to 
cOlllbat t~e proble111 of counterfeit phannaceuticals. 
The company has developed a range of protein 
markers, which can be introduced to genuine products 
and an inaunoassay techniquP., which can easily 
id~ntify the~e markers at levels which would 
otherwise require expensive instrumentation. 

The technique can be applied to any t.igh valu;.o 
product, which ~ould even include foods, by 
prese~ting the marker in the form of an accepted 
additive. 

The trace levels of the markers are identified 
by 110noclonal antibodies, which are specitic to a 
particular antigen - in this case the marker, at 
levels as low as 10 ppb. The inarker can be 
infinitely varied, and could oe changed regularly. 
to date a particular batch of chemical product. 
(Source: European Chemical News, 1/8 Janua•y 1990) 

United St.tes of America 

State biotechnoloay legislation survey 

The US Industrial Biotechnology Association's 
nationwide survey of state biotec1onc.logy activity, 
released last December, found that three additional 
laws had been enacted since its 4 August 1sa9 
report. As 1989 closed, a total of 22 state 
biotechnology laws had been enacted. The report 
also found that a total of 69 biotechnology 
initiatives were pending in 30 states - up from 66 
in August and 51 in Hay. Host fell into the areas 
of state-funded prograaaes, DNA fingerprinting and 
enviro1111ental rel~ase. (Source: Biotechnology 
Bulletin, Vol. 8, No. 12, January 1990) 

Open approach to federal c0=0rdination urged 

A high-1evel federal review connittee is 
suggesting changes in the way the US Governcnent 
oversees biotechnology. In a draft rep~rt, the 
C1111111ittee on Regulation of the Administrative 
Conference of the United States (ACUS) recoanends 
that Congress and the President's Office of Science 
and Technology Policy (OSTP) review the 
effectiveness of current regulatory statutes. The 
connittee also sharply criticizes the federal 
Biotechnology Science Co-ordinating 
Connittee (BSCC), which was created by OSTP in 1985. 

The basis for the rec01111endations is a report, 
"Biotechnology and the Design of Regulation", 
prepared for ACUS by Sidney Shapiro, John Rounds, 
Professor of law of the University of 
Kansas (Lawrence). The report carefully traces the 
COlllbative deliberations that led the Environmental 
Protection Agency (EPA) to withdraw frOlll BSCC 
activities during part of last year. The dispute 
within BSCC centred on proposed EPA rules for 
applying the Toxic Substances Control Act to the 
release of genetically engineered micro-organisms. 
Although the EPA draft rules have been aired 
publicly, they still have not been formally 
promulgated. 

Shapiro recommends expanding the membership and 
scope of BSCC, and renamin1 it. Specific policy 
decisions would be left to OHB or other White House 
agencies. 

So far, ACUS endorses many of Shapiro'~ 
suggestions, agreeing that, while no new legislation 
is needed, the President and Congress should 
"determine whethf'r current law and r1>gulations 
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provide adequate authority to protect public and 
private interests". (Extrar ted frO&I 
Bio/Tec;hnol~gy. Vol. 8, January 19q~l 

RAC . i 111ti_teLP!l~l_ j_c c;~11t. _Or:! __ i_t~ Ju~ur!' 
guide! i!lrs. ina.11.!f~te 

Open "'t'etings throughout ~~e USA this sunner 
and autUtnn will invite public comnent on the future 
mandate of RAC, specifically on the following 
questions. as well as others: 

- Should the definition of reca.binatant ONA 
be 110dified to encompass the newer 
techniques of molecular genetics? 

- Do these newer techniques pose any new risk, 
not seen with the established techniques? 

- Should the RAC extend its purview to 
enc;Jlllflass the newer technologies used in 
today's experiments? 

- Should the RAC consider transferring 110re of 
its review responsibilities to local 
Institutional Biosafety Comiittees (IBCs) -
f~r example, adding plant pathologists to 
the IBCs to facilitate consideration of 
experiments which require environmental 
release? 

- Under its current reviev >ystem, RJ\C uses a 
process-orientated appr~ach to identify 
experiinents which should be evaluated, and a 
product-based approach to determine level of 
risk, and hence the containment. Is this 
system adequate, or should changes be 
considered to •ake the process 110re 
risk-based? 

Five public meetings are planned - two each in 
the W1>st and East, and one in the Hidwest - plus a 
final one in ~he Washington, D.C. area just prior to 
the RAC's autlllllfl ineeting, scheduled for 15 October. 

At its meeting on 5 February 1990 the C01111ittee 
explored these questions, which llUSt be answered if 
the definition of recOt11binant DNA is revised to 
shrink. broaden or otherwise change the RAC's 
mandate. (Source: HcGraw Hill's Biotechnology 
Newswatch, 19 February 1990) 

Bioremedi~tion policy planned 

An EPA consultant has designed criteria to 
choose bioreinediation products for cleaning oil 
spills. The consultant, the National Environmentol 
Technology Appiications Corp. {NETAC, Pittsburgh), 
will also evaluate applicati~ns for field trials in 
Alaska. The criteria dictate that prospective 
products cannot contain genetically engineered 
materials; known or suspected carcinogens/pathogens; 
or chemicals 1 isled 1mder the land ban section of 
thf' Resource Conservation and Recovery Act. 
Proposed products must already have been used on 
oil. In addition, all fielc! and laboratory data 
must bf' submitted if they support evidence of 
enhanced biodegradation, and toxicity d~ta must also 
be furni~hed. Applicants must present a stalf'tllent 
of (Orporatf' qualifications and tell how th1>ir 
product could bf' used on a large scale. Th~ onf' 
that does best in field trials will be approv1>d by 
fPA to cl~an future spills. (Source: Chemical 
WPPk, 7 rebruary 1990) 

Healthy future for bi_ote'h 

A survpy of 4flr. US biotechnology companies hy 
frnsl i Young ha~ shown that industry sal1>s arP 
projectPd to grow tPnfold in five y1>ars. 



Overall. the survey of chief e~ecutives says 
that biotechnology finns posted a ~ per cent gain in 
tctal asset~ with product sales a~eragir.g 
$5.Z million in 1988/1989. 

But the whol~ p;cture is not quite as rosy. 
with the industry overall still losing 110ney and 
only a quarter of all companies posting net profits. 

Host market segments are ~redicted to ri~e to 
between 10 and 20 times current levels by the end of 
the decade. but high growth is forecast f ~r 
therapeutics companies, which, led by recombinant 
drugs anticipate 81-fold growth by the year 2000. 

Given the increasing accept~nce by federal 
regulations of open-air testing of genetically 
engine~red organisms, the biotech industry's 
agricultural sector is seen posting slrorg gains in 
the next 10 years as the nl.llllber of products on the 
market will probably increase from 18 lo 53. 

Ernst & Young says nlarge companies with 
substantial R & D budgets and the staying power to 
compete in a young industry are still proving to be 
110re profitable than smaller finnsn. (Source: 
ttanufacturing Chemist, January 1990) 

Biotechnology indu$1.!'.y_e~~ouraged by Gt>nentech 
tu! 

Hoffmann-La Roche has made a pioneerino 
agreement to buy 60 per cent of the American biotech 
company Genentech and inject $500 million into the 
company, giving it its much-needed financial freedom 
to develop new products. 

The deal is structured as a merger rather than 
a takeover and Genentech will continue as an 
independent company, but with two Roche members o~ 
the board. 

Although the price paid by Roche is considered 
high, the deal brings to the Swiss c0111pany a strong 
Fipeline of promising new drugs, at a time when it 
had been suffering from the expiry of its US pater.t 
on Valium and a lack of exciting drugs of its own. 

Like 110st biotechnology c0111panies, Genentech is 
strong on R & D and the identification of new 
products. But because such drugs take a long time 
to get to the 1aarket and make 1110ney, investors have 
been getting JUlllPY and llOSt biotechnology shares 
have fallen sharply in the last few years. 

The Swiss offer gives not only considerable 
financial help to Genentech but will also provide 
the worldwide 1aarketing power needed for the 
nierging products. {Source: ~..!!J@f..itlll!'_i.ml 
(hf!!llist, Harch 1990) 

Gama interferon 

Genentech is seeking US approval to market 
recOlllbinant ganna interferon to treat patients with 
chronic granul0111atous disease (GCO) and has filed a 
product licence application with the US Food and 
Drug Administration. 

GCO is a rare inherited disorder in which the 
body's white blood cells are unable to kill inv~dinq 
bacteria or fungal agents. To date the exist in~ 
therapy involves frequent antibiotic doses. 
Genentech envisages gamma interferon r.~n he used 
along with antimicrobial therapy to tre~t ~rtivr 
infections as well as for the prPvention of 
infections. 
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Genentech is also loolti110 at the rlruo's abilit... 
to sti111ulate the i-.ne -;yst~ as a potenti.il · 
trea~~e~t in other indications. Phase tr! trials 
continue to evaluate its cafety and efficacy when 
treating patients with infection> relat:ng to 
traumatic injuries, and as an •'"juva11t therapy to 
treat patients with melan<MSa and small cell cancer 
of the lung. (Source: ~P.eL"-.J:h_~ajoJ _rltw-;. 
1/8 January 1990) 

Ui::t.i~utf~ie~aJ.~L@~l_i~s 

~viet bio~hnoloqy 

Soviet biotechnology co•Jld offer Western firms 
unexpected opportunities for co-i>peration, according 
to a recent rep~rt• fn:111 a DTI-sponsored group of 
industrialists and academics who visited So.nt' Soviet 
institutes. The e~ploitation of sur.h links will 
probably be a long way off however. sin~e the 
obstac?es are formidable. 

nit is practically impossi~le to build a new 
biotechnology plant in the Soviet Union todayn, 
according to the report. Public op~ni&n has turned 
against biotechnology in the USSR in the wake of 
SOllle major ecological disasters. The blame mainly 
lies with the production of ~ingle cell 
protein (SCP), used to ma~e up protein deficiencies 
in cattle feed, acc~rJing lo the report. The public 
outcry following the incidents of biotechnology 
pollution in the vicinity of the SCP factories has 
been such that part of the prograame has been 
shelved and the word •icrobiology has been dropped 
fr0111 the Ministry of Medical and Microbiological 
Industry, the report recounts. 

The Soviet Union's biotechnology effort is now 
to be redirected mainly towards lledical uses. 
Soviet scientists have achieved amazing feats in 
this area, especially in the light of S011etimes 
inadequate equi~nt. Even in this field, though, 
safety practices are well below anything that would 
be required in the West, according to the report. It 
would al110st certainly be a problem to get Western 
agencies to approve products which have been tested 
in the USSR. 

Rod Greenshields from G8 Biotechnology, who led 
the UK delegation, uys that the Eut·opean Connunity 
should take Eastern Europe and the USSR into account 
when it starts drawing up rules on biotec'.-11-1logy. 
He does, however, contend that Western companies may 
produce in the USSR for the Soviet market, even 
though safety standards are low. The USSR, 
according to Greenshields, just cannot afford 
Western standards. 

Not all institutes lag behind their Western 
counterparts. The Shetnyakin Institute of 
Bio-organic Cheinistry in Moscow is an outstanding 
laboratory by any standards. The institute has just 
finished a $45 •ill ion pilot plant, with an 
abundance of Western equipment, which can be 
compared to the best availabie "at the other side of 
the Atlantic", according to pn~ of the British 
industrialists. 

The Moscow Institute of Holec~lar 
Genetir.s !IHG) is another highly advanced 
est~hii~hmpnt. The IHG has come up with 

RiotPchnology in thP USSR: GB RiotPrhnnlnQJ. 



lymphokine-based therapeutics against hepatitis B. 
herpes viruses. multiple sclerosis, hairy cell 
leukaemia. renal .arcinO<lhl and 111c1lignant melanoma. 
3nly a few of these treatments are available in the 
West. the report points out. 

The USSR's biotechnolo~y institutes are t~ 
co-operate in the se1uencing ~f the human 9enoine. 
!l- 0 pro9ramor:- 1s to concentrate on identi fyi.ig lhos" 
parts of hU9lan genetic inake-up which may cause 
disease and birth defects. {Source: C~~ji!_r~-~~~ 
J.!!lfy~tri. 5 February 1990) 

C. RESEARCH 

Resurch on ~~s 

Scientists have discovered a gene they think is 
essential to the development of human i1111111ne 
defences. The gene, called ri~l (for recombination 
activating gene), 11ay be the master genetic swit.ch 
thnt triggers the body to release a diverse range of 
protective antibodies. The i11111Une system generates 
these antibodies by shuffling and recOllbining 
seg.ents of a relatively sinall number of genes. Its 
discovery suggest that r~_g~! may provide the 
blueprint for all or part of recombinase, the enzyine 
that carries out this genetic shuffling. 
Alternatively, they say, it may switch on other 
genes vital to the rec0111bination process. In either 
case, rag-I is thought to act on thE bone narrow 
cells that produce B cells and T cells, vital 
components of the innune system. The discovery was 
..ade by David G. Schatz, Hajorie A. Dettinger, anc 
David Baltimore of Whitehead Institute for 
Biomedical Resear~h at Hassachusetts Institute of 
Technology. Other scientists hailed the work as a 
landmark in i11111Unology, although practical 
applications in medicine are not expected 
illmediately. One day the discovery •ight lead t~ 
better ways of bolstering the i1111111ne systetn when it 
is under attack by, say, h11111an i11111Unodeficiency 
virus. (Reprinted with per11ission fr011 Chemical an§ 
Engineering~. 1 January 1990, p. 17. Copyright 
(1990) American Chetnical Society) 

Interleukin-I inhibitor char~rJ..e..r~.l!. 

In what is apparently the first exa111ple of a 
natural protein that blocks the action of another 
protein by COllpetitively binding to its receptor, a 
protein has been found that blocks the activity 
of interleukin-I (IL-I). IL-I is a cytokine that 
activates eletnents of the innune systetn and 
plays a role in inflannatory diseases such as 
rheumatoid arthritis. The IL-I inhibitor 
substance was first observed in 1985 by 
William P. Arend and colleagues of the University 
of Colorado Health Sciences Center. Now, 
Charles H. Hannum, Stephen P. Eisenberg and others 
in Robert C. Th0tnpson's group at Synergen Inc., 
Boul~er, Colorado, have purified the inhibitor and 
have shown that it binds to the IL-I receptor 
without activatin9 it. They also deter11ined thP 
inhibitor's structure (which is similar to that of 
IL-I itself) and e><pre-;spd it-; complem"'·(ary Otll. in 
Euh_~rii;hiil. coli; study of thP inhibitor could ht>lp 
elucidate the mechanism by which IL-I triggers 
ct>llular rpspon-;e<;. The inhibitor al<;o could hP 
useful as a lht>rapt>ulic agent for rht>umatriri 
arthritis and other IL-I-mediated dist>ast>s. 
(Rt>printed with pprmis~ion from Chemical and 
~l!gineering News, 29 January 1990. p. 22. Copyright 
(1990) American (hpmical Society) 
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Scientists at 8ioge1 have reportt>d thP 
identification, cloning and t>xpression of a novel 
hucan receptor protein. which the company believes 
inay offer a new appr~ach lQ the treatment of 
autoinnun? and intl...-atory diseases. 

The receptor p~otein, vascular cell aahesion 
molecule I (VCAH-1) is a central 1111ediator o* 
l~hocyle (white bloorl ceil) recruitment into 
in fl aeed tissue. Biogen be 1 i eves that if 4 VCAH- ! 
inhibitor can be found, a 11et~od of controlling the 
i1111t1ne response will be achieved that can be 
utilized against autoi111Une diseases. such as 
arthritis. 

VCAK-1 expression is induced in response to 
cytokines, such as interleukin-I and tumour necrosis 
factor, themselves released in response to infectioh 
and tissue injury. VCAK-1 is expressed on th .. 
s~rface of the cell layer lining the blood v1ssels. 
at the infl....ation site. 

LJ11Phocytes 11e>ving thruu9fl the blood vessel are 
found to adhere to the VCAK-1 rich endothelial cell 
layer. following this adhesion, the ly111phocytes 
•igrate into the underlying tissue, triggering a 
chain of pro-inflammatory events which cause tissue 
damage. Biogen aims to develop an inhibitor for 
VCA~l which it describes as •an excellent taroet 
for ·~erapeutic intervention". -

Possible disease targets include psoriasis, 
a" 'rosclerosis, transplant rejection and rheUlllCltoid 
, ·~ritis. (Source: European Che11ical News. 
h January 1990) 

Gro1i11s attache.d.._j!te-specifically to DNA 

A newly-developed technique can be used to 
direct, in a site-specific manner, the covalent 
atta~ti.ent of fluorophores, spin labels, drugs and 
other ligands to DHA prepared by chemical 
synthesis. To date, covalent introductio.1 of such 
groups into DNA has largely involved either prior 
synthesis of 110dified nucleosides containing the 
desired group for subsequent inco~poration into Dt'.A 
or the use of reactions that restrict attac~Tient to 
5°- or 3°-tel"llini. Graduate student 
Jacqueline A. fidanza and associate professor 
Larry W. "cLaughlin of Boston Col~cge's department 
of chemistry report that site-specific substitution 
by sulphur of a non-bridging oxygen \n the 
phosphodiester linkage between nucleotides results 
in a phosphorothioate diester that serves as an 
attachllt'nt point for other groups. (DNA containing 
phosphorothioate esters is known to be essentially 
native in structure, with phy~ical properties that 
are often indistinguishable frOlll those for 
u11111odified DNA.) The technique could simplify 
studies cf protein binding, resonance energy 
transfer, structural analysis, and nucleic acid 
dynamics, and it could facilitate attachlllent of 
peptides, antibiotics, antineoplastics, and 
antivirals to ONA. (Reprintrd with per11ission from 
Ch~_LYLan.d...fl!gineering_~i. 18 Decetnber 1989, 
p. 16. Copyright (1989) A111erican Chemical Society) 

Gen~ti.ci.HLl:!~_i!I _ O.!L !l.e.al'.'J. and_ O!lt~r gel'.lt' 

An international lt>am of researchers ha~ 
localed a genetic marker for an inherited disease of 
the ht>art. 

The team, which consisted of scit>nlisls from 
the medical ~chools at Harvard University. 



"t. ·.;·'Ol"<l"'< t!o<r1tal in '..cndon. th•' lioyal l.'ict<1ri.l 
tf,, ... ,r•.1T ?n ~ ... ,,tr~.1l . .1"'1d W.lshinuton Univt·r~itv :~ 

~~ .· l('l·~~~. ~~-:~:,.: ~.'1~i ~ T~1T ~~r·1 ~tropTi: 
•ardiocr.yi-p1t!':~. a thid.!'nin.i nl onE' w<.11 o! the 
hl'art t~Jt l.ln he fat.ll !hey followeJ the 
inlidt'nl• 01 th" rare disea.-.e th- ""lh 78 .. e.:i':Jers (Jf 
a (a.,adia1. tamil~ ,..,er sc-verJI q.,:·c-r.!tions. 

.-9.t•f·;:>ut?h the sc1P-nt1s'.~ ~a~-3 r.ut yP.t iocateO 
th~ ~ent: r•~ponsible for thP diseas ... they ha~e 
tr.:id.Fd i l d'J'"" to th" lonq ann of chroonoscme Id and 
lo<:.ltPd a qen.,~ir ,,-,1der tl-.n is inh,.rited with the 
gene. People wh~ hdve thr 111.1rker ran reliably he 
e~pectE'd to ... ufler fr0111 the heart disorder. 

The le.lder of the medical tea.a, 
Chri\tine S~idnan of Harvard, says that finding the 
gene will hPlp rlinirians to understand the general 
conditio<' of hypertrophy, which is associated with 
other heart a;Jment'>. She hopes that their 
disrovery w•l! le.ld to an understand~ng of other 
h;:art disease. 

The disroverv tollows the announcetnent of the 
discovery of a ge~e for WiJ .. ·s tU111our at the annual 
.. .,et in~ of the AmE'ri(an Society of Human Genetics, 
held in Balti11tOre. Hr..rvland, in November 1989. 
Wila's tumour is a for~ of cancer that attacks the 
kidneys of children. katherine Call of the 
Hossach~setts Institute of Technology led a group 
that isolated the gene on chromosome 11. 

The qene produces a protein that is similar to 
others that requlate oncoqenes. >ffiich are involved 
in th~ devPlopciient of cancer. A pair of genes that 
is missing or faulty fails to produce the protein, 
which apparently quells other genes that stimulate 
uncoritrol led arowth and caucer. (Source: New 
Si:ientist. 2 Oececiber 1989) -

US researchers hav~ developed a method of 
producing .. onoclonal antibodies (Habs), which could 
a? low biotechnoiogy companies to produce a vast 
array of products on demand. 

S(ientists at the Research Institute of Scripps 
Clinic in la Jolla, California, have reported a 
technique for inserting antibody genes frOll r.ouse 
spleen cells intc bacteria-infecting viruse~. 
functional ant;bodies are secreted from bacteria 
such as f;st~erichia _ _!:_g_Lj when infected with these 
viruses. 

The current 111ethod of producing Habs is the 
hybridoma technique. This uses B-cells, which 
produce antibodies fused to an innortal partner. 
However, the hybrid0111a technique is difficult to 
adapt for human cells which do not fuse easily. 
This prohlem will not arise using bacteria-infecting 
viruses call~d bacteriophages as the vector for the 
genes. 

Antibodies are made of light and heavy chains, 
which are encoded by separate genes. The varying 
sequence of thPse oonos detennines the nature of the 
.lntihndy. 

ThP rP~Parrhors worP ahle to rlone many 
diffPrPnt hPavy anrl liqht d1ain OE'nPs from the mousP 
rel Is .ind romhine tht>n1 a! random in the 
hacteriophaoe. ThP~P phaoes can ho used to infect 
hartoria whirh thPn rontain thP QPnos necessary to 
prod11rr· anti bod i ,.., . So far. the resear<.hers have 
produrl'd .rnlitindy prnlrin fr.lQlllPnts knnwri as fahs. 
Fahs rontin !hr an! i 0rn-hindinq rPninns nf the 
antibody and ~rP "~"rl in diaqnostirs work. Thr 
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~,.._tt'"" can be easily 1110dil ied to prod<:tf' l'l>b· •• s,;;·~ 

~illiam Huse of the Scripps tea~. 

In contri!st, hybridomas .:ire mad" .11t":- itln~ ;.,,: 
for ~ne specific antibody. In ~his tMchni~uA. ~" 
aniina'. typii:.llly a 11ou·.e. is inwnur.i:rd .. :t~ .ln 

.antiaen for .. hirh the antib'JCY ; ... nt>rdn!. !,,..,,.,..,,:.-.: 
lyotphucytt'S ar, re<nov('d .1nd f~'i•'d .. itti rr.yeinm.l 
{cance.-) rells. Tht> re'iult ts a I i:i" of i:m:n.-tal 
cel1s which prodcce the antibody. 13ouru-: 
[\J~Qpe_a~_Chem.!~al ~ew~. :C:b February l'l'lQ) 

A1tt_ibQdies de~e_lop_ed to treat al lergie~ 

Honoclonal antibcdies aoainst a partir11T.:ir ~it.:> 

on immunoglobulin E er f[) inoiec~les ha~e bPer. 
developed by Tanox Biosystems, Houston, Te.as. !~" 
firm exoects to start clinical tri~ls in twr. vear\ 
to test· the ability of the antibodies to prev~nt 
allergic reactions to pollen, foods. drugs a~~ 
insect stings. Reactions of allergens with In! 
attached to basophils in blood and mast cells in 
connective tissue cause these cells to rele.:ise 
nediators of allergic reactions, su(h as hist.:imin~. 
The Tanox antibodies bind to freely circulatina Is~ 
and to Ig[ attached to the B cells that produce i• . 
Binding of 110noclonal antibodies to Igf attarhPd ~n 
B cells triggers an i1m1Une attack tha' kills thesf
IgE-producing cells, thus resulting in de?letion of 
IgE in the patient's inrune ·1stet11. (Reorinted with 
per.i ssion froa !;!!fin_iuJ __ !!.!!d __ .,ng~nee~i ~g_News. 
12 February 1990, p. 23. Copyright (1990) Amerir.:in 
Chewiical Society) 

l111proved route to nan.t_iul'l_se_ OflA" 

Scientists are excited about the potential of 
oligodeoxyribonucleoside phosphorothioates as 
"antisense• 110lecules aoainst the AIDS virus. Th~se 

molecules have been difficult to prepare in the 
large quantities necessary for clinical studies 
because of the difficulties of using elemental 
sulphur (Sa> as a sulphurizing agent in automated 
DNA synthesizers. Now, nccleic acid chemist 
Serge l. Beaucage and colleagues 
Radhakrishnan P. Iyer, William Egan, and 
Judith 8. Regan at fDA's Center for Biologics 
Evaluation and Research in Bethesda, Maryland, have 
found that 3!:!-1,2~nzodithiole-3-one 1,1-dioxide is 
a faster and more efficient sulphurizing agent than 
elemental sulphur. Unlike elemental sulphur, whose 
insoluoility can cause instr11111ent problems, the 
reagent is soluble in a wide variety of organic 
solvents. It can create a phosphorothioate linkage 
within 30 seconds and in near-quantitative yields 
without 110difying the nucleosidic bases. The use of 
this reagent in conjunction with the 
"phosphoramidite" synthetic approach could make it 
easier to produce large amounts of phosphorothioatP 
olig0111ers. (Reprinted with permission from 
Cheinical and Engineering Hews, 12 February 1990, 
p. 23. Copyright (1990) American Chemical Sn(iety) 

ill.tk i ng care i nog~_sµ_r:e 

A new antibody-based te~hnique may help 
researc' ·rs track oi:cupational and invironment;il 
E'•posures to carcinogens. The technique, whirh u\e-; 
monoclonal and polyclonal antibodies to measur" 
ONA-carcinogen adducts in white blood r.ells, wa5 
dE>scribPd by Regina Santella, assic;tant profP~c;or nf 
environmt.>ntal science at. Colu:nbia Univorsily. 

BE>rause the covalent bindinq of ;i rarrinnnPn tn 
OtlA is often tht first step in carcinogene-.i-., th.
assay may eventually provide a way to estimate th,. 
risk of developing canr.er as a rpc;ult of P•po~•rrP In 
a particular carcinogen. Su(h a reaction hrlween 
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DtlA and a carcin~gen, Santella says, can result in 
1111.1tations, aene rearrange~nts and amp?ifications of 
gene expres icn, any one of which may lead lo cancer. 

~ant~lt~·~ yroup d' (c~ll'":b;d has devcio?ed 
a .. t;!Jcd:~; lo a nllld>er of ca~cino~en--C-NA ;uiduds and 
characterized them in tenns of sensitivity and 
spf :1ficity. The best arti~odiPS can detect one 
carcinogen adduct in one million normal ONA 
nuclto,ides, she explains. 

For e~ample, antibodies have been developed 
against th~ ~jor DNA adduct cf benzo[i]pyrene, a 
polycyclic ara.atic hydrocarbon (PAH) that is a 
co:;::;on environmental pollutant found in cigarette 
s110ke and c.Jlllbustion products. The antibodies also 
detect adducts of DNA and PAHs closely related to 
benzo[~]pyrene. Using the assay, the researchers 
have measured PAH-ONA adducts in workers in a nt.llllber 
of different industries. Results for Polish coke 
oven workers and people who live near the antiquated 
facilities suggest, for exa:aple, that both are at 
risk frOlll PAH exposure. 

~intella's research, as well ~s that of other 
groups who are involved in the field, has 
"de1110nstrated that 11easure11ent of carcinogen adducts 
in humans is now a viable method to detenaine 
exposure to a nUlllber of environmental and 
occ~pationa1 carcinogens•, s~~ says. In the future, 
the assays may be useful in detenaining the efficacy 
of methods to control workplace exposure to 
occupational carcinogens or whether intervention to 
change lifestyle-related risk factors, such as 
s110king, results in changes in adduc~ fonnation. 
(Source: Chet11istry and I~. 19 February 1990) 

Platelet factor 4 slows tUllQur growth 

Scientists at Repligen Corp. think they have 
discovered a natural protein which could be used to 
treat tU1110urs. In no,....1 adults, new blood vessels 
are fonned only to help heal wounds or during 
pregnancy. But when tdl!Curs take root, they spread 
and grow by sti11Ulating the fo,....tion of new blood 
vessels. In ani11al tests, platelet factor 4 has 
retarded the growth of such blood vessels and 
Repligen has pinpointed the act;ve area of the 
protein. RecOlllbinant DNA techniques are now being 
used to 11ake large quantities of the potential drug, 
called Endostatin B. A.iong the diseases the COlllpany 
intends to target with the protein are Kaposi's 
sarc0111a (often a feature of AIDS cases), eye 
diseases and diabetic retinopathy. Details fr0111: 
Repligen Corp., One Kendall Square, Building 700, 
Ca.ibridge, Massachusetts 02139, USA or o~ 
+1(617)225-6000. Fax: +1(617)494-1786. (Source: 
~t.t_chnology Bulletin, Vol. 9, No. 1, February 1990) 

Cell transpl1nt relieves Parkinson's disease in 
Lill 

Researchers in California have developed a 
technique that partially restores nor11al brain 
function in rats with the equivalent of Parkinson's 
disease in h11111ans. The technique is an al~ernative 
to transplanting foetal tissue to the brain. At 
present, this is hampered by a ban on funding 
imposed by the US Govern~nt. 

Fred Gage and his colleagues at the University 
of California in San Diego inject?d modified cells 
from rat skin into the brains of .-at~ thttt were 
suffering f1om a type of neurological damage that 
resemble~ Parkinson's diseasP. 

The researchers first 110dified the cells by 
introducing a genetically engineered virus that 
contained the gene for the enzy111e tyrosine 

hydroxylase. The enzyme catalyzes t:1e coroversion of 
tyrosine into l-dopa, and is produced in small 
a11011nt.s by the cells. Hed, G'lge and his cGlleagues 
inj~cte1 t~e 1t10ditie~ cells into the brains of the 
rats. They •?•!nC t!nt ti~ain functiol'I imprnvea b~ 
~~ per t:(•r.t. 

In the ~rair., th~ irject~d cells proauce l-dopa 
which is convertPd to do~a11ine and other 
neurotransmitters. This allows some normal br.Jin 
funct i 011s t<> be restored. Gage a"d '1 i ~ · "11 t'ilgU!''> 

stress, hotrever, that th1- transplant m€t'1oo is no\. 
yet ready to bP applied to rU111ans. 

An advantage of the method is that it holds out 
the possibility of injecting skin cells from the 
saiae ani11al or individual as the recipient. This 
would greatly reduce the chance that the 
transplanted material would be rejected. 

Gage says that transplants of foetal cells are 
a 110re effective •Mn:1od of alleviating the symptoms 
of Parkinson's disease because thev ~roduce quite 
naturally the neurotransmitters that are deficoent. 
Nevertheless, Gage is optimistic about the technique 
of transplanting skin cells, despite its 
1 i11i tat ions. (Source: New-.S!=i_e!lt i st. 
6 January 1990) 

Resurch on piNl genes 

Vi rus-1 i ke agent blamed ..f.!>_LJ!!~_uo~ .cli~.e~s~ 

About 600 head of cattle a month in the United 
Kingdom are COiiing down with a mysterious new 
disease. The affliction, which seems to have spread 
to the cattle from sheep, is costing British cattle 
breeders 150 million a year. Bovine spongiform 
encephalopathy (BSE) - "..ad cow disease" - seems to 
be caused by a little understood, virus-like agent 
that causes a brain disease called scrapie in 
sheep. The United States and the European Conwnunity 
have banned SOii'! imports of British cattle and beef 
whiie awaiting the results of a research effort in 
the United Kingdom ai-aed at finding out whether the 
disease can spread from cow to cow or, more 
worryingly, to humans. 

In late 1986 a dairy farmer in Kent, in 
southeast England, noticed several cows with 
sympt0111s in his herd. Tissue samples from 
slaughtered ani11c1ls went to the Central Veterinary 
laboratory of the H;nistry of Agriculture, Fisheries 
and Food (HAFF) in nearby Sussex. Gerald Wells, 
head of the neuropathology unit, took one look 
through his microscope at samples of brain tissue 
and thought he recognized the appearance of scrapie. 

Scrapie is related to the human brain diseases 
kuru and Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease. Both are causej 
by pathogens whose nature is controversial. 
Sometimes called "slow viruses" or merely 
"unconventional agents", they make the brain appur 
spongy and full of holes. Wells saw this pattern in 
the cattle brains and dubbed the syndrome BSE. He 
was confident enough of his diagnosis to tell a 
colleague he "sospected we had scrttpie in cattle". 

But if BSE was scrapie how did it get into 
cattle? John Wilesmith, head of epidemiology at 
HAFF'' Veterinary laboratory, heqan an 
epidemiolor'r.al survey to find out. The fpw ~nown 
cases were spread around the country, implyinq that 
BSE ~as caused by a factor in general cattlP 
management rather than by a loral condition. It wa~ 
relatively easy to eliminatP an array nf pos,ihiP 
cttusP,, including vaccinP,, nlhPr hiologi(al aqPnt\, 
agriculturttl chemicals, and dirrrt rnntart with 
<;heep. 
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"The thino that~~ •ere lett with", Wilesmith 
sai~ "was the ihe teedino of meat ~nd bone meal 1n 
r ·tions". Altho~yh it m~f s~~m surprising, a~ima; 
protein •s a standard part of cattl~ rati~ns -
esvecialry the "weaner" rations fed to y~ung 
calves. Wilesmith questioned manufacturers and 
found that sheen unfit for h~man ~ons11111ption 
(perhaps becaus~ they had scrapie) often ended up in 
cattle rations. 

!n .J87 11AFF banned the use of ru111inant-derived 
protein in t~ed !or cattl~ 9r she~p. which should 
;.i1;_=r.·~tPly l!u~ a stc.? tc lf·i!~ <:'>w disea'ie. 
linb.-1.:matelv. !'lllt. 'tta;act..:riH; · of unc>..,Jer.tiur>al 
a~en,s is the lag tirr.e - f.n:;- lo •ive yP.a'"s in 
cattle - bet .. een infection and syw_·t.oms. B"=nce the 
roughly 600 cases a ~nth now being seen a.-e th<: 
result of infection before the ban on rueinant 
protein on cattle feed. 

The fact that the nU111ber of ne~ cases is 
retnaining steady is good news, according to 110st 
epidemiologist~. If the dise~se were being 
transmitted ~irectly from one adult cow to another, 
the curve inu•~ating new ca;es wo~ld p1obably be 
clim~ing inuch :nore steeply, researchers say. 

Yet questions remain. Can :he disease be 
transmitted from an infected cow to her calf? And 
what is the risK to numan beings? The recently 
announced UK science b·rdget has earmarked 
il2 million to provide SOllle answers. HAFF ha~ 
purchased 300 calves born to infected cattle; 
observa~ion of them should answer the first question. 

The second question - the risk to hU111ans - i~ 
more Lifficult to answer. Some diseases caused by 
•.mconventional agents can -~efinitely be transmitted 
to human beings. Kuru, for example, which afflicted 
natives of New Guinea, seems to have been spread 
through the cons11111ption of h11111an brains .n 
ritualistic cannibalism. 

Whether Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease (CJD) is 
generally contagious is 110re problematic. The 
disease is relative1 y common a..ong Libyan Jews, who 
eat sheep's eyes. Anat011ically, the eyes are an 
extensi~n of the brain, and they might contain the 
scrapie ag~nt. No solid evidence yet supports such 
a link, however, and CJD has been reported in Japan, 
where there is little scrapie, and also in a 
lifelong vegetarian. 

In any event, the risk of BSE being transmitted 
to humans has already been greatly reduced, 
according to Sir Richard Southwood. Southwood 
chaired a working party to advise the British 
Government on BSE. The group reconnended that all 
offal from cattle be banned fr0tn hU111an food, 
including brain, thymus, and spleen - the 111ajor 
reservoirs of the scrapie agent. 

Why did BSE arise in Britain in 1986? Three 
factors may have been responsible. In the early 
1980s Britain's sheep population was growinq 
rapidly, and an increasing number of the animals 
wound up as meat and bone meal at rendering plants. 
At the same time, in the wake of the oil crisi~ 
renderers adopted energy-efficient techniques that 
were less likely to destroy the highly resistant 
scrapie agent. Finally, government policy 
encouraged farmers to produce more milk by removing 
calves from their mothers quickly, and the weaned 
calves were fed diets containing infected sheep 
protein. 

That constellation of factors seems unique to 
Britain. Few expo.rts e~per.t outbre~ks of RSE 
elsewhere, although the US Department of Agric~lture 
ha~ set aside fund~ for increa~ed research on 

-.(r.l"ie and BSE. [n the mean time, the lar';fer 
research effort in ~he United Kinqdnm proceeds 
apace, in the hope of a~suaging p~blic fears .lnd 
p~rsuadinq the United Stat~s .lnd Europe to lift 
their b~,; or British cattle. (Source: Srience. 
Vol. 241. p. 323, Jeremy Cher-fas. Copyright AAAS) 

Antel_np~~-_d_i_e __ qf ''.mad cow" disease 

:ic.ne zou a1.imals mav have been infected with 
the agent wl1ic" causes bovine spongi form 
encephalopathy (BSE), the disease which has killed 
over 10,P~O ~ritish cattle. Five ante'opes have 
d;cd in Rrdish zoos f.-om a BSE-like condition, 
thought to have been transmitted in c0tnnercial feed 
Ctinlaining sheep meat infected with scrapie, a 
similar disease. Although this practice has be~n 
~topped, the long incubation period of spongiform 
encephalopathies means it may be several years 
before the extent ol infection in zoo animals is 
known. James Kirkwood, senior veterinary officer at 
Lundon Zoo, where an Arabian oryx and a kudu died 
last year, says th~t co,servationists will have to 
wait to ass~ss the i~pact of the outbreak on 
endangered species. 

London Zo3 officials have written to other 
British zoos suggesting that "careful cnnsiderati~n" 
should be given before animals at risk are exported 
to foreign zoos or for reintroduction proyra11111es. 
London Zoo's circular says that any ungulate fed 
proprietary meal bP.tween 1980 and 1989 rnay be 
dffected. 

The first recorded case of the disease in a zoo 
was in 1986, the first year of the outbreak of BSE 
ir cattle, when a nyala at Harwell Zoo, near 
Winchester. died. Since then, in addition to the 
London cr•s, a gemsbok has died at Harwell, and an 
el rd at •ort Lymr.,e Zoo. in Kent. The 
cross-species transmission of spongiform 
encephalopathies is not a surprise; results 
published in the ~e~inl!::t...Bec~rd. in February 
showed that laboratory mice can contract BSE 
symptoms after eating infected cattie brain titsue. 

Geoff Holmes, from the agriculture ministry's 
veterinary centre at Itchen Abbas, where the Harwell 
cases were examined, says his biggest worry is 
whether the disease will be passed from female 
cattle and antelope to their offspring, via the 
placenta. This does occur in scrapie-infected ewes, 
but research to test for this "vertical 
tra~smissio~" in cattle is still in progress. 
(Scurce: ~.Vol. 344, 15 Harch 1990) 

Research on plant g~~ 

A US biotechnology company has achieved a 
breakthrough with the genetic manipulation of the 
corn plant, which could lead to a new generation of 
hybrid corn species designed to maximize yield. 

BioTechnica International. based in Cambridge, 
Hassachusett~. has developed a t.echnique by which a 
gene can be introduced into the O~A of a corn plant, 
which can then be qrnwn producing seeds. These in 
turn express the gene in thP nPxt generation of 
p !ant. 

8ioTechnica vir.e-pre5ident David Glass e~plains 
that the technique wi 11 enilb I e I hP comp..iny to impMt 
commerr.ii!l l y valuablP trait.s into 5trains nf rorn. 
Gli!·.~ <"xplains thilt £liofprhniril intends tn int.rodur" 
ir.:;ect resist.anr.P using the IJK-firm Aqrir111t.ural 
Gpnetir Company's (AG(j (pTi qPnP whirh it ha~ 
lic£1SPd. (Sourre: European Chrmical ~Pws, 
5 F~bruary 1990) 
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Biologists in the US h~ve observed how viruses 
spread throu~h ~ plant by breaking into its 
connur.ication system. The viruses use chemical 
"keys" to unlock the chCJ'lnels along which cheinic.- .s 
pass between cells. An understanding of the 
mechanism ...ay enabie scientists to develop new ways 
of protecting plants against viral i~fection, which 
causes huge a:nounts of damage and loss of crops 
wor~dwide. 

"The viruses act as burglars", says 
William Lucas of the University of California at 
Davis. "They have to break into each cell 
undetected. If the plant cells detect an invader, 
they have n11111erous ways in which to prevent the 
virus from spreading." Lucas and his colleagues 
from Davis and Washington University, St. Louis, 
have developed techniques to observe such viruses in 
action. 

To grow and develop nonnally, the cells in a 
plant must cOlllllUnicate with each other. They do so 
along plasmodesmata, fine strands of cytoplasm, 
which are laid down when the cells divide 
initially. It is along these channels that 
chemicals, including sugars and honnones, pass from 
cell to cell. The width of the channel determines 
the sizes of the 110lecules that can pass. 

For llliln/ years, researchers have known that 
viruses can change the channels in various ways. 
N!IW Lucas and his colleagues have found that the 
viruses hijack the plant's syster. of protein 
expression to inanufacture chemical keys, proteins 
that ~iden the plasmodesinata. The virus can then 
slip through undetected and replicate. 

Lucas and his colleagues took RNA frOll'. the 
tobacco 110saic virus and inserted it into a tobacco 
plant. By this means, they produced plants in which 
the plas110des111i1ta remained wide open all the time. 
Using new techniques, they were able to watch 
1110lecules 110ve frOlll cell to cell and to mea~ure how 
far the plasmodeslllilta open. Until now, studying 
110lecular activity inside living plant cells has 
been impossible because the active part of the cell, 
the cytoplas•, occupies only a very thin layer 
inside the cell wall. 

Lucas and his colleagues used a micro-pipette 
to release a tiny drop of a specially designed 
liposOllle. This carried a sinall a.aunt of 
fluorescent 111arker inside the cell. The liposocne 
fused with the plant cell, allowing its contents to 
be released. 

The researchers used a ca111era that can detect 
very faint light and translate it into electrical 
signals which are then amplified a ~undred miilion 
times. With this equi;iinent, they built up a colour 
computer image of 110lecuiar activity inside the 
living plant as it took place. By attaching 
110lecules of known size to the fluorescent marker, 
they could measure how wide the channels between 
cells open. 

If scientists can discover more about the way 
in which these viral burglars make their chemical 
keys, it should be possible to chattge plants so that 
the chemical locks cannot be picked; in effect, 
engineering virus-proof plants. Also, the new 
techniques developed to study the molecular activity 
inside plants will endble researchers to study 
normal plants. (Source: New_Scientist. 
2 December 1989) 
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~l«Y-1-i.ui2lQgy _~~l"_e~_thcrJ_dd ~-9 t _t'f'!cif l '._-; 
,,.rink!.LP_t~~ 

When in the 1860s, Gregor Hendel made his 
seminal studies of heredity in pea plants, he knew 
n~thing about the molecular basis for his rules. 
N~w. a team of researchers in the lJI( has cloned the 
gene responsible for one of the characteristics that 
Hendel described in the pea seeds: ~rinkies. 

Hf>ndel observed seven pairs of characteristics 
in peas. They include tallness and dwarfishness, 
colour or colourlessness in the flower, and 
differences in the shape and colour Gf the seed. He 
found that the peas were either round or wrinkled, 
and that the round character was dominant to the 
wrinkled character. The factors that governed these 
two phenotypes were lat~r labelled as & and r 
respectively. 

Since then. other researchers have shown that 
there is a marked difference between the starch in 
the round (RR or Hrl peas and the wrinkled to:> 
ones. In 1988, A'ison Slnith at the John Innes 
Institute in Norwi!h found that the structure of the 
starch depended on the presence or absence of one of 
two fonns of an enzyme called the starch-branching 
enzyme I (SBEI). 

A seed that lacks the enz)'llle has a higher sugar 
conter.t than one that has the enzyme. This makes it 
accumulate more water than its counterpart, so it 
swells to a larger size at an early stage in its 
development, and shrinks as it dries out. The 
shrinkage gives it its wrinkled appearance. Smith 
found that the rr peas always lacked SBEI. 

Now Hadan Bhattacharyya, Cathie Hartin and 
their colleagues at th 0 institute ha~e cloned the 
fragment of DNA that er;·~odes SBEI from the pea that 
Hondel would have used, Pisum sativum, and 
detr~nstrated that it lies at the r locus. 

They found that the messenger RNA transcript of 
the SBEI gene in rr seeds was much bigger than in RR 
forms. And rr seeds produced only about one tenth 
of the amount of transcript that R~ seeds did, 
weight for weight. 

finally, the team found that the extra genetic 
material in the sequence coding for SBEI was an 
inserted fragment, about 800 base pairs long and 
with repeated base pairs at either end. According 
to the resear~hers, this fragment is very similar to 
certain transposable sequ~nces of DNA in other 
plants such as maize. The insertion causes the 
wrinkled phenotype, rr, because it prevents the 
normal expression of the SBEI gene. 

Bhattacharyya ar.d his colleagues conclude that 
''since all the data Hendel provided fit the 
assumption that he used the r mutant and since there 
is no ~lher evidence of another mutation available 
at this time, we believe that the gene we have 
c 1 oned is the one studied by Hende 1". (Source: ~'.! 
Scientist. 17 February 1990). 

Research on bacterial genes 

Gpnptic enqinpers who in 1989 devised a way to 
rro~s two di~tinr.t ~perie; of bacteria to create a 
new "mosaic" species now plan to exploit the 
commerc i;il prospects of the technique. "If the 
prartir;il ~pplications of this work bear out. we 
think that this is ii means of revolutionizinq the 
whole of qenelic en<Ji111>erinq", said Hiroslav Radman 
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of the Jacques Honod Institute in Paris, on• uf the 
researchers who made t:ie mosaic specie-;. 

Radman said that a french company called 
Setratech hopes to use the technique to incorporatc
extra genes into micro-organisms, plants and 
animals, to create hybrid species suitable for· li~e 
vaccines, and to stabilize new strains. 

He and his colleagues, Christiane Rayssiguier 
in Paris and David Thaler at the University of Utah, 
experimented with two bacteria, ~sch~rj!:bja_co_lj and 
~J.!!2.o.glli___!J~himurill!!t. These two bacteria have a 
cOlmOn ancestor, but have been separated for 
150 million years and the DNA in their genetic 
sequences differs ly 1110re than one fifth. The 
researd:ers managed to create a new "mosaic" strain 
Ct'JlllPOSed of genes from each species. They did so by 
interfering with the inechanism by which cells that 
are about to divide verify that their DNA has been 
copied faithfully. 

A group of enzymes known as mismatch repair 
proteins are the key to this process. The 
researchers reasoned that these enzymes might act as 
a barrier to the recombination of genetic material 
from different species. 

To test their prediction, they studied bacteria 
which have mutations that made them unable to carry 
out this "repair" routine. They found that 
mutations in the mutl, mutS or mutP. genes did indeed 
dramatically increase the rate at which the two 
species of bacteria could exchange DNA, leading to 
the "mosaic" bacteria. 

Rad111an says that he has now found a technique 
to inhibit the enzymes in this system dur:ng the 
crucial period in the cell cycle of the two bacteria 
when DNA is recomb•:ing. This opens the way, he 
says, for 111any practical applications of this new 
approach to genetic engineering, in plant, animal 
and hU111an ce 11 s • 

As a method of introducing new genes into 
cells, the procedure offers several advantages. It 
is possible to obt3in a large number of recombinant 
cells, and a great vari~ty of mutants, in a few 
hours. The method is protected by a licence, and 
Setratech is now interested in forming partnerships 
with other researchers in the field. It is 
negotiating joint ventures with industrial partners 
that it declines to name at the moment. 

"The first practical applications are expected 
in two years' time, in fields such as yeast for 
fennentat ion, and agriculture and food", said 
Gilles Amsallem of Setratech. The company's 
research laboratory is in Paris, but it also uses 
the premises and staff of the Jacques Monod 
Institute. SJch collaboration between indust~y and 
academia is rare in france, where basic research 
does not often lead swiftly to the market. 

Radman is continuing research into the 
"evolutionary" consequences of his work, and hopes 
to study the genetic mechanisms that separate two 
species. He is searching fnr the "biological 
constant" that determines the moment when two 
species diverge and can no longer reproduce with one 
another. (Source: ~w Sci ent i_j1. 3 r f'brua ry I 990) 

~~gn__e.11L.!>_~_t. te r_i_~ 

Soil bacteria from a field in Bavaria, fRG, may 
be able to navigate along lines ~f electromagnetic 

torce, researchers froll'. Hunich have discovered. Th,, 
~acteria could also influence whether the soil 
~~rn~~s ~agnetic. 

The mineral that oives soil maonetic properties 
is known as ~agnetite. - Soil scientists previously 
assumed it had an inorganic origin. The Hunich team 
suggests, however, that deposits of magnetite could 
be fossils of these bacteria. 

Water-borne bacteria, similur to the ones the 
team discovered, convert iron into magnetite in 
their ce 11 s. The magnetite he 1 ps the bacteria to 
"swim" along lines of force in the Earth's magneti!: 
field. Scientists believe the soil bacteria may be 
simild;ly "magnotatic", detecting and responding to 
magnetic forces. Studies show that, li~e the 
water-borne variety, these soil bacteria also 
contain crystals of magnetite. (Source: New 
ScientisJ., 20 January 1990) 

Altered bacteria produce Hahs 

Researchers at the Scripps Clinic in La Jolla, 
California, say they have devised a new technique, 
using genetically altered bacteria instead of mice 
to expand by a thousand-fold the variety of 
monocolonal antibod;es. 

The method, they say, promises new antihodies 
that could spur industrial chemical reactions that 
are currently difficult to produce. Meanwhile, a 
private San Diego biotechnology start-up, Stratagene 
Corporation, says it is founding a company, 
Stratacyte Corporation, to license the new 
technology in collaboration with Scripps. 

The new technique involves a sort of genetic 
manipulation that lets researchers use genetically 
altered bacteria to produce randomly, in a first 
step, tens of millions to hundreds of millions of 
clones, each of which produces a stream of identical 
antibodies. In a second step, the researchers can 
rapidly screen these 11illions of clones and pick the 
ones producing the antibodies best suited for a 
particular function. The new technique is the first 
major departure from a 1975 technique currently used. 

Under the 1975 method, researchers must sort 
through hundreds of hybrid mouse cells to find the 
one that is producing the antibodies that, say, home 
1n on a cancer cell protein. They then scale up the 
hybrid to produce the antibodies in large 
quantities. Under the new technique, researchers 
can directly test a chemical against the millions of 
antibodies to see which ones tr:gger a reaction 
without knowing ahead of time what the reaction will 
be. This allows the chemists to discover antibodies 
that trigger new kinds of chemical reactions. 
(Extracted from Chemical Marketing ~~. 
II December 1989) 

f e f1!1e!l_tj!J. i Ol'.Lih.2!:!..LQ!lf'-3.~P_.£Q!1Ve r_$ iQILl> ( 
~~rb.l>_!L!!!Qnoxide to b~ 

Researchers from Michigoin Biotechnology 
Institute (MBI) and Michigan State University (MSU) 
havp shown in a novel fermentation lhat 
Butyri bac te.rivm_me_thy_l_qtr::ophj t:Vlll converts carbon 
monoxide, a major component of synthesis gas, 
dirrctly into butanol. 

Thi~ discovery represents first rvidence of ii 

direct biological pathway from carbon monoxide, ii 

one-carbon gaseous substrate, to a four-carb~n 
;ilrnhol. ilnd indicatPs the potential for a on,•-step 



butanol production based on syn.hesis uas. 
Synthesis gas is a widely used chemicai teedstod. 
is composed chiefly ot carbon monoxidt' and hy,lt-o•i<>n. 
and is obtained through the gasification of •oal. 
petroleum or biomass. 

Butanol is a larau-volume industrial chumi<al 
and po~ential fuel additive. for the chemic:al 
industry and others that use butanol as a raw 
startino material. this fermentation could offer· 
some distinct advantaoes. The abundance of coal 
reserves in the us - an estimated 936 billion net 
tons in 1988 offers a readily available. low-rost 
synthesis gas source in the future. 

This one-step conversion process can operate at 
ambient pressure and temperature and produce butanol 
in the presence of sulphur conta~inants. The 
commercial catalytic processes for producino 
alcohols from synthesis gas are sulphur-sensitive. 

The fermentation is being optimized for 
improved reaction rate and hutanol concentration 
in two ~ays. First, methods are being developed 
to inhibit the formation of less ·lesirable 
products, such as orqanic acids. Second. the cell 
concentration is being increased using cell 
recycle. 

In these "reliminarv studies, hutanol 
concentrations' of 0.5 oil have been achieved. An 
order of magnitude inc;ease in yield and 
concentration could make the recovery process 
economically attractive. 

Researche~~ collaborating on this Department of 
Energy-spon~ored project include Dr. Rathin Datta. 
Vice-President for Research, MBI; Or. Mark Worden, 
Assistant Professor, Department of Chemical 
Engineering, HSU: Or. Hahendra Jain, Senior 
Seier.list, MBI; and Andrew J. Grethlein, doctoral 
candidate in the Department of Ch~mical Engineering, 
HSU. 

The project was sponsored by the Pittsburgh 
Energy Technology Center of DOE. The discovery was 
first presented at the Eleventh Symposium on 
Biotechnology for Fuels and Chemicals, held in 
Colorado Springs, Colorado in Hay 1989. (Source: 
Bioconnection, Winter, 198~) 

Bacteria !l~r!!J!..L~l lul <;>_se__!!l!.!l.J_i/!. _ni_ trQgen 

A large number of newly discovered bacteria are 
unique in that they can degrade cellulose in plant 
materials while at the same time fixing nitrogen 
from the air, according to J. Michael Gould, a 
biochemist at USDA's Northern Regional Research 
Center, Peoria, Illinois. With their ability to fix 
nitrogen (thereby producing ammonia), the bacteria 
have the potential 'o "increase the protein content 
of normally deficient crop by-products such as ~heat 
and rice straw", Gould says, making such material 
more useful as animal feeds. Gould and USDA 
colleague lee B. Dexter isolated the bacteria from 
17 different sources, ranging from Illinois acorn~ 
to Texa; ants to Wisconsin bog soil. Of the 
194 organisms discovered lo date, 10 appear to he 
new str2ins or species of the qenu~ Baci 1 lus. while 
the others fit into no existin~ classifi[ation, 
Gould says. They apparPntly havP h~~n nverlnn~Pd 1n 
the past her.au~e they r~n hoth fix nitrngPn and 
degrade cellulose, and most assays look for 
organisms that ran do one or thp nther. (RPprinted 
with permis;ion frnrn Chemical and f.n!Jineerin'J llpw-;, 
R January 1990, pp. 16-17. Copyriqht ( 1990) 
American (hemiral SoriPly) 

Research on viral genes 

Lymphocytes wh_i ch de; troy hepatocyte-; di~ (('ve•"~ 

The research aroups of Hichio lmaw~ri ~! 
the University of Tokyo Hedical School and 
Takashi Umieda at Asai1i Kasei 's Research !n.,titute 
for Hedical Tech~cloqies (Shizuoka) have discovered 
a rlass of lymphocytes that destro~s hepatocytes 
infected with non-A. non-B hepatitis virus. The 
researchers presented details of their work at a 
recent Japanese Hepatology Society meeting. They 
isolated lymphocytes from 480 patients who haa 
become infected with the vi•us after receivina blood 
transfusions. The scientists then identified.a 
T-cell population that was able to kill infected 
hepatocytes from both the ~ame pat'ents f1om which 
the cells had been isolated as well as those from a 
different patient population. (Source: 
Bio/l~hn_gJQgy, Vol. 7, December 1989) 

!°19i!ii_i~_d_y in.1~~t~s. j_11111un..it_y __ in _chi i::~e_ns 

A modified avian leukosis virus (ALV) has been 
used to create transgenic chickens that are 
resistant to infection with ALV, according to 
Lyman Crittenden a researcher with the USOA's 
Regional Poultry Research Laboratory, East Lansing, 
Hichigan. Crittenden and USDA co-worker 
Donald Salter created a strain of ALV that delivers 
part of the viral genome to chicken cells without 
inducing disease. Newly-laid eggs are injected with 
the modified virus, which apparently delivers viral 
DNA to the chicken embryo DNA. Chicken cells with 
viral DNA integrated into their ONA produce viral 
proteins th1t coat the cells and protect them from 
penetration by ~he virus. The offspring of such 
chickens should inherit the trait, Crittenden says. 
"Studies in cell culture suggest that this approach 
can be extended to other retroviruses and to herpes 
viruses in several srecies of animals", he notes. 
(Reprinted with pel"Rlissi~n from Chemical and 
~ngineering~. 8 January 1990, p. 36. Copyright 
(1990) American Chemical Society) 

'Li..rsiJJrtlti!!~Ll.he guts out of 
caterpi 11 ars 

Some viruses infect insects by using a protein 
that dissolves the protective layer in the insect's 
gut. The protein could be used to make 111any insect 
viruses more potent, so that they could function as 
pesticides. It may even make a pesticide by itself. 

This is the finding of Robert Granados, the 
dire~tor of the plant protection programme at the 
Boyce Thompson Institute at Cornell University in 
Ithaca, New York. He calls the protein "viral 
enhancement factor" (V[F). He says it is "the first 
protein with this mode of act'on ever found in an 
insect virus, and the only one of its kind found in 
insect-killing viruses". 

Granados discovered VEf in a conwnon 
baculovirus, a virus that attacks insects. The 
virus, known as Tric!llu!_lv.~it.-1!.i granulosis virus, or 
TnGV, infects the cabbage looper (Tr:\l'.'.hopJusi<J_lli l. 
This is a caterpillar that eats more than a dozen 
types of veget~ble, includinq cabbage and broccoli. 

Tnr.v ha<; a corp of ONA that is surrounr!er! hy a 
!hirk rapsule of protein which proterts the ONA from 
!hP 1>nvi ronmrnt. Wht>n an insect, such as the 
r;ihh;iqp looppr catPrpillu, eats the virus ,.,hiJp 
fePdinq on plant tis•uP, the protein coat di~solves 
in i~5 midqut, which is alkaline. Thi5 frrrs thP 
viru<; p.irt;rlPs. 
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ii,,_, f,1bb.;,i,- lccpcr· ca'erri 1 J.l,-·~ i::id~:u• ;s 
lined by the reritrorhic mt'mbrane, a leathery ldyer 
th.tt pt'r·n; ~--; di~···\~ ivt_~ Fr~:~·~,1" ~o t 1tlPi l~:tp q~,· ~=~:~. 
~nrf th!' nu•r-it.,,'ltS ~o tlow out into ~h._• (•:>llo:; ar·ound 
the <l"L It ,11...':' pr-Pvo>nt<;. bactM·ia anti vir·us<?S Ir-um 
r·eachino these tells. The ntembrane '.s made of 
substar~es such as chitin_ the touoh material ot 
insect P•oskelet0ns. ThP halP" arP just larg~ 
enouoh to let food mnlecules pass, but too s~all to 
al lo~ the passaae ot virus particles or bacteria. 

Granados led the virus to cabbaae 
caterpillars. "The inse(t's "tomach-membranes 
literally fell apart". he says. "The structure of 
the linino was damaged, and its chemrcal composition 
was altered as well"- Once the peritrophic membrane 
was destroyed, the virus was able to reach the cells 
of the midgut, infect them. and kill the caterpillar. 

Granados discovered that it was the VEf alone 
that dissolved thP membrane. The presence of the 
p~otein dramatically affected how infectious the 
virus was. When Granados fi>d tht' .::aterpillars with 
TnGV from wliich the orotein had been removed, only 
about JO per cent of the insects died. But when he 
fed them the virus -:ontaining the protein, every 
insect died. Granados says that VEF makes the virus 
between "25 and 100-fold" more infectious when fed 
to cabbage caterpillars. 

Granados foresees an important role for 
baculoviruses in the biological control of pests. 
Biolooi~ts know of more than 500 such viruses that 
at[ack agricultural and forest pests. He says that 
baculoviruses infect only insects, and are harmless 
to human!; and animals. (Source: tlew Scientist, 
23/30 December 198q) -- - - - -----

~_IDS _theory _questions_ drug R&D 

A new th:,.y which challenges the conventional 
view of how the AIDS virus works could have major 
implicatir.ns for the development of drugs and 
vaccines. The theory strengthens the argument for 
the use of soluble CD4 as a decoy receptor; at the 
same time it casts doubts on the use of GP120 in 
vaccines. 

The current generation of drugs, including 
zidovudine, attack virus replication, which can only 
take place once the virus has invaded cells. 
Scientists at the UK's Medic?.i Research Council 
(MRC) now believe the HIV virus is able to destroy 
the immune system simply by masking the CD4 protein 
on the surface of healthy immune cells. CD4 plays 
the key role in the immune sy,tem's ability to 
detect and fight infection. 

If the theory holds true, future drug research 
will need to be targeted at preventing the AIDS 
virus from binding to CD4, rather than attacking it 
once it ~as invaded. Angus Dalgleish, head of 
retrovi1us research at the MRC, suggests the best 
therapy may lie in combining soluble CD4 with 
zidovudine or a protease inhibitor. 

The current belief that the r.oal protein of the 
AIDS virus, coded GP120, could be used in a 
potPnlial varrinP m~y al~n h;ivp tn b~ di'irilrdPd: 
thl' new lhPnry imrli.-., th;it <iP170 ..irt11ally triqqer-; 
A!D'.;. 

Th.-. rww tl11>nry m.1y "'fllain: why th.-. imn11rnP 
<;y<;lpm ln<;P<; it<; pot.-.nry wPl l bpforp -;iqnifirant. 
n11mbrr<; of hP.ilthy rpJlo; h.:iv.-. brPn dP>troyPd; why 
nthPr viru'iP'i th.it r;in kill rr>ll-; P<p1if1f1Pr1 with ([)4 
do not r.:iu~P AIDS: .rnrf why nnl y rprt.1in rnmmon 
infr>rtion•, ;ir·p nft<>n th.-. fit ... ! In c!Pvrlor in A![JS 
11<1111''11';, r,i•hrr lh,tr, rlPW b,lffPri .. .J infrlfion• .. 
(SounP: furCll1""" (11,,mir.tl tlPwS, r, fpbr11M-y l'l'l0) 

j*• tt-i.1~ of r~searchpr·~ in f~.~lei~:-· -~~u! U: .... l!S f·.t·. 
lound a series of cor:ipounds th.it it 1.1lls ·'ti!.> mo'>t 
specific and potent inhibitors of HIV-I replic•tion 
studied so far". HIV-I, or human immuncdef ;c ;en•·1· 
virus type l, is the main cause ot acquired immune 
deficiency syndrome (AtOSl_ 

The Beigian/America~ research team consists of 
Rudi Pau~els, Jan D~smyter, Erik De Clercq. and 
their colleagues at the Rega Institute for Medical 
R£se~rch at Katholieke Universiteit Leuven in 
Beloium; and Koen Andries, Paul A.J_ Janssen. and 
other< at two units of the Janssen Research 
foundat;on in Beerse, Belgium, and Spring House, 
Pennsylvania. 

The new antiviral agents are members of a clilss 
of compounds called tetrahydro-imidazo[4.5,1-j~J 
[J,4]-benzodiazepin-2(1H)-or.e and -thi-one (T!BO) 
derivatives. Remarkably, they inhibit the 
replication of HIV-1 but not of HIV-2 (a cause of 
AIDS in Western Africa) or of any other ONA or RNA 
viruses. 

Certain TISO derivatives nave been found to 
inhibit HIV-1 replication in cell culture at 
nanomolar concentrations 20,000 to more than 30,000 
times lower than those levels that impair the 
viability of uninfected human lymphocytes. 6y 
contrast, zidovudine (AZT), the only licensed 
anti-HIV drug in the US, inhibits HIV-I replication 
at a level only about 6,COO times below its 
cytotoxic concentration. for newer, experimental 
anti-HIV agents such as 2',3'-dideoxycytidine (uDCi 
and 2' ,3'-dideoxyinosine (DOI), the margin of safl:ty 
is even smaller. 

One highly potent TIBO derivative, R82150, was 
well tolerated when given to dogs and siY hPalthy, 
male volunteers. However, more derivatives are 
being synthesized as the research team searcne~ for 
the one 1110st suitable for clinical studies in 
HIV-I-infected patients. 

The synthP.sis of R82150 and its cousins was 
complex, time-consuming, and provided only small 
amounts of these compou11ds. Sea 1 i ng up the 
synthesis of a suitable clinical candidate may be 
difficult. 

The scientists discovered the new anti-HIV 
compounds after screenin~ 600 molecules - all 
prototypes of oifferent chemical series - that 
showed no effect in standard pharm~·ological assays 
and that caused little~~ no toxicity in rodents. 
(Abstracted with permission from !J!.e~j~~l_and 
~_n_gi11_~~_rj_ng~. 5 February 1990, pp. 5-6. 
R. Dagani • Copyright (1990) American Chemical 
Society) 

~~i_tl.1Kline ~ngJ)J1j~h!l_bQth__fing HIV "diffu~er" 

SmithKline Beecham and Upjohn have, within 
days of each other, both rep9rted the dic;covery of 
several chemicals that "diffuse" the HIV virus in 
a test tube. The compounds could, in theory, 
act as prototypes for a new cla<;s of drug~ that 
prevent IHV from rep~icating itc;plf in 11ninfPr!Pd 
[f' 11 s. 

Many drug companiec; havP been lonkinq tnr ~ 
chPmical that blocks lhf' ar.tion of thP PnrymP 
rrotPil<;e, tho11ght to bp crucial tn lhP virw.«. 
rpproduction. 

ThP first report, frnm SmithKl inP, ~t;it~rl th;it 
rf'>P<1rrhl'r'i had found two rhPmiral~ th~t hlnr~r>rl lll'J 
replic~tion in a tPst tube. 



Upjohn's results repored that a chemical called 
U-81749 had reduced the amount of viral particles in 
a test tube containing HIV cells by 70 per cent 
compared with a test t~be of cells not exposed to 
the chemical . 

The general opinion is that a drug based on 
such findings is a long way away, but the area is 
extremely competitive with Herek & Co., Abbott 
laboratories and Monsanto all reported to be 
involved in similar work. (Source: Hanufac_turi rl.9 
C~~~ist, March 1990) 

A_lQ.S_researchers outline progress towards cure 

Recent~y published research into the life cycle 
of the human irrmunodeficiency virus (HIV) shows that 
scientists are begir.ning to pinpoint genetic targets 
for potential chemotherapeutic drugs or a vac~ine 
for the disease AIDS. 

Scientists at the Un:versity of California have 
refined a technique of DNA replication that enables 
a better understanding of the AIDS virus life 
cycle. The researchers have modified the polymerase 
chain reaction (PCR) technique, a sensitive way of 
detecting and amplifying genetic material, to allow 
more comparative studies on the tissue of AIDS 
patients. 

Irvin Chen explains that the PCR technique 
enzymatically reproduces a sample of DNA so that it 
can be detected by physical means. Using the 
modified process the scientists have found 
considerably more HIV-1 in the b1 'in tissue of AIDS 
sufferers than would otherwise be •xpected or 
indicated by its presence in the bl1od. Chen 
explains that this suggests the vir~s is a direct 
cause of the neurological dementia. 

The research team has also been able to detect 
and analyse the structure of the virus. The genetic 
material of HIV-·1 is found either "free" or 
integrated within a host cell chromosome. Chen and 
his colleagues have found, again in the AIDS 
dementia case, that most of the HIV is free and 
unir.tegrated. 

Chen explains that by comparison with other 
retroviruses in cats and chickens, cytolytic (cell 
killing) effects correlate with an excess of 
unintegrated genetic material. Chen believes the 
results show free virus DNA in the brain is 
responsible for the particular case cf AIDS 
dementia. (Source: European Chemical News, 
22 January 1990) 

Proteus models AIDS virus t~ find potential 
vaccine 

Proteus Biotechnology, a UK company based in 
Marple, Cheshire, has designed a protein which it 
has shown could be a potential AIDS vaccine. 

Proteus' scientists have used a computer 
generated model of the virus to g£netically engineer 
a molecule which mimics the surface of the AIDS 
virus as it appears to the body's irrmune system, 
causing it to r,timulate the production of 
antibodies. The development overcomes the need to 
introdur.e an inactive form of the virus to the body, 
as would be done io conventional vaccination method~ 
but which would be exceedingly dangerous for the 
case of AIDS. 

The artificial peptide vaccine is based on 
disr.ont.inuous determinants, i.e. t.he sites by which 
the immune system recognizes a virus. Proteus used 
its BioEngine computer design system incorporating 
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its own P.rm!Je~b~!I.~ software to obtain the 
three-dimensional fingerprint of the AIDS virus. 
The company claims to be first in developing a 
potential vaccine which bears little chemical 
similarity to the virus formula, but instead is 
similar to its shape. 

The company has tested the molecule in sheep 
under a collaborative agreement ~ith Peptide 
Technology of Australia. The va~cine successfully 
led to the tormation of antibodies. These 
antibodies showed a higher specificity to the AIDS 
virus than any other agent tested previously. 

Proteus has also produced a molecular copy of 
the virus which it used in tests as a target for the 
antibodies produced earlier in response to the 
vaccine. This has enabled e~~erimental results to 
indicate such promise towards a vaccine for HIV. 

Proteus managing director, John Pool explained 
that the vaccine stimulated antibodies specific to a 
single part of the AIDS virus envelope. The 
stimulation should be applicable to most variants of 
the virus as the surface area is least susceptible 
to mutation. 

The Peptide Technology researchers believe the 
unusual strength of the interaction oetween the 
antibody and the virus may indicate that a curative 
therapy can be envisaged. (Source: European 
Chemical News, 29 January 1990) 

Synthetic antisense strands in vira_LRt~A 
research 

Some researchers are investigating ways to 
directly block the action of HIV RNA rather than 
attacking the protein products of the genes. A 
5ynthetica1 "antisense" strand would attach to the 
v!ral RNA, preventing it from orde·ing tlie 
production of viral proteins. Antisense technology 
is also being studied for treating cancer. It 
remains to be seen if antisense technology is 
effective and whether start-up companies entering 
the field will be able to survive. The materials 
needed to make just one gram of antisense RNA cost 
some $1,000. The final cost to the patient would be 
much higher. Oligonucleotides and ribozymes are 
both being investigated for antisense therapy. 
Ribozymes offer the greatest specificity, and will 
probably not produce any cytotoxic effects, since 
they are naturally occuring molecules. Getting the 
ribozymes into infected cells will be a matter for 
much research. (Extracted from Medical World, 
25 December 1989) 

Research instru11entation 

Scanning tunne 11 i ng l!l.irr9.gJ2PJ? 

A scanning tunnelling microscope might some day 
allow direct determination of the nucleotide 
sequence of DNA, according to researchers at the 
University of New Mexico (Albuquerque). Imag(s of 
strands of a synthetic ONA ~ave already heen 
produced. The pseudo-ONA was made only with 
deoxyadenylate. The images show the two chemical 
rings attached to the poly(dA) strands. Furthrr 
refinements are needed before the technique r.nuld b .. 
used with real ONA. (Extrar.ted from Scien(" rl"w' .. 
25 November 1989) 

B' osepar:atj on .tech no l ogi es 

Technology Catalysts (Falls (hurrh, VA) ha~ 
reviewed the field of hioseparation t.e(hnoln~y anrl 
will make its report availahle at the enrl of 
February. Liquid chromatography and membrdn" 



Ii 1 tr·at ion are the most common techniques. 11.,.., 
teLhnology discussed in the report includes 
polymeric microfiltration membranes th.1t are morp 
hydrophilic; thin-film composite ceramic membr3ncs 
that are stronger and more chemically inert; new 
chromatography column support media with greater 
porosity and column stability; and techniques that 
mix separation methods. The firm says separations 
market growth of 15-20 per cent per year over the 
past decade will continue, bringing the value cf the 
business to $2.5 billion in 1995. Technology 
Catalysts notes that at least 50 per cent of 
manufacturing costs arise from downstream 
processing, and that may in fact prevent 
introduction of some bioproducts. (Source: 
Chemical Week, 14 February 1990) 

{Pllllortal cells 

Using bits of brain from hUlllan embryos to treat 
Parkinson's disease poses moral as well as practical 
problems. Scientists at two British universities 
are working on a way to do the job less 
controversially by growing brain tissue in 
laboratory cell cultures instead. The same 
technique may be used to grow enough liver or 
pancreatic cells to use in organ transplants. This 
would let one organ serve for many operations. 

Or. Julian Burke at Sussex and 
Dr. Caroline Hacdonald at Strathclyde are working on 
new ways to use "immortal" cell cultures. Normally 
every cell in the human body has a fixed lifespan. 
It divides a certain number of times, then stops 
dividing and lives on for a set period. Both the 
number of cell divisions and the lifespan after the 
last division vary greatly between types of cells. 

Occasionally, however, one or two mouse or 
human cells in a laboratory culture throw off their 
genetic controls and divide and grow indefinitely. 
The immortals take over the culture plate as the 
other cells die off. They go on growing and 
dividing for as long as anyone cares to keep them 
alive. 

Unfortunately it is impossible to produce a 
supply of specialized cells, such as nerve cells, 
simply by immortalizing them. As they grow and 
divide, the cells revert to an undifferentiated 
state and lose the special characteristics which 
make them nerve cells, and thus useful for 
transplants. A better understanding of the ways in 
which genes ~ontrol cells, and the ways in which 
genes themselves are controlled, might help to get 
round this problem. 

The idea is to take a small number of 
differentiated cells (nerve cells, for example) that 
no longer divide and grow, and immortalize them so 
that they grow and divide once more. When enough 
cells have been grown in this way, the trick is to 
throw a genetic switch to make the cells revert to 
their mortal, differentiated state (thus the work 
suggests that "undifferentiated" cells are.in fact 
tacitly differentiated all along). Then, if all 
qoes well, they will be ready to be collected and 
used in an irnplant to treat, say, Parkinson's 
di Sf?i!SP. 

The process involves ~ome sophisticated genetic 
engineering. Some years ago it was discovered that 
cells can he inwnortalized by infecting them with a 
monkey virus, SV40. Dr. Burke, Dr. Macdonald and 
others have found a single gene from the virus that 
wi 11 do the job when inserted into tl-e cel 1 in 
culture. The product made by the implanted gene, 
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Lalled a T-ant iqe-:. swi tche~ elf thP •:·'nt:s 
responsible for-the cell's aqinq and ~Path. If th• 
new cenP stops ma~inc th~ T-~nti~P~ t~~ rsll bPco~~s 
mortal again. · 

Or. Burke and Dr. Macdonald are now dissectina 
the I-antigen to see which bit> of it are needed to 
r.ake cells i11111orlal. and how they worL They are 
also developing two ways to return the cells' 
mo rt a 1 ity when enough ol them h;ive been produced. 
One way is to engineer the I-antigen gene so that it 
stops makiny the antigen when an antibiotic is added 
to the cell culture. Standard techniques exist tor 
switching off the expression of genes in this way. 
so this looks promising. The other approach is to 
engineer the T-antigen gene so it is only switched 
on in the presence of an antibiotic. The technique 
might also be used to produce cultures c.f 
specialized human cells for screening drugs to be 
used on the corresponding cells in a body. For 
example, drugs being de•eloped to treat rheumatoid 
arthritis could be tested on macrophages, the cells 
responsible for joint damage. (Source: The 
Economist, 6 January 1990) 

The prospect of curing some diseases by gene 
therapy is coming closer, with the publication this 
1110nth of three reports of possible ways of treating 
cancer, immune deficiency and Ouchenne muscular 
dystrophy. Doctors in the US have already begun 
their first tests of genetically ~anipulated cells 
in patients with cancer: comparable treatments for 
immune deficiency or Ouchenne muscular dystrophy are 
much further off. 

A team led by Steven Rosenberg of the National 
Cancer Institute i11 Bethesda, Maryland, is studying 
ways of harnessing the body's own defences against 
cancer. The researchers want to introduce 
therapeutic genes into body cells that selectively 
kill tumour cells. The genes would be ones that 
make natural chemicals involved in combating cancer. 

Lymphocytes play an 'mportant role in fighting 
infection and eliminating cancer cells from the 
body. Studies have shown that lymphocytes isolated 
from a patient's tumour are often specifically 
programmed to kill that patient's cancer cells. 

Researchers can grow these lymphocytes in the 
laboratory with the he~p of substances, such as 
interleukin 2, that are produced by cells of the 
inwnune systl!"".. The cells, returned to the body, 
circulate i. the blood ;ind end up at the tU111our. 
This behaviour explains the name 
"tumour-infiltrating lymphocytes" or Tlls. 

Rosenberg's group believes that this property 
makes these cells an attractive vehicle for 
delivering therapeutic agents to the tumour. As a 
prelude to introducing genes whose products would be 
therapeut i ca 11 y useful in cancer, the researchers 
say they have successfully introduced a harmless 
gene from bacteria into TILs.without affecting the 
behaviour of the cells. 

Such genes might inr.lucfe tho-;e for variolJ'; 
cytokines - substances procfur.Pcf by cell<; of the 
ilTITlune system - such as tumour nPr.rosi<; filctnr, 
interleukins and interfProns. (ytokinn~ ran hnlp 
th!' hody to k i 11 tumour rP 1 I-;. 

At present, the resparrhPr~ hilve permi<;>ion In 
test the TILs carryinq the ql'ne fnr nenmyrin 
resistance on 10 patient<; suff.,rinq from mrlanomd. 
Ooct.or'\ will lilke bloocf 'iilmpll'<; ilnd tun1011r hinp'ii"'· 
at intervals up to two month-; afl.l'r tl1,. injNI ion of 



Tils. These studies should show where the 
genetically 111anipulated Tils go to in the body, and 
how lcng they survive. 

In 111any diseases, 111edical scientists will find 
it 111Uch 110re difficult to find •ays of putting the 
additional genetic 111aterial where it is needed. 
Disorders of the blood cells 111ay prove more a.aenable 
to such therapy, because innature blood cells are 
easily accessible and transplanted. 

for this reason, researchers in the US have 
been studying ways of treating certain severe forms 
of i1mt1ne deficiency. Several types of severe 
combined i~ne deficie!lcy in humans are thought to 
be caused by defects in single genes. Some of these 
are already identified and could be suitable 
candidates for this type of therapy in the future. 

Applying gene therapy to the treatment of 
Duchenne 11Uscular dystrophy is particularly tricky. 
Children with this disease lack a protein called 
dystrophin, which results in 11Uscle weakness. They 
usually di~ of heart failure or lung disease, so 
deli·_.oring dystrophin to the skeletal 11Uscles - even 
if that trere possible - would not help 1111Uch. 
Another u1tficulty is that the gene that codes for 
dystrophin is too large to fit into the retroviruses 
that scientists use to insert genes into cells. 
(Source: New Scientist, 20 .January 1990) 

Poison oak has the power t9 split DNA 

The chemicals in poison oak and poison ivy can 
irritate and infla.ie skin. Now researchers 1n 
California have found that they can also split DNA. 
The discovery is interesting because many compounds 
that attack DNA in livir.,t cells can also cause 
11Utations or even cancer. 

The swelling and itching caused by poison oak 
and poison ivy are allergic reactions. Chemicals in 
the plants react with proteins in the skin to fonn 
antigens. The i1111Une syste11 then attacks these 
antigens in people who are sensitive to the 
che11i ca ls. 

Eloy Rodriguez and Christian Wasser of the 
University of California at Irvine have yet to study 
the effect of poison oak in living cells. But their 
preli•inary experiments with the plant in the 
laboratory show that the active c011pounds, which are 
known as urushiols, can split DNA. 

Rodriguez specu:ates that contact allergies .ay 
happen when the body is trying to get rid of a 
che11ical that Might be even 110re damaging than the 
allergy if it allowed it through. The body, 
therefore, accepts an allergic reaction in order to 
prevent a future cancer. 

Next Rodriguez hopes to investigate in more 
detail the 1110lecular •echanis•s of the allergic 
reaction and the DNA splitting. He plans to test 
the c0111pounds on ani.als and cultured h11111an skin, to 
assess if they can dainage DNA in living cells. for 
this work, he has secured a grant from the National 
Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases. 
(Source: New S~i_r~UH. 17 February 1990) 

Hit! a_r_i ii J_U ~.l~.e 

Cures and vaccines for malaria have been 
elusive, and the optimism of public health offir.ials 
in the mid-1980s, when much was being discovered 
about the structure and behavior of the malaria 
parasites, has all but vanished. Today 100 million 
people, mostly hut not exclusively in th~ tropics, 
have m~laria, and the parasites are becoming 
resistant to quinine-based drugs that for years 
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helped to keep the disease in check. In three 
articles, Eliot Harshall and Jeremy Ch~rfas describe 
the combined approach that has been taken towards 
controllinq inalar1a - one that has included 
dPvelopnent of vaccines. genetically er.gineered 
1110squitoes. ano phar111aceuticals and use of 
insecticides and physical tra~s for catchi~g 
1110squitoes - and explain how this approach has none 
t!-ie iess failed to significantly iinp1·ove the glo!:-al 
111alaria situation. As future efforts are planned, 
one of the continuinQ diletl'llas wiil be to determine 
how best to spend the limited available funds (less 
than the total US AIDS budQet). whether for quick 
fixes like training health-care workers to deal with 
SY111Pt011s or for research that might yield 
longer-tenn solutions. (Source: This Week in 
Science, 26 January 1990) 

D. APPLICATIONS 

The Finnish C01Rpany Orion Phar.aceutica is 
launching a rapid and accurate test kit for the 
identification of human papilloina viruses (Humian 
Papill0111a Virus - HPV). The c0111pany has patented 
the technology, sandwi~h hybridization. 
Identification with AffiProbe, as the test is 
called, is simple to carry out and requires no 
specialized skills. 

Papilloina virus infections are a.ong the llOSt 
COlllllO~ sexually transmitted diseases, expressing 
themselves in various fonns. Infections caused by 
the HPV types 6 and 11 can be detected in genital 
warts and are at the moment considered as low risk 
types, being relatively easy to identify. But 
infections types 16 and 18 are •ostly subciinical, 
and therefore 110re difficult to detect using the 
conventional routine Methods. The AffiProbe test, 
on the other hand, is both reliable and sensitive to 
different HPV virus types. Details fra.: Orion 
Pharmaceutica, Biotechnology Group, Vali110tie 7, 
Sf-00380 Helsinki, Finland or on +35 8 0 434 6061. 
fax: +35 8 0 565 3164. (Source: Biotechnology 
~in, Vol. 9, No. 1, februarv 1990) 

Test detects gum dis~ase bacteria 

A simple, 15-minute test has been developed by 
dentistry and microbiology professor 
Walter J. Loesche and colleagues at the University 
of Michigan's School of Dentistry to indicate 
whether dentists have eradicated anaerobic bacteria 
responsible for most cases of advanced g11111 disease. 
At present, the only assurance is follow-up 
exar.inations every three months. The dentist 
applies tooth scrapings to a strip of paper 
impregnated with N.(-benzoyl-OL-arginine-~ 
-naphthylamide and wets it. The anaerobes make 
unique peptidases that hydrolyze this ca.pound, 
liberating.6'-naphthylamine. The amine diffuses to 
an underlying paper strip i"IPregnated with a 
diazonium salt, fast Black K. A coupling reaction 
produces a blue to black spot. The university has 
licensed its pending patent for the test to Oral-8, 
a divisio.1 of Gillette Co .. which expects tn market 
it later this year following rDA approval. 
(Reprinted with permission from C~emical and 
Engineering News, 12 Febru~ry 1990, p. 23. 
Copyright ( 1990) American Chemical Soriety) 

Toxins used to develop drugs 

Nervp toxins from South AmPriran poisonnus trPP 
frogs arP being usPd in rrsearrh to hrlp develop new 
druqs to treat pain and spasms. The brilliantly 



coloured fro~s produce extremely potent toxins. The 
to• in from a sinole one-inch lono Phl l(lbates 
terr!~ilis can ~;11 SO humdns. It i; us~d by South 
American hunters on poison darts. C.W. Hyers cf the 
American Husellll'I of Natural History and J. Daly of 
the National Institute of H~~lth are attempting to 
find and study as inany of the frogs as possible 
before they become extinct due to habitat 
destruction. Over 200 toxins from SO frog species 
are now known. The alkaloid toxins are secreted 
when the frog feels threatened. One family of frogs 
produces a c011pound with analgesic properties, but 
which works differently to 110rphine. E. Albuquerque 
of the University of Haryland says the compounds are 
useful in studying nerve impulses, since tt.~y open 
or close cellular ion channels or affect cell 
receptors. In addition to nerve impulses. the 
COlllpounds might affect muscles (including the 
heart). Naturalists are also studying the natural 
history of the tree frogs, which might allow the 
animals lo be raised in captivity. (Extracted from 
New York Ti!!!fS, 23 January 1990) 

H111aan blood substitute 

A substitute for hUlllCln blood that could be 
available in al110st unlimited quantities will be 
tested on hUlliln volunteers in a Boston hospital 
early this year. An American c<1111pany called 
Biopure has produced ultra-r·:rifipd haet110globin 
taken fron cows' ~lood, which has already passed 
tests in several species of animals, frOlll rats to 
primates. 

A viable substitute for whole blood would have 
many advantages over donated blood. In addition to 
its longer shelf life, blood substitutes would not 
have the potential to transmit blood-borne Jiseases 
such as AIDS and hepatitis B and ha2111oglobin cculd 
be given to any person, regardless of their blood 
type. If these initial ht1111an clinical trials are a 
success, the haemoglobin could have a inajor impa~t 
everywhere frOll American hospitals, with their 
overstrained biood banks, to the third world, where 
blood cannot be stored easily. 

Biopure's technique extracts haemoglobin from 
cows' blood, which is a waste product at 
slaughterhouses. The two 1110st important steps in 
its proprietary process are purifying the 
hae1110globin so that contaminants do not cause toxic 
or innune reactions when transfused into a huma~ 
patient, and treating the 1110lecules so that the 
hae111aglobin is stable for long periods inside thP 
body. 

In a test carried out last year, bovine 
haemoglobin kept sheep alive for over a month. The 
researchers first rl!lllOved the sheep's spleens, which 
are reservoirs of red cells, and then drained 
95 per cent of their blood. After transfusions with 
the Biopure haemoglobin, the sheep lived for more 
than a inonth, far longer than the substitute 
haemoglobin itself would have survived. The animals 
were able to survive long enough tc produce new 
blood of their own. 

The company faces several years of additional 
clinical testing before the haemoglobin can be used 
routinely in humons. The bovine haemoglobin i! now 
produced as a frozen liquid, with a shelf life of 
six months. Biopure is also working on a differPnt 
preparation which would only require refrigeration, 
and hopes eventually to have a freele-dried 
haemoglobin that would have an indefinite shelf life 
at room temperature. (Extracted from ~~w Scientist, 
20 January 1990) 
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h genetically engineered vaccine to protect 
children against whooping cough may be available 
within a few years. Researchers at Amgen. the 
American biotechnology company that developed the 
potential vaccine, hope that it r.ay cause far fewer 
side-effects than the vaccine that is in current 
~se. rears about the safety of the existing vaccine 
have caused many parents to avoid having their 
children vaccinated. 

Scientists are interested in developing a new 
vaccine against whooping cough because in the 
developrd world the public perceives the existing 
vaccine as unsafe. This vaccine is made from whole 
cells of !lorde!.f.llj._pertuss~. the organism that 
causes whooping cough. It contains c0111ponents that 
may, in rare cases, cause severe side-effects such 
as brain damage. 

Worldwide. there are 20 million cases annually, 
with more than 1.5 million deaths - which means that 
one in every 50 children born succumbs to whooping 
cough, even though a vaccine can prevent the disease. 

The aim was, therefore, to develop a vaccine 
that was at least as effective as the existin~ one 
in protecting against infection but without the 
associated side-effects. The problem is that t~e 
component of the vaccine that induces a ~rot~ctive 
ill'lllune response, the pertussis toxin, is the same 
one that causes side-effects. 

Researchers led by Jerry Keith of the Rocky 
Hountain Laboratories of the US National Institutes 
of Health had already cloned and sequenced the gene 
that carries the code for the pertussis toxin. 
Amgen took the analysis a step further by cloning 
the DNA for the five individual subunits of the 
toxin into bacteria called Esc~~richia coli. 

The Amgen team then looked to see if any of the 
subunits could, by themselves, induce protective 
ill'lllunity to~~- None of them did, the 
researchers found. So they decided to reassociate 
the to~in from its component parts inanufacture~ in 
L_Jfil. They also studied the "holotoxin", as they 
called the reassembled molecule, to find out which 
part stimulated innunity and which part had the 
damaging activity. 

Disconcertingly, the two regions turned out to 
be very close together, making it very difficult to 
eliminate the side-effects ""1ile retaining the 
stimulus to the innune system. Earlier work had 
shown precisely where the region responsible for 
toxicity lay, so the Amgen team introduced mutations 
in that area that resulted in substitutions of 
single amino acids in the holotoxin. 

The next move was to try lo assess whether the 
mutants had lost the ability to cause the toxic 
side-effects. The researchers did this by adding 
the altered toxins to a certain variety of cells 
cultured in the laboratory .• Unadulterated pertussis 
toxin causes these cells to clump. So did most ~f 
the mutants - except for one. This had undergone a 
r.hanqe in a single amino acid, and was much less 
effective in causing the cells to cluster. 

Other tests have reassured the researchers that 
this mutant "holotoxoid" (a toxoid is a chemir.ally 
inartivated toxin) is nevertheless reassemhlerl in 
surh a way that it is very similar to the ndturally 
orcurring toxin. It should, therefore, be ahlr to 
stimulate the immune system like the native 



110lecule. Chetniral trials of the potential vaccine 
cou 1 d take seve··a 1 years. (Source: New .Sc_i ent i st. 
23/30 December i989) 

N9v_el _~1_h9_d_to _ __r_~..'.!'.~ _iuto:-antjbodies from 
l>__l_oolf 

Researchers at Asahi Hedical (Shizuoka) have 
developed a novel resin for removing auto-antibodies 
fr11111 the blood of patient~ with the neur0111Uscular 
disease myasthenia gravis. Asahi Hedical has 
received permission fr11111 the Japanese Hinistry of 
Public Health for clinical use of this resin, and 
will begin marketing a disposable separation column 
containing the resin soon. 

Reported I y, the resin remo-,es on 1 y 
anti-acetylcholine receptor antibodies, which ire 
suspected of causing the 111uscular weakness an.• 
degeneration characteristic of the disease. ~1ncP a 
patient's own blood can now be treated ar.d return 3 d 
to his body, blood transfusions and the acc0111panying 
risks of infection can be avoided. (Source: 
Biotechnology, Vol. 7, December 1989) 

Protein drug del iver_y_~y~tel!L!!__e_a_!:S_ilP.P.!Q~al 

Polyethylene-glycol-1110dified adenosine 
deillllinase (PEG-ADA) may ~e on the verge of gaining 
US food and Drug Administration approval. If. as 
the manufacturer expects, that approval C0111es in the 
next 110nth or two, it will 111ark not only a new 
therapy for children with ADA-deficient severe 
combined i11111uno-deficiency, it will also herald what 
may well be the start of a more broadly applicable 
new drug delivery technology. 

PEG-ADA would be the first product to be 
marketed by Enzon Inc., a South Plainfield, N.J .• 
COlllpany set up in 1981 to develop PEG technology. 
It is being developed as an orphan drug for the 
disease associated with an inherited deficiency of 
ADA, in which the i ... une system fails to develop. 
The disease is usually fatal unless a child is kept 
in protective isolation. 

The current activity involving PEG-modified 
drugs shows that protein-based drugs have great 
potential as therapeutic agents for diseases such as 
cancer and for genetic disorders, with the proteins 
being derived frQlll genetic engineering, 
fermentation, or animal sources. Protein-based 
drugs have the benefits of site specificity and low 
incidence of side-effects. But there also are 
obstacles to use: poor uptake into the bloodstream, 
short blood-circulating life, and potential for 
eliciting an innune (allergic) reaction. 

Hore than 24 different types of drug delivery 
systems are now under development for proteins. 
These include liposomes, bioerodible polymers, 
encapsulation, osmotic pumps, and others. The 
technology being developed at Enzon employs covalent 
attachment of the inert polymer PEG to the 
proteins. PEG appears to block access to sit~s on 
the surfaces of the proteins, thus inhibitin9 
clearance from the circulation and attack by the 
innune system. 

Hore than 40 proteins have been modified with 
PEG. Enzon has three in clinical trials: PEG-AOA 
(beinq de\~loped by Enzon as an orphan drug); 
PEG-l-asparaginase for treatment of acut@ 
lymphoblastic leuka1>mia; and PEG-urir.ase for 
treatment of hyperurir.aemia assor.iatf'd with 
r.hemotherapy. Two other PEG ~rodur.ts -
PEG-superoxide dismutase (PEG-SOD) for u~e in 
destroying exr.es~ nxyqen that may damaqe inj11red 
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tissue, and PEG-catalase, another antioxidant - have 
been licensed le Sterling Drug for clinical 
development. 

PEG-l-asparaginase provides an example of the 
difference PEG modification can make. It has been 
used in treating acute !Jlllphoblastic leukaemia since 
the early 1970s. But it ~as the serious 
side-effects of short lifetimes and of elicitinQ 
innune reactions. Hodification with PEG increases 
circulating half-life from 30 hours to two weeks and 
significantly decreases i1111Une reaction. Another 
application of PEG technology is develo,,.ent of a 
blood substitute, PEG-haemoglobin. It is still in 
the research stage. (~bstracted with permission 
from Q!.etn~ and Engineering~. 15 January 1990, 
pp. 38+40, J. Krieger. Copyright (1990) American 
Chemical Society) 

Natriuretic factor tested 

A strategy for deploying the heart's own 
blood-pressure regulator against hypertension starts 
clinical trials in France this quarter. The cardiac 
hormone, atrial natriuretic factor (ANF), relaxes 
constricted blood vessels, but is rapidly degraded 
by enzymes, in a feedback process that keeps the 
healthy body's blood-pressure steady. ANF also 
causes the body to excrete water and sodiUll. 

RecOlllbinant ANf, a 28-ar.ino-acid peptide dubbed 
Auriculin by Califorr.ia Biotechnology Inc., which 
developed it five years ago, works like nature's own 
hormone, but 1rust be injected intravenously. In 
acute kidney failure and congestive heart failure, 
Auriculin infusion can save lives. But ANF cannot 
be ingested or inhaled. Only oral or intranasal 
medication is practical for millions of othen-ise 
healthy people who swallow diuretic pills daily to 
control their "essential" hypertension - i.e., of 
unknown cause. 

To get around this obstacle, the Neurobiology 
and Phanaacology Unit of France's National Institute 
of Health and Medical Research (INSER") aims to 
block enkephalinase, the enz,.e thought 11ainly 
responsible for degrading ANF as fast as the heart's 
atrium secretes it. In •ice and in Phase I clinical 
trials, Jean-Charles Schwartz and his team found 
that a potent enz,.e-inhibitor, sinorphan, cuts down 
enkephalinase, and so prolongs the half-life of 
ANF. Its build-up in the bloodstreain tripled; in 
the kidneys, quintupled, with enhanced reduction of 
blood-pressure and excretion ~f urine and sodiUll. 
Now they are about to try sinorphan as a long-tenn, 
antihypertensive in a large-scale, double-blind, 
rand0111ized clinical trial. 

Jointly with Bayer AG, Leverkusen, fede~al 
Republic of Germany, CalBio is developing orally 
active analogs of Auriculin based on downsizing the 
molecule so it can pass through the gastrointestinal 
wall into the circulation. Such a mini-peptide 
could also be inhaled, via CalBio's patented Nazdel 
system for delivering drugs through the nasal 
membranes. (Source: "cGraw;-Hill's Biot~l9_gy 
Newswatch, 19 February 1990) 

Sub_d~rm~l_J!li!ll.i!l? 

Researchers at the Ben-Gurion University in 
l'raPl have developed a subdermal delivery system 
for insulin, controlled by ultrasound, which 
rP~ponrls to insulin levels in the blood. 

The device consists of an acid-sensitive 
polymerir. matrix, insulin and an enzyme that 
ronvPrt' qluro~e into glur.uronic acid. Insulin 
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relP.He i-, triooered when blooi! su~J.lr Je.,.Pls ri-,.-. 
prcducino mere.alucuronic acid and causinq the 
~~tri~ t0 ~~~Ti. 

fhe system can be contr·or led by ultrasound. 
and, after .. eals ... hen oreater aaio:.nts of ir.·ulin 
are needed. thP St~letn can bf' boosted by external 
i.:ltrasound. 

[n practice. a probe near the i•plant will be 
needed to turn the ultrasound unit on and that would 
affect the release rate. ThP sy'>tf'm has not yet 
been tested on hUlftclns. but ani111.1l trials have been 
successful. I Source: Hanufacturing Chemist. 
January 1990) 

US pharmaceutical finns are in the process of 
developing over 200 new medicines to treat heart 
diseases. osteoporosis. Alzheimer's disPase and 
other illnesses that plague older people, according 
to re(ent surveys. 

The Phannaceutir:al Hanufactun·rs Asso(iation, 
in co-operation with other oroanizations. conducted 
a series of surveys to identify me~icines for the 
elderly new in hUlllcln tests or waiting approval by 
the US food and Oruo Administration lfDA). The 
surveys identifi~d 221 medicines in ~linical trials 
by 77 c0111panies to treat 23 diseases. 

It is esti111.1ted that S3.o00 million, about half 
the phannaceutical industry's R&D budget in 1989. 
has been invested in research on diseases that 
primarily afflict older people. Biotechnology 
became iinportant for drug development. Already 
29 per cent of the anti-cancer druas are based on 
biotechnology. (Source: !UQTECtiNICA .J..O!!.r:!!~l_. 
No. l, 1990) 

Progress in rhinovirJl5.Ff_~~~ch 

Scientists have created a protein that blocks 
infection by viruses that cause colds. a possible 
step towards drugs for preventing or treating half 
the forms of colds, a study says. 

The research, based on a strategy that shows 
pr0tnise against the AIDS virus, is focused on 
rhinoviruses, which cause about half of COINIC>n 
colds. As a first step toward infecting cells, many 
rhinoviruses attach themselves to a structure on the 
cell surface called the interce;lular adhesion 
110lecule-l, or ICAH-1. 

Scientists created a special form of ICAH-1. 
They hoped it would act as a decoy, so that 
free-floating viruses would bind to it rather than 
their nonnal target on cell surfaces. By this 
process, researchers found the ICAH-1 was largely 
able to block rhinov:rus infection of human .:ells. 
(Source: JnJer11~ti.o!lal_ Hf!a_l_d Tribune. I Harch 1990) 

AIDS Jr,atmen_t found s11bstantial_ impFov_ement 

A team of Belgian physicians announced that 
their preliminary study rondurted on 78 AIDS 
patient<> over the coursP of onP yPar was very 
effe(tive ,n boosting thP i111111unP system and reducing 
many romplircltinn'> rPlated to thP di">Pa<;P, offieiclh 
from the San rernando VallPy-ha">Pd World ReSPdrCh 
roundation (WRr) Information ~Ptwork reportPd. 

At a rost of 7~ to ~O <Pnts a day -
,;gnifirantly IP~' than that of A/T whirh runs 
apprnwimatPly Sl7.50 a day - lhP lrPatmPnt utili1Ps 
several modalitiP" uo;rd in many other patholoqie"> of 
thP hum;in in'l'111nP 'yo;!Pm, ..ind in prPl imin;iry tro;ts 
rau'>Pd no 'idP-PffPrls to ;iny of it' pdtiPnto;. 

fhe treatrent. classified as an immunotherapy 
using highly dilute<! proportions of Drlt., Rflt.. 
cyclo'>porin and an anti-heavy ga1m1a ch;iin antibod_; 
was conductec! on 14 blad. tN>n and 1.: blad w')men up 
to the age of 65. By the Centers for Disease 
~ontrol (CDC) standards, 26 of those infected with 
HIV were in group {Vane! two were in group III. 

In conducting the study, II patients in 
group JV were used as the control group, with the 
remainin<- 17 used in the treatinent 9rnup. The study 
was not dc•1ble-blind or randomized; however the 
researchers will undertake a double-blind study to 
further test the efficacy of the treatment. 
Currently. the doctors are undertaking additional 
studies throughout Europe that involve 70 other 
patients - with one in treatment and active since 
1984. 

The report was conducted in Zaire and evaluated 
by statisticians at the Univers!ty of louvaine. 
Belgil•. 

Although the doctors do not say they have a 
cure for AIDS - since there is no efficient 
biological test to affinn, by any manner or 
treatment. a cure for the disease - they felt it 
i1111ortant to relate the results of their research 
because of the urgency of the AIDS epidemic, 
according le Worid Research foundation. 

An international non-profit organization, the 
World Research Foundation is dedicated to collecting 
the totality of health infor11ation from around the 
world and sharing it with the public. w~f's 
international headquarters are located in Shennan 
Oaks. (Source: ~1 Harke1in.!LRfp.2f_l~_!:. 
1 January 1990) 

Further research into CD4 

Researchers are seeking ways to make soluble 
CD4 more long-lasting in the bloodstream so that it 
•ight be a useful AIDS treatment. The COlllf>ound is 
apparently safe and effective in blocking viral 
entry into i111M1ne system cells, but it disappears 
fr!J91 the bloodstreillll within an hour, according to 
0.L. Capon of Genentech. (04 linked to 
i11111Unoglobulin G antibody is now beir.g tested for IV 
infusion or IV bolus injection. (Ollbining C04 with 
zidovudine llily also enhance its effectiveness. 
(Olllbining (04 with i11111t1notoxins such as ricin, 
PseydQ!!Onas exotoxin and diphtheria toxin may make 
it possible to kill the virus released fr0111 infected 
cells. (Extracted fro.a Medical Worl<' 
25 Decelllber 1989) 

House !!Qdel for AIDS drugs 

Scientists at a Californian biotechnology 
company, SyStemix, ha~e developed a mouse which 
could prove i•portant as a model for t~sting 
potential AIDS drugs. SyStemix's researchers have 
demonstrated that the SCID-hu mouse, a naturally 
i11111unodeficient animal endowed with hUll'.an i11111une 
system characteristics, oro~ides a method of testing 
potential anti-viral drugs and comparing them with 
existing AIDS therapies. 

The SCID-hu is derived from a ~ouse strain 
which suffers a genetic defect - Severe ~ombinPd 
lmmuno Oeficienr.y (SCIO) - but which was s•ir')ical ly 
implanted with three typf's of hUll'lan tissur. SCIO 
strain mice produce no funr.tional i11111une cPlls. 
They are devoid of both T cells (which regulate thr 
immunP response) and B cells (which producP 
antihodies). Sur.h micf' rt>adily Mr.ept ti~s11P grafts 
hecclu5~ thPy do not diffPrentiate betweP.n "~plf" and 
"non-~plf". Ry implanting human blood r.ell 
prPrursors, thymus ( nP.r.essary for thP. maturation of 



T cells) and lymph noCes (required for B cells), 
SyStet11ix scientists en~owed the mice with a 1110del ot 
the hUlll-"ln innune syster. 

Systemix's scientists tested the ability of the 
mice lo respond to the hum.Jr. innur.o.ieficiency virus 
(HIV). The SCID-hu mice were found to be infected 
with the HIV following inoculat;on, which would not 
be expected for a human-specific virus such as HIV. 
Only the implanted tissue in the ~ice was HIV 
positive, which illustrates the key feature of the 
aniin.ll's use as a model. 

The researchers also demonstrated the 
effectiveness of Wellcome's zidovudine in 
suppressing the HIV infection. SySteinix predicts 
the SCID-hu mouse will be the most useful in 
perfonning COtnparative studies of AIDS therapies and 
for testing new drugs. (Source: European Chemical 
tlews. 19 fel>ruary 1990) 

eo55.i!i~AIDS drug developed 

The IJl('s Glaxo is pinning hopes for an AIDS 
drug on a nucleoside compound licensed from IAF 
BioChetn International of Hontreal. The compound, 
BCH-189, may be less toxic and 110re effective 
against HIV than Wellcome's zidovudine. 

Under a fi~e-year inaster licensing agreement, 
the Glaxo group will have exclusive rights to 
BCH-189 outside the US anrl Canada. The UK company 
wi 11 be responsible for oHaining regulatory 
approval worldwide, incluoing the funding of 
clinical trials. 

8CH-189 is believeo to attack replication of 
the HIV virus in a si~ilar way to zidovudine, the 
only approved AIDS rlrug. However, BioCheta says it 
appears to have le~s of the dose-li•iting toYicity. 
It also shows pror.iise against HIV strains resistant 
to zidovudine. lhe COlllpOund is currently in 
preclinical trials at the US National Cancer 
Institute. (Source: European Chemical News, 
19 February 1990) 

AIDS-relat~ngal infections drug 

Pfizer's {New York) drug Diflucan fluconazole 
has won food and Drug Admi~istration approval !or 
two AIDS-related fungal infectians - a life
threatening for11 of 111eningrtis, and candidia~is, 
which leads to lllOuth and throat sores and afflicts 
80-90 per cent of patients with advanced stages of 
AIDS. The new drug is also appropriate for cancer 
patients and others with weakened innune systems. 
FDA notes that alternative treat111ents to fluconazole 
already exist, but "their use is li•ited by 
side-effects or other factors". On~ example is 
amphotericin B, which can impair kidney function. 
However, fluconazole can lead to liver dainage, and, 
in rare cases, to liver failure and death. 
(Source: C'1e!i!ical We~. 7 February 1990) 

New AIDS JI~Sl!"'-'ll.t 

The Univer~ity of Pittsburgh and the.Pittsburgh 
Canr.er Institute are testing the efficar.y of drawing 
~amples of AJDS patients' white blood cells. 
stimulatinq those cells to better fight the virus, 
and then injecting them hack into th~ patients. The 
r.r.lls arr. ar.tivated with interleukin-2 (Il-2). 
Cliniral trials are in progress to study changes in 
the immunP sy~tr.m after each of six doses of the 
killPr T-r.ells, known as COB rells. The researchers 
will al~n trar.k thf route of the treated CD8 cells 

- ~o -

and detennine the impact of administering additional 
ll-2 with the cells. (Source: Ch~ical Wee~. 
7 rebruary 1990) 

New_MD_L(!~ig'!.OH_i ~ 

British Bio-technolo9y Limited (BBL) the UK 
based health sciences company, has laun(hed a rapid 
test kit for detecting AIDS infections. 

The assay, ca!led "SpeedScreen H!V". can 
di~tinguish HlV-2 from HIV-I infection, which is 
important because HIV-2 is beiieved to be a less 
virulent form of the AIDS virus. The assay als9 
detects antibodies to novel co;nponents of the cannon 
HIV-! virus which aay help predict the course of 
infection and i11prove patient ~are. 

The kit per11its simple, rapid testing of body 
fi~ids for antibodies to several different components 
of HIV-I, including p24 and nef, and for antibodies 
to the gp36 protein of HIV-2, all in one assay. 
"SpeedScreen HIV• uses gene~ically engineered viral 
antigens in particulate fol"ll such that the antigens 
are displayed in a concentrated fonn which is parti
cularly reactive with antibodies. The versatility 
of this technology is being further exploited to 
~evelop other rapid specific diagnostic assays. 

"SpeedScreen HIV" is based on a technology 
proprietary to BBL which evolved from basic research 
at Oxford University, the rights to which have been 
assigned to British Bio-technology limited. 
(Extracted fr,,.. Chemical Harketi!!.g_R~Q_~~~_r. 
15 January 1990) 

New AIDS drug starts cl i niu!__t_rJ~h 

Scientists in Britain and France hope to begin 
parallel clinical trials within a few weeks to 
evaluate the efficacy and toxicity of dideoxyinosino 
(DOI), a potential new treatinent for AIDS. At 
present, only one drug, zidovudine (AZT), is 
licensed for the treat111ent of AIDS. 

Zidovudine has proved capable of doubling the 
survival time of people with AIDS. However, the 
severity of the side-effects force as inany as 
40 per cent of recipients to abandon treat~ent 
within a year. These side-effects include anaemia 
and nausea. 

Britain's Hedical Research Council and its 
counterpart in France, INSERH, consulted suport 
groups for people with AIDS to work out a unique and 
compassionate protocol for the trials. Host of the 
subjects will be people who have lost tolerance to 
zidovudine. The protocol will allow subjects who 
wish to taKe the drug to do so, though neither they 
nor their doctors will know whether they are 
receiving a high or low dose, so there is no hia'\ in 
the evalualion. 

A separate group of subjects ma1 re~e1v~ J high 
or low dose, or a placebo. Again, neit,er the 
recipients nor the doctors ~ill know who receives 
what. The trial has been approved in about half the 
time it usually takes. Normally, a 1ecade elapsP'\ 
hetween the discovery of a drug and !hp approval of 
clinical trials. In this r.ase, it ha~ takPn only 
five years. 

Sam Broder, of thP Plational Canrr.r !n•.t it11t.r in 
Bt>thesda, Haryland, discovered DOI in 1q8r, wh"n h,. 
wa' 'nve;tigating its potential as an anti-ranrPr 
agert. Jt appears to work by -;lowinq thP r.itr al 



which the virus replicates itself in hUlll.ln cell> a~d 
spreads throuol-i the innune syste111. (Source: Pi{'w 
Scientist. i0-11.lrch 19'JOJ 

The controversial study of the AIDS drug 
Compound Q, which was halted in August 1989 by the 
US food and Drug Administration (fDA), is to be 
resumed with full FDA approval. It is the first 
tir.e the FDA has granted an independent IND 
(Investigational New Drug) licence to a 
connunity-based research group. 

The new study is designed to evaluate the 
safety and effectiveness of GLQ223 over the longer 
tenn. GLQ223 will be administered to over 
100 patients in San Francisco, Los Angeles, Hiami 
and Florida, all of whom will have previously been 
treated with the Chinese version of the druo. 
Patients will be assigned randomly to two groups, 
one receiving treat111ent every three weeks, t_he other 
every six weeks, while being allowed to continue 
with other AIDS therapies. 

Genelabs, who holds the patent rights for 
GLQ223 as a possible treatment for HIV infection, 
ARC and AIDS, is evaluating the drug in its own 
fDA-approved clinical trials. Preli•inary findings 
o~ phase I trials are expected t~ be submitted for 
FDA review in mid-1990. (Extracted from~. 
Vol. 344, 15 Morch 1990) 

~{~_r_s_~~rs found with AZT rodent trials 

High doses of Wellc0111e's AZT AIDS drug has been 
found to cause tumours in rodents, a discovery that 
may limit the company's plans for wider distribution 
of the drug. 

The US Federal Drug Agency was expected to rush 
through approval of AZT for treating HIV-positive 
individuals, after results last August showed that 
it slowed the on!et of AIDS, but the C011pany has 
stated that it does not expect use of the drug to 
fall significantly as a result of the tests. 

The trials involved giving rodents up to ten 
times the reconaended hu.an dose over a period of 
three years. 

Doctors at the John Hopkins medical school in 
Baltimore have reported the apparent eradication of 
the AIDS virus f~Olll a patient who had re,eived AZT 
and a bon~ 111arrow tran~plant. 

The patient, who died of lyi.phOlla cancer 
39 days aftPr the transplant, was found to have no 
trace of the AIDS virus in his oody in a post 
mortem. Researchers at Balti111<>re are conducting 
tests to see if the treat111ent can be repeated on 
other AIDS sufferers. (Source: Han~factu~i.!!g 
Ch~is1. January 1990) 

!...P_titer drug than Retrovir? 

Hitsubishi Kasei, together with Japanese, 
Belgiar. and UK univer~ities, have jointly developed 
a co~pound that Mitsubishi says may stop the spread 
nf AIDS. 

Apparently, the compound - 1-(2-hydroxyethoxy) 
methyl(-~-thenylthiothymine) - is as effectiv~ as 
Wellcome's Retrovir (zidovudine) and has fewer 
5 idP-pff Pel 5. 

Mitsubishi says it plans t' start clinical 
trials in thP third quarter of 1990, with salPs 
start inq in 1992. 
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The Vniversitv of Birminctam was invrlvrd 1n 
helpina develop th~ compound. - (Source: 
l''.mufacturing Ch~ist. "farch 1q'?Q) 

~abj_(XJl~!'9_s_i_n _the federal l\epublic of Gt;>nr.Jny 

Pfrinaer Kabi has taken over a wide range ot 
products for the a~~inistrat;on of enteral nutrition 
solutions from Pfri.t1111er-Vig90. Both companies are 
located in Erlangen, FRG. The acquisition will put 
Pfrinner Kabi in a better po~ition to increase its 
share of the enteral nutrition mar~.et, which is 
esti11ated to be worth OH 240 million in Western 
Europe. 

Pfri1111er Kabi, a partly owned subsidiary of the 
Swedish pharmaceutical company. Kabi, inarkets 
infusion fluids, nutrient solutions. blood 
derivatives, and growth hormones. With the acquired 
products, Kabi Pf ri-r wi 11 round out its coveraoe 
of the nutrition product se,tor. 

Enteral nutrition often involves the use of a 
~eeding tube. This method of feeding is u~ed 
primarily in patients with tumours and inflanwnations 
of the bowel or when an adequate uptake of food 
cannot be secured otherwise, due to severe illness. 

Hitherto, Pfrinner Kabi has marketed the 
enteral solutions while th~ r-ecessary accessories, 
such as PUlllPS and feeding tubes, were sold by 
Pfrianer-Viggo. Physicians and pharmacists will now 
be able to obtain all the articles needed to give 
patients enteral nutrition solutions from the same 
supplier. 

The shortage of nursing staff and the increased 
costs of health care are likely to result in greater 
use of enteral nutrition. In most cases, it can be 
administered by the patients themselves and they 
need not be confined to bed. The customers do not 
only include hospitals, but nursing homes, homes for 
the aged, and phar111acies as well. 

For further infon1ation, contact 
Hans Helbinger, president of Pfrinner Kabi, telepone 
n11111ber 00949-91318010, Lars Lindeoren, head of Kabi
Nutrition, telephone number +4681J8000, or 
Carl-Johan Wachtmeister, chief infonnation officer, 
telephone number +468138000. (Source: ~-2~.!!l 
Press Rele~. 22 Harch 1990) 

~ufacturers in Afri c_a_!11~n11fa~J!1Ef...!tri.<1en>!'1.t 
:ru:.till 

Rinderpest, a virulent disease of ruminants, 
111ay soon be wiped out of Africa as laboratories on 
~he continent increasingly turn out the necessary 
vaccine. 

Under a Pon African Rinderpest Campaign (PARC), 
laboratories in a dozen countries have produced 
~O million doses of the vaccine, the Inter-African 
Bureau for Animal Di~eases ~IBAR) disclosed. 

According to IBAR, a spPci;ili;pd ;igeury of thf' 
Organization of African Unity (OAll). tl11• 
lahoratories are located in Botswana. (;imernnn. 
Chad, Egypt, ~thiopi;i, KPr.ya, M;ili, ~iqPr. ~inPriil, 
SPnegal, Somalia and Sudan. 

A shot of the vacr.ine providP~ lifP! im" 
imm1inity to iln anim.tl. Produrt ion nf a dnsP ro~t~ 

so.01. 

"This rpfler.ts inr.rPa~inq ~Plf-rPlianrp ~monq 
Afrir.an nations whirh in thr ia~t rin,lt>rpr~t 
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epid('lllic of 1980-1983 often relied on i11ported 
vaccine", IBAR sai~. 

Quality of the vaccines is ensured by testing 
to international standards at the OAU/PARC/FAO 
quality control laboratories in Debre Zeit, Ethiopia 
and Dakar. Senegal. 

Oebre Zeit alone produced 20 million rinderpeit 
vaccine doses last year and the laboratory shipped 
supplies to Burkina Faso, Cameroon, Central African 
Republic, Chad, Olllan, Tanzania and Uganda. 

Jointly co-ordinat'MI by the OAU and IBAR. PARC 
covers $4 countries, mainly in the sub-Sahelian zone. 

The European COlmlllnity has extended $68 •ill ion 
lcntards financing of the campaign. 

About a century ago, rinderpest nearly 
exterminated Africa's livestock herds when it killed 
between 80 and 90 per tent of the cattle population 
and cloven-hoofed wildlife. 

Heanmile, Ethiopia is carrying out its largest 
ever anli-rinderpest drive, ai•ing to immunize some 
23 million cattle, or BO per cent of the national 
herd, this year. 

•freedom from rinderpest is our objective•, 
said Or. 11ulugeta Hable Selassie, national 
co-ordinator of the undertaking launched Harch 1989. 

Ethiopia earns about $8 •illion from exports on 
livestock products. 

Although no fresh outbreak was reported frOlll 
Ethiopia since 1988, neighbouring Kenya, Sudan and 
Uganda reported incidences of the disease early last 
year. (Source: ~. 2 January 1990) 

Ania:tl health products 

Ca.bridge BioScience Corp has an. ounced that a 
vaccine for feline leukaemia it has develnped with 
Virbac SA of France will be marketed exclusively in 
the US and Canada by international Minerals and 
Chemical Corp. The vaccine has not yet been cleared 
by the US Agriculture Department for marketing in 
the United States, although the c0111pany expects it 
to be introduced this year. 

feline leukaemia is an infectious, incurable 
disease that causes cancer, respiratory ailments and 
other fatal illnesses in cats. Allong other animal 
diseases that may be diagnosed, treated or prevented 
with biotechnology in the USA are the following: 

Cats and dogs: Canine parvovirus (diagnostic 
kit); Canine rotavirus (diagnostic kit); Diste111per 
(diagnostic kit); feline infectious peritonitis 
(diagnostic kit); feline leukaemia (vaccine, 
diagnostic kit); Heartwo.-. (diagnostic kit); and 
Rabies (vaccine). 

Cattle: Bluetongue (diagnostic kit); Bovine 
lyinpho!;arcON (diagnostic kit); Bovine . 
papill0111avirus (vaccine); Bovine rhinotracheitis 
(vaccine); Bovine scours (MOnoclonal antibodies, 
diagnostic kit); Bovine viral diarrhoea (vaccine); 
Brucellosis (diagnostic kit); Leptospirosis 
(diagnostic kit); Hastitis (diagnostic kit); 
Shipping fever (interferon, interleukin-2); and 
Tropical tick disease (vaccine;. 

Horses: Equine infectious anaetnia 
(diagnostic kit); Equine infl"en1a (interferon); 
and Potomac fever (diagnostit kit). 

Pigs: Paratuberculosis (diagnostic kit); 
Pseudorabies (vaccine); Swine scours (vaccine. 
diagn~stic kit); and Trichinosis (diagnostic kitj. 

Poullf'!': Avian retrovirus (diagnostic kit); 
Coccidiosis (vaccine); and fowl cholera (vaccine). 

Other: fo~t-and-ll!Outh diseas~ (diagnostic 
kit); Rift Valley fever (diagnostic kit); Rabie~ 
in wildlife (vaccine); and tapeworm in sheep 
(vaccine). (Source: Bj9~~thnq_fogy__~\IU~tin, 
Vol. 8, No. 12, January 1990) 

Research with rhesus macaques indicates it is 
possible to safeguard them frOlll AIDS with vaccines. 
A vaccine used at the Delta Primate Research Center 
in Los Angele~ provided perfect protection for eight 
of nine of the animals. Tests on cells removed from 
their lymph glands revealed one of the ..acaques was 
infected with an AIDS virus. The stage of infection 
was benign, as no virus was found in the blood. 
While the vaccine did not prevent infection, it is 
possible the vaccine assisted the ani..al's i11m1,1ne 
system in dealing with the virus. (Extracted fr1111 
The Etonomist, 4 January 1990) 

Agricultural !U»Plications 

Sp 1 iced p 1 ants open up the fie 1 d for hybrid 
trops 

A CQllPany in Belgium has used genetic 
engineering to produce hybrids of crops that cannot 
be cross-fertilized effectively by traditional 
methods. By exploiting a fraginent of ONA from the 
tobacco plant to target specific genes in other 
plants, the CQllPany has inade strains of many 
more crops that are suitable for efficient 
cross-fertilization. Seed c0111panies who want 
crops with higher yields often cross-fertilize 
separate strains of a particular species to 
produce hybrid offspring which are bigger and 
healthier. 

Plants whose flowers have both stamens and 
pistils can easily fertilize themselves with their 
own pollen. The seeds produced are then a •ixture 
of those fertilized by each plant's own pollen and 
those fertilized by other plants. 

Hybrid crops can be extretnely profitable for 
seed compan;es. But to create large numbers of 
hybrid seeds ~fficiently, plants •ust be fertilized 
exclusiveiy with pollen frQlll another, unrelated 
strain. 

In corn, this is inade possible by the natural 
occurrence of so-called "111ale-sterile" varieties, 
which do not produce fertile pollen. The 
111ale-sterile characteristic is bred into one strain, 
which is then pollinated by another strain, to yield 
100 per cent hybrid seed. But hybrids cannot be 
produced economically in inany crop plants, because 
there are no usable 111ale-sterile varieties. 
Hale-sterile strains 111ay also have unwanted traits 
that cannot be rt'll'IOvPd by breeding. 

Plant Genetic Systems, based in Ghent, has 
isolated a fragment ~f ONA from the tobacco plant 
whir.h can be used to creatP 111ale-sterile strains of 
plants. The COlllpany's researcners isolated the 
111essenger RtlA transcribpd fr0111 the OtlA in the cell~ 
or the plants' anth~rs. their pollrn-produ(ing 
orqans. By C0111parin9 the RNA from the anther with 
that frOlll other cells, the scientist~ found qpnps 
that wprp active only in anthpr (P.11~. 



They then cut these 9enes with specific enzym•s 
and ;solated a fra<:J'"ent called the promoter, which 
controls whether or not the oent- ;s turned on. Thi<; 
part;cular pr0111oter ensures that the 9ene carrying 
;t ;s eKpressed only in anth~rs. By attaching the 
promoter to other genes, the scient;sts could creatP 
9enes that would be act;~e only in anther cells. 

To produce male-ster;Je plants, the team then 
spliced the pr01110ter with a bacter;aJ gene for an 
enzyme called ribonuclease. This enzyme blocks the 
function of the tapetuin cells, a layer of cells in 
the anther. In order to incorporate these new genes 
into other plant cells, the researchers inserted the 
new genes into the DNA of the bacter;um 
~qrobacteriU!I tlJ!lefaciens which is routinely used to 
insert new genes into plant cells. 

The bacterial gene was inserted into the 
anthers of rape plants. As a result, the plants 
produced no fertile pollen, they became male-sterile 
and could be used to create hybrids. 

The same anther-specific prOlllOter appears to 
occur in a wide var;ety of plants. The COlllpany is 
now introducing the pr01110ter, along with genes to 
induce sterility, into cotton, lettuce and alfalfa. 
each representing a separate family of crops. 

John Beringer, head of the microbiology ~nit at 
the University of Bristol and an eKpert on the 
deliberate release of genetically altered material, 
said that there are few risks in this sort of 
genetic manipulation. The changes to genetic 
material are so specific to the particular genes in 
anther cells that they are unlikely to have adverse 
effects on other genes. (Source: ~ientis1, 
3 February !990) 

Insect reeellant in mint condition 

Researchers at the Archbold Biological Station 
(Lake Placid, fl) have discovered a new substance 
secreted by a nearly extinct mint plant, that wards 
off insects. The discovery expands the scope of 
biopesticides, which have becOlle a 
research-intensive but attractive market now that 
che111ical pesticides are COllir.g under heavy public 
and regulatory pressure. Host biopesticide work to 
date has involved the adaptation of naturally 
occurring insect parasites and antigens. According 
to Cornell University researchers making the 
discovery, the substance, trans-pulegol, is 
contained in microcapsules in the mint leaf. The 
substan~e was found to irritate llOSt test insects, 
causing thl!lll to cease feeding and flee. The 
encapsulation preserves the potency of the substance 
and ~revents unnecessary release, the researchers 
suggest. Trans-pulegol, which has r~w been 
synthesized, was found as part of a "che111ical 
prospecting" progranne at Archbold to isolate and 
analyse beneficial substances occurring naturally in 
endangered ecosyste111s, before those plants and 
animals bec0tne extinct. (Source: ~_ir~__LJIJ?J?1. 
17 January 1990) 

(QQ,·.-~l'!d_fu.if_pr~sin.s-HRli~~-lioM 

In rich and healthy count~ies members of the 
salmonella family of micro-organisms cause a few 
upset stomachs, periodically ~care people off e9g~. 
but not - usually - much more than that. In poor 
countries some 3.5 million childrP.n die each year of 
diarrhoea that is linked to salmonella. Host te~ts 
for salmonella-infected foods take time to complete, 
and may miss new and dangerous strains. A better 
test would he one that could reliably spot the 
geneti[ fingerprint of salmonella - a ON~ prrbe. 
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Or. Joseph Gopo of the University of Zimbabwe 
has Jevelor:: one. He and his colleag·Je, 
Or. Lilian Harovatsanga. say that it is faster and 
more sPnsitive ~han existing ones. In Harare's 
shops and restaurants, 57 per cent of sandwiches and 
pies proved positive in tests. Conventional tests 
spotted salmonella in just 2 per cent of them. The 
prob~ also found that two thirds of chickens that 
died on fanns were contaminated with salmonella. 

Dr. Gopo developed his ONA probe while he was 
at the [nstitut Jacques Honod in Paris. First he 
dissected the genes of a salmonella bacterium. Out 
of its 400-500 pieces he found one that was specific 
to all of the hundreds of types of salmonella and to 
nothing else. This length of DNA is the key to 
Or. Gopo's probe, since copies of it bind only to 
sal1110nella genes. 

The idea of the test is simple. rood is 
dissolvea tooether with the probe. If there is any 
salmvnella in the solution, the probe will bind to 
it. Everything else is washed away, leaving behind 
a ta~ged sample. The problem is that the sample is 
too small to see. Back home in Harare, Or. Gopo 
perfected the test by labelling the probe with 
biotin, an acid found in egg yolks and beef liver. 
So when the probe detects salmonella, biotin goes 
along for the ride. The sample is then eKposed to 
avi~in, a protein found in egg whites that likes to 
gobble up biotin. The avidin is itself labelled 
with an enzyn>e that imparts a colour to the solution 
as avidin eats up the biotin. The more salmonella 
in th~ food, the more biotin-labelled probes will be 
eaten by the avidin and w: 1 1 turn the solution (in 
this rasE) green. 

It is a simple test that Or. Gopo thinks he can 
package as a cheap and rugged kit. Or. Gopo claims 
his DNA probe can handle 500 samples accurately in 
a few hours, as opposed to the normal few days. 
But success in the laboratory does not always 
imply success outside it. It has taken two years 
to find someone to think about manufacturing his 
kit l~mmercially, despite efforts to patent and 
market it himself. Even a Zimbabwean company 
showed surprisingly little interest. Now a 
Scottish company, Stirling Diagnostics, is 
considering marketing Or. Gopo's salmonella 
probe. 

Some western scientists are sceptical of the 
claim that a colour-labelled test could be 
sufficiently finely tLned to give accurate 
readings. Others complain that Dr. Gopo's probe 
confusingly detects levels that are tee low to pose 
a health risk. Dr. Gopo maintains that people, 
including Africans, find it hard to believe it is 
possible for Africans to do first-rate science. 
(Source: Jhe....1£2!1J>.!!!.i.il, 13 January 1990} 

An American company has developed an unusual 
test for detecting salmonella and other fooJ 
contaminants. It claims that the test is 100 times 
as fast and 1,000 times as accurate as its 
trJlfitional counterparts. 

Thr mPthod, developed by ONA Plant Technology 
of o~~land, California, depend~ on an unlikely 
prnpPrty of some bacteria: they cause water to form 
ir.P. WatPr often remain~ liquid below its freezing 
point, in a so-r.;illed "~uperr:ooled" state, unlP.ss 
sol id partir.IP.s are present for the waler lo frP.ezP 
around. The most ~ffer.tive partir.lP.s, or "nuclei", 
are ~~all r.ry\tals of ice. Other templ~les that 
mimic lhl" ~t.rur.t.ure of an ir.P crystal, such a~ 
r.ry-.t .. ls of sodium iodide, r.;in ;ilso hrin'J about "icP 
nurlrrltion". -



So can several organisms, including five 
species of bacteria: ~~ll4~al_SJfing_~e. 
P_. __ f!\IO.Le~_c;~n..s.. !'..:_vj_tlf1jfJ~~. ~~i_nia_herbi!=Qla 
and ~!!_lh~~__p-~r~. These ice-nucleatin9. 
or "ice-plus" bacteria are thought to be responsible 
for causing the frost ~hat sometimes damages crops 
in greenhouses. 

These mi;ro-organisms contain compounds called 
ice-nucleation proteins. But molecules of the 
protein in isolation do not cause ,~cleation_ The 
metnbranes of the bacteria appear to fold the 
proteins in such a way as to produce a hexagonal 
synnetry similar to that of ice cryst3ls. 

Paul Wolber and Robert Green of DtlA Plant 
Technology developed the food contamination test by 
incorporating the gene responsible for the 
ice-nucleation protein into a virus that 
specifically attacks salmonella bacteria. 

The virus then injects its genetic material 
into the bacteria, where the genes become part of 
the bact~ria's own ONA. The salmonella bacteria 
then start to reproduce the proteins of the virus. 

Any salmonella present in the food sample and 
infected with the virus will contain the 
ice-nucleation protein. As the tem~erature drops, 
the tech'lician car. detect any contaminating 
salmonella bacteria by the ice crystals that form on 
the sample, encouraged by the ice-nucleating 
proteins. The test takes only 40 minutes -
considerably faster, say the researchers, than 
detection tests currently used which can take up to 
several days. 

The company is also developing similar tests to 
detect listeria and campylobacter. {Source: ~~w 
Scientist, 27 January lggo1 

Biological food testing method 

A biological indicator for sterile control of 
products in pharmaceutical and food-processing 
industries has been developed by th~ Swedish 
biotechnology company Diffchamb AB at Gotheburg. 
Intended for monitoring sterilized and pasteurized 
substances, it will serve as a complement to 
instrument control methods now used for a number ~f 
products and heat treatment processes. 

The bio-indicator is an aqueous gel sphere in 
which specific micro-organisms have been 
encapsulated. The sphere is surface-sterile and 
spore-tight and can pass all processes without risk 
of contamination. Should a heat treatment process 
prove to be insufficient, surviving micro-organisms 
would bring about a colouring of the gel sphere 
within 24 hours. {Source: BIOTECHNICA Journal 
No. 1, lggo) 

Modified veast fine for food 

The British Government is to allow the 
commercial development of a genetically manipulated 
strain of bakers' yeast manufactured by the Dutch 
company Gist-Brocades. This is the first time any 
country has sanctioned the development of a foori 
product containing a live genetically manipulated 
or~anism {GMO). Other European countries, t.hP 
United States and Japan are al50 evaluating thP 
yeast's safety. 

No genetic material has been added to thP yea't 
from another species, according to Klaus O~inqa of 
Gist-Brocades. The maltose permease and malt~~e 
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genes from the yeast were combined with new 
promoters from another strain of the same species, 
Saccha_rom_yc;'!:'~--~e_re~uja_e. The genes and promoters 
were then spliced back into the yeast genome 
together with short pieces of "synthetic" DNA. 
Osinga says that this ONA contains "stop" codons, to 
minimize the chance of any hybrid proteins being 
produced. The end result is a yeast that should 
take up and digesl maltose more efficiently and 
release carbon dioxide, which makes bread rise, more 
quickly. 

In its evaluation, the Advisory Connittee on 
Novel Foods and Processes (ACNFP) says it decided 
that the yeast was safe mainly because the genetic 
manipulation was within a single species. For the 
same reason, and following the advice 11f the 
Government's Food Advisory Committee, oread made 
using the yeast will not have to carry a label 
indicating genetic manip~lation. 

Gist-Brocades' application was also considered, 
and approved, by two other committees, one in the 
Department of the Environment and the other part of 
the Health and Safety Executive, which advise the 
Government on the environmental release of GHOs. 
Some escape of the yeast from ~akeries is ass•r!lled to 
be i~evitable. (Extracted from~. Vol. 3~~. 
15 March lggo) 

Protein from fungi 

Research at the Biochemical Technology and 
Microbiology Institute of the Vienna Technical 
University concentrates on mould fungi which are 
capable of excreting up to twice the amount of their 
own prot~ins in the form of exoproteins. These 
exoproteins have similar glycosylation 
characteristics to proteins in mammals. In order 
for the mould fungi to be employed on a connercial 
scale, the Institute is trying to identify the 
genetic structures that are responsible for the high 
excretion rates. The research team is also studying 
the factors that influence the passage of the 
proteins through the cell walls to minimize losses. 
A third research goal is to employ genetic 
engineering techniques to obtain optilllUll'I strains for 
specific substrates. (Source: BIOTECHNICA Journal 
No. l, lggO) 

~_rurrgx_ and er:YlrO!wenlal iPJ'liCalionS 

Spotting pollution damage by gene technology 

The Swedish National Enviromnent Protection 
Board has allocated SKr 15 million ($2.5 million) to 
a five-year research project to improve early 
detection of environmental problems such as 
acidification, heavy metals, dioxins and organic 
solvents. 

The current theory is that organisms in the 
soil adapt to environmental changes and studies of 
thP.ir germ plasm with ONA technology could therefore 
indicate a process of change in the environment. A 
research group led by Or. Gi>ran Bengtsson in the 
Department of Ecology at the Lund Institute of 
Science and Technology has now been set up to look 
into this hypothesis. 

The overall aim is to develop new sensitive 
~ethods lo spot early ~tages of change in the 
Pnvironment that at present go undetected. The 
problem with soil testing is that changes are takin~ 
place very slowly over decades and centuries. But 
nnrP thP tolerance level is reached, the 
dPtPrioration rate escalates rapidly t~ reach a 
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"beyond repair" s~ay<> within i! <;hor·t period. 
\Source: BIOJECINICA Journ,,1 llo. I, l'V}O) 

War_n~r.=L_al!!!>ert. ur1"ei ls "bio-plast ic" starch 

Warner-Lambert is claiming a "major advance" in 
materials science with the development of a 
biodegradable material made almost entirely trom 
starch, such as derived from corn or potato•·:>. The 
"bio-plastic starch" could replacP conventional 
plastics in a wide range of applications. 

The research programme is in its very early 
stages, but "it does hold promise as an attractive 
business opportunity". The company is establishing 
a facility at its headquarters in Morris Plains, New 
Jersey, to exploit the technology further. 

The new material is the res~lt of an eight-year 
research progra11111e at the company's Capsugel 
division, which produces empty hard oelatin 
capsules. Scientists attempting to develop a more 
efficient way to manufacture cap<;ules discovered 
they were able to melt starch without it decomposing. 

"Others have tried in the oast. but the wate
has boiled off and the starch b~rned. By using a 
chamber akin to a pressure cooker we have succeeded 
in trapping the water inside", a spokesman said. 
"The material is completely different from any other 
so-called bio-degradable product on the market." 

The material has already been used to produce a 
starch-based pharmaceutical capsule manufactured by 
injection moulding to engineering tolerances. 

The company intends to market the material 
under the trade name Novon. first potential 
applications are envisaged where end-products are of 
short-use or a disposable nature and where high 
mechanical properties are not required. Longer 
term, the company says it expects improvements in 
mechanical properties from further modifications of 
the starch material. (Source: ~UfJ>P~a~.S.h.el!!i~<U. 
~ews, 29 January 1990) 

SERI res~archers have invented a unique way of 
enhancing anaerobic digestion, a process that uses 
bacteria to convert sewage and other organic wastes 
to useful methane gas. 

Conventional anaerobic processes suffer from 
accumulations of organic ar.ids, whir.h break down 
slowly and may "sour" the digestor mixture. SERI 
researchers may have solved this problem by adding 
light and photosynthetic bacteria. These 
micro-organisms rapidly convert organic acids to 
hydrogen, which is then readily converted to methane 
by methanogenic bacteria. 

four strains of photosynthetic bacteria with 
special conversion ability have been identified. 
Each ~train absorbs a different portion of the solar 
spectrum, so that a combination of the four can u~e 
about 85 per cent of the sun's energy in the 
conversion proce•s. Laboratory tests indicate that 
use of these bacteria may lead to a minimum tenfold 
in(rease in methane produ(t.ion from organi( .icid-;. 
Te<;t<; have now moved into thP field, whPrP natural 
sunlight stimulates ba(terial d(tioo through a 
transparent lid on a special bathtuh-r,haped dioestor. 

SrRI has applipd for a piltf'nt on its 11niqu1> 
pro(ess, which ha<; alrPildy attr;i(\.erl indur,lry 
attpntion. For Pxilmple, Hawaii's Uni<;yn (omp;iny ir, 
now evalu;,l_inq thf' (Omm1>r·(ii1l fl'ilSihility of i!rlrlinq 

sunl i9ht and photosy1.thet ic bacteria to tonvent ional 
~naPr~bic dioestors. (Source: SER! S&T In Review, 
:.utur.m 1989) -

~~toxifying pulp_~L~~~li> 

A new method to detoxify 
chein?-thermo-mechanical pulp (CTMP) effluent 
biologically, by using micro-organisms not requiring 
oxygen, has been developed in the Department of 
Applied Microbiology at the Chemical Center of Lund 
University. Tests in a pulp mill in Timra, North 
Sweden, have shown that the anaerobic treatment 
primarily reduces acetate, methanol and 
carbohydrates frOlll the effluence, while wood 
extractives are re1110ved by the aerobic 
post-treatment. The methane which forms during the 
reactor process is an additional advantage, as it 
can be used as fuel for the plant. The 
detoxification method has been us~d successfull1 for 
two years, to purify some 2,800 m of toxic 
effluent per day. (Source: BIOTECHNICA Journal 
No. 1, 1990) 

Biotechnology - a fast-growing techn~~Ui 
environmental 111c1nagement 

A recently released Business Communications Co. 
(BCC) study, Environmental Mi.!12~el!..L!!!..roug~ 
biotechnology; Micro-organisms and enzymes for 
waste treatment {C-110) analyses processes, 
technologies and markets involved in municipal waste 
treatment, hazardous waste treatment and 
waste-to-energy. 

Municipal water treatment has relied on the use 
of micro-~rganisms for many decades. Indeed, 
without biological contactors, trickling filters or 
various kinds of digestors, it would be 
prohibitively expensive to purify municipal and 
commercial wastewat~r. 

SOiie existing applications 

Of the over 145 mi 11 ion tons cf m1Jn i ci pa 1 waste 
generated in the USA alone each year, nearly 
65 per cent (paper, yard and food wastes) are 
considered easily biodegradable and therefore 
especially amenable to biological treatment. 
Another 16 per cent (rubber, leather and plastic 
wastes) are considered "potentially biodegradable". 
That leaves 19 per cent (glass, metals and 
miscellaneous) which is not potentially treatab 1 ~ 
with advanced biological processes. 

Oilfields have long relied on "landfarming" the 
hydrocarbon-rich contaminants produced during oil 
recovery. These wastes are not considered 
"hazardous" by the US Environmental Protection 
Agency (EPA), despite their often toxic 
characteristics. During landfarming, the wastes are 
buried and exposed to the natural oil-degrading 
micro-organisms present in the soil. 

Hore recently, it has becom~ poss;ble to 
biodegrade or otherwise tre~t a variety of hazardous 
wastes, including oils, fuels, solvents, pesticides 
and even heavy metals. Microbial hazardous waste 
treatment can be used for disposal (storage of 
wilstes. either permanently or temporarily), 
treat111ent (neutralizati')n or destrurlion of 
wastes), retiediation (destruction or removal of 
wastes accidentally or purposefully released into 
thP environment) and minimization (techniquPs to 
rerlure tht> gt>nt>ration of wastes). 

Hicrohial action can also ronvPrt "wastes" into 
pnerqy throuqh hiodegradalion and fermentation. It 



is now increasingly impossible to "mine" old 
municipal waste dumps for the methane produced by 
these processes. One day. municipal wa>tes will be 
converted directly into fuel, bypassing the need for 
potentially pollutinq incineration. 

According to BCC, these mar~ets added up to a 
biotechnology environmental management market worth 
$823 million in 1989. excluding R&D. At least 
$144 million was spent on the research and 
development or various aspects of ~iotechnology 
environmental management. with the bulk of this 
money coming from corporate sources. rather than 
from government. 

Some applications to watch 

The fastest growing sector is the 
bioretlediation of hazardous wastes. This market 
was worth $30 million in 1988, is expected to have 
reached $34 million in 1989 and should grow to 
$50 million (in 1989 dollars) during 1990. By 1995, 
ace estimates that it will be worth $153 million 
(1989 dollars), representing an inflation-corrected 
average anr.ual growth or 25 per cent. 

The largest biotechnology environmental 
management market is for landfarming, especially 
oilfield waste landfarming. This is a $400 million 
market. although little yrowth is expected. 

Both the bioremediation and landfarming market 
sectors are part of the overall hazardous waste 
management market. Operating and capital costs for 
the biotechnology component o: this sector should 
total $464 million in 1990 and are expected to grow 
at an average annual rate of 4.2 per cent through 
1995, to $571 million. 

The keys to biotechnology environmental 
management are the micro-organisms used, ace notes. 
In many cases, naturally occurring micro-organisms 
are used. However, proprietary •icrobial cultures 
are a well-established and growing market worth 
$24 million in 1989. Between 1990 and 1995, the 
market for waste treatment microbial cultures should 
grow at nearly 13 per cent a year, from $33 million 
to $60 million. 

C0111posting is another "low tech" microbial 
waste treatment. Both sludges and biodegradable 
solid wastes can be composted. Composting yard 
wastes is an especially attractive possibility, 
since it cuts air pollution and frees up municipal 
landfill space. The solid waite composting market 
was $109 million in 1989 and will grow to 
$150 million by 1995. This growth should 
significantly increase the size and sophistication 
of the solid waste composting infrastructure. 

Other promising market subsectors include such 
clean-up applications as the use of microbial 
treatments to clean up leaking underg1~und fuel 
storage tanks, to clean up after oil spills and 
treat pulp and paper industry effluents. 

The R&O sector 

BCC suggests that it is "perhaps misleading" to 
consider R&O a "market sector" in the same sense as 
the sale or chemicals or the marketing of services 
are market sectors. There is very little "pure 
science" R&O in the biotechnology environmental 
management field. 

$138 million worth nf biotechnology 
environmental management R&D was funded in 1989. Of 
this sum, hazardous waste management was 
best-funded, at $80 million. By 1995, hazardous 
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waste management R&O could be as high a~ 
$200 million. By that time. BCC predicts that 
microbial coal desulphurization will once again 
start to be a "hot topic". with $45 million in 
funding. Details of the report, priced at 52,450. 
from: Business Co11111unications Co. Inc., ;'~ V;tn :;mt 
Street, Norwalk, CT 06855, USA or on 
+1 (203} 853-4266. rax: +I (203) 851-03·18. 
(Source: ~'1.!l9lQgy_Bu_llet!n . .'ol. 8. tlQ. I~. 
January 1990) 

E. PATENTS AND INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY ISSUES 

Patent DNA sequence~ 

The issue of standardizino ONA sequences 
recoded in patent literature is be;r.g examined 1n 
the USA and in Europe. 

In Hay 1989 the US Patent and Trademark Ofiice 
(PTO) announced the proposed rule~.aking for the 
descriptions of nucleotide and amino acid sequenc~ 
data. Standardized formats would improve the 
efficiency and quality of examination, and improve 
dissemination of sequence data in electronic form. 

In Europe, the World :ntelleclual Property 
Organization (WIPO) is now considering similar moves 
and the Pennanent Committee on Industrial Properly 
Information (PCPI) is aiming to recomm~nd standards 
for coding which could be based on the technical 
specifications used by the US PTO. 

Further infonnation: World Intel leclual 
Property Organization (WIPO), 34 Chemin des 
Colombettes, CH-1211 Geneva 20, Switzerland. 
(Source: BIOTECHNI(A Journal No. l, 1990) 

California Supreme Court hears_~r~~rg~menjs 
in tissue ownership case 

On 6 February, the California Supreme Court was 
due to hear oral argument in the case of Hoore 
versus Regents of University of California in 
San Francisco. At dispute: whether someone whose 
body cells have been used in medical biotechnology 
should be able to claim property rights - and sue 
for ccnnercial uses of his cells. In this case, the 
cells at issue were derived from John Moore's spleen. 

The US Industrial Biotechnology Association is 
arguing that the establishment of property rights lo 
such cells would "be detrimental to medical research 
and to the biotechnology industry. The decision 
would result in enormous financial and time costs to 
the research co11111uni ty". (Source: ~i!>J~~_h_ri_o 1 o.9Y 
Bulletin, Vol. 9, No. 1, February 1990) 

\lS patent awarded fo_L_9g'letic~lly_f;'ngineered 
fufilli 

Canadian Allelix Biopharmaceuticals has 
announced that the United States Patent and 
Trademark Office has awarded an important patent to 
the company. This patent is significant, since it 
relates to the genetic manipulation of a widely !1~ed 
industrial fungus so it may now be used tor 
efficic:·,t production of many new protein product• .. 
It also confirms the company'~ leading position, 
first established in the early 1980s. in thr u~r of 
fungi to make protein pharmaceutical~ 
(biopharmaceuticals). 

The patent, US 4,885,249, covers a mrthorl ot 
introducing genes into Aspergillus_ni~er (~ 
filamento~s fungus), and also fungi containing thr 
new genes. This means th~t ~ene~-not norm~lly 
present in the fungus can be introduced •.n th.it. it 



now ~J~es a ne~ protein. In addition to the US 
paten~. Allelix was recently granted patent 
protection in Australia and expects also to receive 
patents in other countries for this important 
technology. 

A. _11i_g~r is a well-establishing industrial 
micro-organism with a long history of successful use 
to produce bulk enzymes and important specialty 
chemicals. An advantage of filamentous fungi is 
their ability to produce and release large 
quantities of protein products duri~g the 
manufacturing process. This makes filamentous fungi 
a goc~ system for low-cost, high-yield production of 
biopharmaceuticals. The process described in the 
Allelix patent, first filed in 1984, demonstrates a 
key step in achieving this goal. Allelix 
Biopharmaceuticals has since developed additional 
proprietary technology, and has collabo~ated with 
other companies and the University of Waterloo in 
these developments. (Source: Company News Rele~~~. 
22 March 1990) 

Patent suit filed against HicroGeneSys 

Cambridge Bioscience of Worcester, Hass., has 
filed suit against HicroGeneSys of West Have~. 
Conn., for patent infringement. The patent, owned 
by Harvard University and licensed to Cambridge 
Bioscience, which supported the university's 
research, covers the purified envelope protein of 
the AIDS virus. The protein is used in testing for 
AIDS and in the development of drugs and vaccines to 
treat the disease. Cambridge Bioscience has offered 
non-exclusive sub-licenc£s to COtllpanies wishing to 
use the protein for diagnostics, therapeutics, 
vaccines, and research products. The complaint 
alleges that HicroGeneSys is selling purified 
patented products and conducting conmercial vaccine 
research without such a sub-licence. Cambridge 
Bioscience looks to prohibit other infringing uses 
of the protein and obtain sub-licencing fees and 
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roy~lties on HicroG~reSys' rrot~in-hd~~~ ~~ct~r1~. 
MicroGe~eSvs has not com~entP~ on t~e ~uit. 
I ~epri nted° with permission I rom (hP:ni <a I and 
[ngi11!"ering_tlews, 8 Jar.u«•·y l<NQ, p. 1.:. r:op~r-:•:''' 
( l'l90) American Chemic«! Societyl 

~~Uli.!1~91e~h_119l_()Jll produds fou.:s of pate"'
dispute~ 

tfow that more and more qenetii:ally enu'nf'•'red 
riruqs are close to becoming mad.eted proti11;·t~. 
patent rights wi 11 play a major port n determining 
which of the numerous biotechnolooy companie: 
control major markets. 

Currently, 45 US companies havP eo protiucts 
based on genetic engineering that are 11nder 
development, according to the Pharmaceutical 
Hanufacturers Association. food and Druo 
Administration approval h;is been qr;intf'd- tn nr.: • 
10 biotechnoLgy drugs, but about, the s,1r.;" n11mb~1- of 
applications is pending. 

The number of new major bioterhnology protiurts 
reaching the 111arket is expt>cted to rise throuohout 
the 1990s. US sales of human therapeuti< anti 
diagnostic biotechnology products will reach almost 
$1.3 billion in 1990, according to Consulting 
Resources Corp. of Lexington, Hass., growing to 
about ~3.7 billion by 1995 and 59 billion by the 
year 2000. Despite the potential for lar~e rpwards. 
the costs for a biotechnology compa~y are high - as 
much as $100 million per product and possibly 
even the fate of the company. The level of 
competition is also very high with at least two 
companies, if not many more, in each of thP m.:ijor· 
product areas. 

Although all the major areas of biotechnology 
drug develcpment are seeing patent litigatior., the 
trend in the industry is more towards 
cross-licensing than litigation. 

Cetus led in drug patents based on biotechnology~~ 

Biotechnology patents 
Pharmaceuticals based 

~~~~~~~~--'P~h~a~rm'"""a~c~e~u"-.%.t~ic~a~l~s"-~~~o~n"-'g~e~n~eLt~1~·c"-'e~n~g~1~·n~e~e~r~i~n~g:L--~~~~~~~"~a~1~·o~r,___,d~r,_,,ug_Q_e~~lopment areils 
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attack, human qrowth 

Anaemia, tran<;pl;int~ 

al Amonq top 10 recipients of biolt>chnoloqy p~tents in thr US in 1988. 

Source: Pharmi1rf'11! ;cal Hanuf;i.:lurer<; A55ociation. (Ah<;t.rartt>d with pt>rmi-;sion from Chemical -i:1d 
lngineering News, ~ February 1990, p. 17, A. H. Thilyer. (opyriqht ( 1990) Ampric;in Chemiral SnriPtyl 
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ei2p~ssing safety: worker:_~~uni ty 
s~fety and health considerati2ns 
(Warren(. Hyer, Jr.) 

This book prese~ts basic concepts in the safe 
and responsible intEgration of the bioprocessing 
facility into the local community. Eighteen 
peer-reviewed, general papers for a non-technical 
audience address safety issues related to 
large-scale bioprocessing: legal, insurance, health 
protection, risk analysis, worker productivity, 
plant design (especially containment), government 
regulation, protective clothing, spill control, 
medical surveillance, waste disposal and community 
awareness points of view. Sections include: 

- Overview of safety in the bioprocessing 
industry 

- Oesign criteria for safety 

- Safety plan - personnel 

- Community awareness and emergency responses 

- Regulatory aspects of bioprocessing -
international, national and local. 

The term bioprocessing is treated broadly to 
include traditional bioprocessing (such as 
biological aspects of cheese and beer production); 
the production of bulk chemicals (e.g. citric 
acid); the production of antibiotics, vaccines, and 
microbial pesticides; ... id newer developments, such 
as large-scale bioprocessing using genetically 
modified micro-organisms and mammalian cell culture 
techniques. 

The target audience of this book are decision 
makers who have had no fonnal training in biosafety 
issues. The book has 175 pages (1990) and is 
available for $39.00. for copies please write to 
ASTH, 1916 Race Street, Philadelphia, PA 19103, 
USA (Tel.: (215) 299-5400. TWX: 70-679-1037) or 
ASTH European Office, 68a Wilbury Way, Pitchi~. 
Herts SG4 OTP, England (Tel.: (0642) 31525. 
TWX: 825684 ATP E). (Source: ASTH News Release) 

~..9t~chnol2gy and its impact on international 
~~ 

The International federation of Institutes for 
Advanced Study (IflAS) is planning the second 
symposium of the International Diffusion of 
Biotechnology Programme, directed by 
Dr. Calestous Jurna of the African Centre of 
Technology Studies (ACTS), to be held in June 1990, 
in Haastricht, The Netherlands. 

Entitled "P;?technology and International 
Trade: 1992 and Beyond", the symposium wi 11 deal 
with the overall impact of biotechnology on economic 
relations between developed and developing 
countries. One area of interest: the consequences 
of environmental legislation and the relocation of 
some companies to less regulated environments. 
Details from: Ms Rohini Acharya, IFIAS-Haastricht, 
Witmakerstraat 10, 6211 JB Haastricht, 
The Netherlands or on (043) 250465. 
FAX: (043) 218820. (Source: tlj!>J~~-~IJ.Q]_o9y 
!h1ll!!J_il'!. Vol. 9, No. 1, February 1990) 

The European Chemical Industry federation 
(CEFIC) and a consortium of publishers (Elsevier, 
Oer~pnt and Springer) are carrying out a study 
ent it 1 ed Str:~t~gies JoLL~vr:.op~~n !Hot.ectmology 
Inf 9r111a t j on __ St r:u~Jv_re. 
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The objective of the study is to find out the 
needs of the user corrmunity and to propose working 
models, taking into account the scientific and 
commercial requirements of European biotechnology. 
!!~from: Dr. Jack franklin, ASfRA, 
Voorhaven 33, 1135 BL Edam, The Netherlands. 
(Source: Biotechno!QqyJJl,.11_~!.fo, Vol. 9, No. 1, 
February 1990) 

BioCommerce Data's international directory data 
base on the biotechnology industry is now available 
on two on-line systems, Dialog and Data-Star, as 
part of the file BioCommerce Abstracts and 
Directory. Details from: Biocommerce Data ltd., 
95 High Street, Slough, Berkshire Sll JOH, UK. 
(Source: Biotechnology Bulletin, Vol. 8, No. 12, 
January 1990) 

from 1990 onwards. International Industrial 
Biotechnology will be published under a new format, 
under the title The G~rr~Jj_Dngi ne~and 
Biotechnologist. Detail~ from: GB Biotechnology, 
4 Beaconsfield Court, Skelly, Swansea SAZ 9JU, UK. 
(Source: BiotechnolQgy Bulletin, Vol. 8, No. 12, 
January 19gO) 

Australia and New Zealand Biotechnology 
Directory 

The second edition of the Australian and 
New Zealand Biotechnology Directory is nearing its 
final stages prior to printing. All companies and 
organizations listed in the Directory have had an 
opportunity to update their entries from the first 
edition and there are many new articles describing 
various aspects of biotechnology included in the 
Directory. The government contact section has been 
enlarged and improved and the publishers are hoping 
to have an improved index section in this second 
edition. 

At this stage, it looks as though the Directory 
will be available for sale in late March. The first 
edition of the Directory proved very successful and 
this improved second edition should be an item 
accessible to every biotechnologist. Australian 
Industrial Publishers Pty. ltd. are participating 
once again in this publication with the ABA. 
(Source: ~BA Bulletin, Vol. 5, No. 1, febrijary 1990) 

Canadian Biotechnolog) Directory l.22Q 

Th~ Canadian publisher of ~ew Biotec~ has 
announced t~c first edition of a new Canadian 
Biotechnology Directory which sh~uld be available 
now. The regular price is $Can 6S.00 plus shipping 
charges. You may obtain a copy by sending your 
order to: New Biotech, Directory 1990 Offer, 
P.O. Box 7131, Station J, Ottawa, Ontario, Canada, 
K2A 4CS. Editors of the Directory are Peter Winter 
and Dr. Hans Giese. (Source: ~!!~JlvJJ..e1it:t. Vol. 5, 
No. 1, February 1990) 

~.!!.tl...UP_vng_An_t:tu\11 . B io.t,ech S.1irvey 

Ernst & Young recently released BiQtech 90: 
Into ~tie -~-e.xJ De~!lde. This survey, produced 
annually, shows that 74 per cent of the US industry 
now has products for sale and that this is led by 
the publir. biotl'Chnology r.ompanies where produrt 
sales exceed $1.3 billion. Once again the author is 
G. Steven Burri 11. This study survry~ '180 US 
biotechnology companies and interviews many industry 
professionals, academics and government adviser~. 
The survey i$ published Mary Ann Liehert Inc. and is 
available from Ernst & Young at around $90.00 
(Source: ABA ~ulletin, Vol. 5. No. 1, February 1990) 



A TCC_ cata_l ogu_e 
Human_ and ~ou~e ON.!. prqbes and 1 ibraries 

The American Type Culture Collection has 
announced the availability of the third edition of 
the ATCC/NIH Repository of Human and House DNA 
Probes and Libraries. This is a 136-page reference 
catalogue. The catalogue lists materials deposited 
al the ATCC as part of the genetic repository 
supported by the NrH. hational Institute of Child 
Health and HU111an Development (NICHHD) and the 
Division of Research Resources. The catalogue also 
lists related materials from the ATCC's own 
1110lecular biology collection and P~tent Culture 
Depository. Direct inquiries to: ATCC/Hkting 
NR 43, 12301 Parklawn Driv~. Rockville, HD 20852, 
USA. (Source: ASA Bulletin, Vol. 5, No. 1, 
February 1990) 

UK Biotechnology ~and~ 

Judging by the number of new entries in the 
second edition of the UK Biotechnology Handbook, 
published in January of this year, the British 
biotechnology industry has expanded by over 10 per 
cent during 1989. Hany of the new listings are 
small start-up firms but there are signs of 
consolidation too with a number of takeovers 
reflected. In addition to companies, the UK 
Biotechnology Handbook 1 90 covers univ~rsities ar.d 
other academic sites, the financial c011111unity, 
go"~~nment bodies and service organizations such as 
publishers and consultants. It contains over 
550 full-page descriptions, each including a 
detailed profile of research and business interests 
plus senior contact names with job titles. Fully 
indexed under more than 50 areas ~f a~tivity and 
divided into five easy-to-use sections, all the 
information has been extensively revised and updated 
within the last three months of 1989. 

The 1990 edition of this reference work 
includes new information on current and expected 
turnover and staff n11111bers, providing further 
evidence of healthy growth. Overall the British 
biotechnology industry seems to be thriving but 
covers a wide spectrum of particip1nts from 
specialist 1-esearch-based companies through to 
equipment distributors, all of whom are well 
supported by sources of finance and fundamental 
research. 

The climate is changing rapidly however with 
widening opportunities for inarketing to Europe and 
new regulations on the use of genetically 
manipulated organisms providing new opportunities 
and challenges. Key issues which will influence the 
strategic development of biotechnology in the United 
Kingdom are discussed in nine review articles in 
this book, making it much more than just an annual 
directory. There are papers covering venture 
capital, patenting, European research funding and 
legislative plans, the markets for bioprocess 
equipment, cell line information services, career 
opportunities, the new rules on environmental 
release and UK Government projects. 

Priced at £85/$US150.00 (+ $US30.00 airmail 
postage outside Europe), thP. UK Biotechnology 
ftandl:nok • 90 is pub 1 i shed by Bi oCorrmerce Data in 
collaboration with the 8iolndustry Association (OfA) 
(formerly the Association of the Advancement of 
British Biotechnology AABB) and a 10 per cent 
disc~unt is available to BIA membe~s. To place an 
order, contact BioConmerce Data Ltd. at Prudential 
Buildings, 95 High Street, Slough, Berkshire, 
SL 1 !DH, UK. Tel.: (0753) 511777. 
fax: (0753) 512239. (Source: C9m_Rany News 
Release, February 1990) 
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Ans l o-Scv i et _!>j_ome<f_i cal_ journ 1 l _tie bu~:; 

Copies of the first C<o;sue of !li_omJ?~!_c_a_l ~!;i~nce 
are ~ow available. The publir.ation, which ~ill be 
published monthly in Engli~h and will pr~~ent key 
biomedical research results. is a coilaborative 
effort of the Soviet Academy of Sciences, the Royal 
Society of Chemistry's Turpin Transactions. and 
Pion. a UK-based publishing company. Although the 
journal will focus largely on work undertaken in the 
Soviet Union, it also will accept contributions from 
the international scientific community. The first 
Anglo-Soviet publication or its kind, BiQA'ledic;;.tl 
Sci~~~ is edited jointly by Bernard T. Donovan of 
Turpin Transactions and Rem V. Petrov, 
Vil~-President of the Soviet Academy of Sciences. 
(Reprinted with permission from Chemical and 
Enoineerin~~. 12 February 1990, p. 23. 
Copyright (1990) Americal Chemical Society) 

The DNA Data Bank of .Japan ( DDBJ) at the 
National Institute of Geneti~s in Hishima will open 
a high-capacity computer link that will allow 
exchange of much larger volumes of data with DNA 
data banks in Europe and the United States. But 
Japan's contribution to international efforts to 
handle the growing flood of DfU\ data remains small. 

At a time when GenBank in the United States and 
the EKSL Data Library each employ teams of tens of 
researchers to run their data banks, Japan still 
struggles along with only two full-time researchers 
and a couple of part-timers at DOBJ. Not 
surprisingly, DOBJ at present processes only about 
3 per cent of all the DfV. s~iuences published world 
wide; the remaining 97 per cent are dealt with at 
EMBL and GenBan~. 

ODBJ constantly exchanges data with EHBL and 
GenBank and the volume of traffic has grown to over 
1 million bits per day. This volume is expected to 
grow at least five times when the data banks move to 
a new relational data base system in the near 
iuture. Hence the need for the high-capacity 
c.omputer link. 

The new computer line, which will ~e connected 
en 28 March and can carry 64 kilobits per second, is 
between OOBJ and the University of Tokyo. 

OOBJ will gain access to scientific networks in 
the United States and Europe and thence to the 
GenBank and EMBL data bases through Tok;o 
University. The new link will also allow DOBJ to 
form a distributed data base with DNA data banks at 
several locations in Japan. 

The three data bi!nks have agreed that from now 
on DDBJ will process all DNA sequences produced in 
Japan. This will increase DDBJ's data share to 
about 10 per cent. But the bank is in desperate 
need of more manpower to handle the increased 
workload. The rigid employment policies of the 
Ministry of Education, Science and Culture (MESCl, 
to which OCBJ is affiliated; make it very difficult 
for the bank to employ new staff. DOBJ has won 
permission to create a new position for an assistant 
professor but more temporary staff are also needed 
for ilnnotating ONA sequence~ as th!'y are input. 

The new leased computer line will also be il 
consideri!blP. drain on DOBJ'~ very limited h~dget. 

The lack of IBM-ccmpatihle computers in Jap~n 
also add~ to DDBJ's headaches. Japan is the only 
developed nation where IBM-compatible personal 
computers are not the standard; rather, the market 



is d0111inated by NEC COlllputers. <*-nBank recently 
developed the new software "authorin" which allows 
scientists to input DNA sequences directly to data 
banks, thereby easing the workload for the data 
banks. But the software is of virtually no use in 
Japan until it is rewritten into NEC-c0111patible 
fonn, something he hopes to do this SUll'm('r. In any 
case, few Japanese biologists are C()lllputer-literate 
and it is likely to be a long time before large 
amounts of data are submitted in this way. 

Japan also lags behind GenBank and the Etfll 
data libr~ry in the use of CD-ROH to distribute OHA 
data to scientists. Etel began using CO-ROH last 
September and GenBank began this 111>nth. But DDBJ 
continues lo use magnetic tapes, which are 
cUllbers09e and hold fewer data, ter.ause there is 
little demiand for such a service frOll'I Japanese 
scientists and the tapes are easier to copy. 

Japanese researchers pr0tn0ting the human genome 
project are considering Hishi111a as a possible site 
for a new bio-infonnalion cent;e to handle data 
arising frOll the project. But althoagh it is "quite 
possible" that the centre will be located at the 
National Institute of Genetics, it will probably be 
separate frOll DDBJ. (Source: Nature, Vo 1 . 144. 
8 Harch 1990) 

feeding TQll!Qrrow~l!l 

Will the benefits of the "green revolution" of 
the 1960s and progress in food production meet the 
needs of the world population at the end of this 
century? Will the "biotechnological revolution" 
offer a s~lution to world food problems 7 How can 
aid to agricultural development and self-sufficiency 
be attained, particularly in developing countries? 

In feeding TQll!Qrro~'s Wor14, Albert Sasson 
tries to an~wer these and many other pressing 
questions through a pluridisciplinary approach to 
h....an nutrition and food production. The book, 
addressed lo ~ wide readership, provides a 
remarkable syntt.esis of the scientific, economic, 
socio-econ0tnic and environmental aspects of 
nutrition throughout the world. 

Subjects treated are: 

Human nutrition 

Nutritional needs; 
Protein def:ciency and 111alnutrition; 
Nutrition and infection; 
Children's diet; 
Changes in diet and altitudes towards food; 
Diel and health. 

Production and trade in agricultural 
foodstuffs 

Problems of evaluation and diagnosis; 
Changes in food production; 
factors affecting food-production patterns; 
Effects of climatic variation on production; 
Regional and national situations; 
Hodalities of production, acquisition and use 

of agricultural commodities in the developin~ 
countries; 
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The "green revolution"; 
Agriculture, agro-forestry and livestock 

husbandry: international, agricultural 
research centres, regional and inter
national co-o~eration, transfer of results; 

Conservation and utilization of plant genetic 
resources; 

International assistance and co-operation; 
Prospects. 

feJt4in.9...~_rr!!w's World (Sextant, 3). 1990, 
805 pp. ISBN 92-3-102083~. ff 225.00; 
SUS 53.00; C$56.50; 134. Co-published with the 
Technical Centre for Agricultural and Rural 
Co-operation (CTA), "De Rielkampen", 
Galvanistraat 9, 6716 AE Ede, Netherlands. 
Worldwide sales rights: lllESCO, 7 place de 
rontenoy, 75700 Paris, rrance. 

~.-inillnili!!!!i.LDI!roach to biolechnol!lgy 
mm 
The new biotechnology promises lo have a 

profound impact upon the human condition and it may 
contribute to filling S091e of the most fundamental 
needs of h11111anily, frOll health care to suppli~s of 
food and energy lo pollution control. Potential 
applications of the new biotechnology include the 
production of new drugs, food and che11icals, the 
1110re efficient production of existing products, new 
diagnostic techniques, the degradation of toxic 
wastes and 111ajor improvements •n agricultural 
products. 

hlong with its promise, the new biotechnology 
has raised concerns about possible risks lo humans, 
animals and the enviro1111ent. It •ight be asked 
whether genetically engineered organis•s could be 
harmful to humans or other living organisms; 
whether, if SOllle of these organisms establish 
themselves in the environment, they could 
proliferate and becOllle pests; and whether S091e of 
the powerful new chemicals that can now be 
manufactured by the new biotechnology could prove 
hannful to factory workers. 

This publication was originally presented as a 
papP~ to a 111eeting of the informal working group, 
held al Vienna from Z7 lo Z9 January 1986 and was 
~rilten by Geoffrey H. Karny. 

The publication covers risks and regulations of 
laboratory research; risks and regulation of 
large-scale operations; enviro1111ental 
applications; and an international approach lo 
safety issues of genetic engineering. 

International trade in agricultural rn111111oditie;. 

The impact of genetic engineering will be 
international in scope. Accordingly, it is not 
surprising that the United Nations and its 
affiliated organizations have 111ade a major 
commitment to becOl!le parties lo the development and 
uses of biotechnology. A desire for the developing 
countries to share in the benefits of biotechnology 
sparked efforts by the United Nations Industrial 
Development Organization (lJttlDOl lo create an 
international centre to pr0tnole the developtnenl and 
pea(eful application of genetic engineering and 
biotechnology, especially for developing countries. 
The centre, known as the International Centre for 
GenPti( Engineering and Biotechnology (ICGEBl is 
'upported by 41 countries and operates at TriestP, 
Italy. and New Delhi, India, under the auspices of 
lJtHOO. Concern over possible safety and 
environmental risks raised by biotechnology has 
prompted the World Health Organization (WHO) and the 
United Nations Environment Progranwne (UNEPI to 
idPntify and study the various safety issues 

Achievet11ents and potential; 
Jnlernational CD-4>peralion 
and prospects 

Hun~er and poverty; 
Requirements for rural development; 



involved. WHO has long been concerned about the 
risks to human health presented by micro-organism~ 
and has prepared a laboratory biosafety inanual. l/ 
The WllO Regional Office fo:- Europe has prepared c 
repor•. on the health i111pacts of biotechnology. Z/ 
Ufl[P has been studying the topics of biowaste 
disposal and environmental uses of genetically 
engineered organis111s. These activities have led to 
an affiliation between UtlIOO. WHO and UNEP in the 
fonn of an infonnal working group to exchange 
information and co-ordinate activities pertaining to 
safety issues raised by the new biotechnology. 

One of the many topics that ICGEB will need to 
address will be the safety issues raised by the new 
biotechnology. Horeover. as an international centre 
of excellence. the Centre will naturally be looked 
upon as a leader and an international model for 
dealing with biotechnology, including issues of 
safety. 3/ Therefore, it is appropriate to identify 
those issues and to consider what role internationa: 
bodies such as WHO, UNEP, UNIOO and ICGEB can play 
in addressing them. The purpose of this publication 
is therefore: 

:a) To examine current views on the possible 
risks presented by the new biotechnology; 

lb) To identify a~y safety issues or concerns 
arising frOlll such risks; 

(c) To exainine current international 
regulatory and supervisory mechanis11s for dealing 
with the risks and safety concerns; 

(d) To determine co111T1on approaches and 
identify any potential gaps. overlaps or other 
deficiencies in these mechanisms; 

(e) To discuss the international significance 
of these lllcltters; 

(f) To propose roles for ICGEB, WHO, IJHEP and 
UNIDO. 

In addressing these issues, the author has 
drawn upon other published reports and interviews 
with selected experts as well as personal 
experience. An att~!llpt has been made to draw on all 
available written llldterials pertaining to risk but 
only on selected materials pertaining to 
regulation. It would be unnecessar) and virtually 
i11possible to survey the laws of many different 
countries with regard to such broad areas as worker 
health and environmental protection. Thus, only a 
few bodies of law were selected for an in-depth 
study. They were the laws of Japan, the United 
Kingdom, the United States of America, and the 
European Co11111unity. The three major industrial 
count~ies have well-developed, comprehensive laws 
from which common regulatory pri~ciples may be 
ascertained. Thus, s~ch a study is directly 

J/ ~~boraloa .B!oafety Hanual (Geneva, World 
Health Organization. 1981). 

21 Healtb Impact of Rio~e~hnology: Report on 
a_WHO Working _Group. Duhl in. 'l-1? rJovPmhpr 1987 
(CopPnhaqen. World llealth Organiration, 1')13'1). 

1/ At pre~ent, the safPty quidPlinP\ of thP 
United States National Institutes of llp;ilth ;ire 
bPing observed at thP CentrP. The Centrr is al~o 
monitoring the debate con(Prning phy~iral/hiolo9ir;il 
containmrnt as well as the rrlp;ise of qPnPlically 
PnginPPrPd organism~ intn thr PnvironmPnt. 
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relevant to the ;nterests of less developed 
countries. which can select from a~d build upon 
these principles. Yet. even th;s approach ha~ 
limitations. 

The pJblication is available from bookstores 
and distributors throughout the world or write to: 
United tlations Sales Section, tlew York, USA or 
Geneva, Switzerland. ISBN tlo.: 92-1-106235-7. 
price $26. 

The European--1llt...!:iU!>.!UZLBi_ote~!:!l!!ll!19l.'..s 
l#orking Party on Education and t..M.J.!!,_Jnter,~t_fu:Q..up 
in Biotechnology has published the proceedings ~f a 
meeting organized by the UK Interest Group on 
Education in Biotechnology and D11tch representat;ves 
of the European federation of Biotechnology Working 
rarty on Education held at the Delft Univers;ty of 
Technology, the Netherlands on 2 December 1989 on 
Hanpower and Training Nefds for Biotechnology in 
Europe in the 1990s. Organized by C. f. A. Bryce, 
D. J. Bennett, J. G. Kuenen and K. Ch. A. H. luyber., 
the meeting discussed a number of probletns facing 
the manpower needs of the European biotechnology 
industry. 

Part of the current changes in biotechnology 
result frOlll the widespread changes in the politicai 
climate. The European infrastructure in science ;s 
poorly developed at present compared with the USA 
and Japan largely because there are 12 separate 
national science policies among EC member States, 
notwithstanding EfTA and COHECON countries. As the 
European Single Market continues to develop, borders 
will disappear and be replaced by transnational 
networks. 

The nUllber of employees in new biotechnology 
C0111panies has increased frOll two- to tenfold 
according to country in the period 1982-1988. There 
has been an accelerating shift in emphasis frOlll 
research and development to application and 
production which is likely to continue. 

The application of biotechnology is likely to 
take place in three successive waves: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

Diagnostic, pharainceutical and animal 
health products; 

Agriculture, anilllcll husbandry, speciality 
chetnicals and enviro11111ental control; 

Cheaper products, r.onnodity chetnicals, 
mineral leaching and electronics. 

Successful application depends on what is 
possible, what is realizable and what is wanted. 
while consumer acceptance is crucial to 
biotechnology's continuing developinent. 

Acute recruitment problems presently exist in 
areas such as protein bioche11istry, downstream 
pro(essing, product purification, 111icrobial 
physiology and bioinfonnatics while there appears to 
be a sufficiency of genetic· engineers. In general 
there is a shortfall in technicians. 

fhe three main areas of concern at present are: 

1. The very significant decrease in the 
number of graduates pro~eeding to 
post-graduate and post-doctoral training; 

7. The major movement for training from 
southern European rountries to thp north 
due to the lack 1.f facilities in th1> 
formr.r; 



3. The variation between European countries 
in the training period for the PhD degree 
..tiich inhibits mobility. 

Biot~chnology is 11111ltidisciplinary and, ..tiile 
larger C0111panies tend to favour specialist training 
and saaller ones more generalist, all personnel 11Ust 
be able to co...unicate to work effectively in such a 
context and be trained accordingly. 

The framework of the European federation of 
Biotechnology Working Party on Education, UK 
Interest Group on Education in Biotechnology, 
professional organizations and biotechnology 
industry throughout Europe has now been established 
and is working to improve 11anpower supply and 
training for European biotechnology. 

Biotechnology pervades a great llilny of the 
areas of interest of the European C011111ission. One 
of the C011mission's aims is to improve the 
contribution of advanced technology training to the 
social and econ<>11ic development of the C01111Unity 
through Europe-wide programmes such as COHETT II. 

Amlong the reconnendations put forward was a 
call for a feasibility study leading to a 
Europe-wide, in-depth, COlllprehensive asses511ent of 
llilnpower and training requirements and provisions 
for biotechnology to be initiated as soon as 
possible. It should include all sectors of 
biotechnology, levels and types of training and 
roles of personnel in the biotechnology industry. 
As part of the study an inventory of training and 
exchange opportunities throughout Europe with the 
same coverage should be contructed and effectively 
disseminated. funding should be provided jointly by 
the European Connission and by the biotechnology 
industry, for example via the COHETT II progranne. 
The strategic appraisal and inventory should be 
i111pletnented by utilizing the existing framework and 
collaborative network of the European federation of 
Biotechnology Working Party on Eudcation, UK 
Interest Group on Education in Bioetchnology, 
professional associations and industry which is 
necessary for such a progranme. 

Copies of the report "Hanpower and Training 
Needs for Biotechnology in Europe in the 1990s" 
(ISBN 1-872190-01-4) may be obtained fr1111 the 
Biochemical Society Book Depot, P.O. Box 32, 
Connerce Way, Colchester, C02 8HP, UK. Price 110. 
(Source: The Biochemical Society, 7 Warwick Court, 
High Holborn, London WCtR SOP Tel. +44 1- or 
01-~'42 1076) 

June 1990 

4-6 June 
Washington O.C., 
USA 

5-6 June 
London, UK 

G. ttEETINGS 

World-wide regulation of ne'.~ 
hUllan phal"Wlaceuticals, 
veteri nar·y and p 1 ant 
agricultural products. 
Further infonnation fr0111: 
Technology Hanageinenl Group, 
25 Science Park, New Haven, 
Connecticut 06511, USA. 

Autoi11111unity - new targets and 
therapeutic approaches. 
further infonnation from: 
Hs. R. Duke, IBC Ter.hnical 
Services Ltd., Bath House 
(3rd floor), 56 Holburn 
Viadur.t, London ECIA 2EX, UK. 
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6-8 June 
Ne" York, USA 

7-10 June 
Chicago, USA 

19 June to 
16 July 
Caracas, Venezuela 

22-23 June 
Berlin 

2~28 June 
Trieste, Italy 

27-29 June 
University of 
Hanchester, UK. 

29 June to 
7 July 
Huddinge, Sweden 

July 1990 

1-6 July 
Kiruna, Sweden 

2-6 July 
London, UK 

Aquaculture feeds and veterinary 
products: World-.. ide business 
opportunities for feed, 
phannaceutical and chemical 
companies. further infonnation 
from: Technology Hanagement 
Gr,.•1p, 25 Science Park, 
New Haven, Connecticut 065!1. 
USA. 

1990 ASH conference on 
biotechnology. Further 
infor.ation from: American 
Society of Microbiology, 
1325 Hassachusetts 
Avenue, N.W., Washington, 
D.C. 20005, USA. 

ICGEB practical course on 
diagnosis of parasitic diseases. 
further infor11ation frOlll: 
Dr. G. Tzotzos, ICGEB, 
Padriciano 99. 1-34012 Trieste. 
Italy. 

International symposium on the 
usage of polymerase chain 
reaction in genetic and 
infectious diseases. Further 
information from: 
Dr. A. Rolfs, Departnent of 
Neurology, Klinik11111 Steglitz, 
Hindenburgdaira 30, 
1000 Berlin 45. 

Colloquium on lignin, its 
structure, biodegradation and 
practical utilization. 
Further infonnation from: 
Dr. G. Tzotzos, ICGEB, 
Padriciano 99, 1-34012 Trieste, 
Italy. 

XIth international congress of 
phannacology. Further infonna
tion fr0111: Or. E. Szabadi, 
Department of Psychiatry, 
University of Hanchester, 
Stopford Building, 
Oxford Road, Hanchester 
M13 9PT, UK. 

CBT Sunner School - Euraryotic 
Gene Expression. Further 
infonnation fr11111: 
Dr. S. Pettersson, Centre for 
Biotechnology, Karolinska 
Institute, NOVUH, S-141 52 
Huddinge, Sweden 

8th international conference 
on 111ethods in protein 
sequence analysis. further 
infonna,,tion from: 
Or. H. Jornvall, Department 
of Chemistry I, Karolinska 
Institute, S-104 01 Stockholm. 
Sweden. 

Proteins: !solation, 
characterization and analysis. 
further information from: 
Hr. L. A. Harl, Royal Sor.iP.ty 
of Chemistry, Burlington l!ousr, 
Piccadilly, London WIV OB1', IJK. 



8-IJ July 
Copenhagen. 
Oenmarr.. 

8-13 Juh 
University of 
Bristol. UK 

9-11 July 
George Hason 
University, 
Fairfax, 
Virginia, USA 

25-27 July 
Pennsylvania State 
University, USA 

August 1990 

5-9 August 
UniversHy of 
Ca 1 ifornia, 
5an r>iego, USA 

5 August to 
l September 
Woods Hole, USA 

15-19 August 
Cold Srring Harbor, 
New York, USA 

19-22 August 
Toulon, France 
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European Federation of 
Biotechnology - 5th congress. 
Further infonnation frcm: 
EFB Congress Secretariat, 
S.>adille Congress s.-rvice. 
Somner· ~j 3, OK 3100, 
Hornbae' . De1111ark. 

Practical course on 
fluorescP~t techniques for 
imaging a1.d measurement of 
ion concentrations in living 
cells. Further inf~naation 
from: Dr. D. J. Hill, 
Department for Continuing 
Education, University 
of Bristol, Bristol BS8 lHR, 
lJI(. 

International 11eeting on bio
informatics, integration of 
organismic and 110lecular data 
bases and use of expert systems 
in biology. Further information 
from: Prof. H. Horowitz, 
207 East Building, George Hason 
University, Fairfax, VA 22030, 
USA. 

9th Sllllller s111111osi1111 in 
110lecular biology - 110lecular 
pathways of cell growth 
control. Further information 
from: Symposi 1111 Programme 
Co-ordinator, 9th SU!mler 
Sy111posi1111 in ttolecular Biology, 
329 South Frear Laboratory, 
The Pennsylvania State 
University, University Park, 
PA 16802, USA. 

Conference on hepatitis B 
viruses. Further infonnation 
from: The Conference Hanager, 
University of California, 
San Diego, D-013, ttolecular 
Biology of Hepatitis B 
Viruses, La Jolla, 
CA 92093-0513, USA. 

Advanced lecture and laboratory 
course on 111ethods in COllputa
tional neuro-science. Further 
infonnation fr0111: Admissions 
Co-ordinator, Harine Biological 
Laboratory, Woods Hole, 
HA 02543, USA. 

ttolecular biology of SV40, 
polyoina and adenoviruses. 
Further information from: The 
Heetings Office, Col~ Spring 
Harbor Laboratory, Bungtown 
Road, Cold Spring Harbor, NY 
11724, USA. 

2nd meeting of the internat'onal 
group on high pressure 
biology. Further informat.ion 
from: T~e Secretarial, CERB -
BP 610, F 83800 Toulon Naval, 
France. 

19-22 August 
University of 
York. York, UK 

21-26 August 
Cold Spring Harbor, 
New York, USA 

22-24 August 
University of 
York, York, UK 

24 August to 
1 September 
Spetsai, Greece 

24-26 August 
Berlin 

26-31 August 
Berlin 

26 August to 
6 September 
11 Ciocco, 
Tuscany, Italy 

28-31 August 
Paris, France 

29 August to 
2 September 
Cold Spring Harbor, 
Nt>w York, US" 

Three-d~y coarse on capillary 
electrophoresis. Further 
info..-.n.ltion from: 
Or. C. Calvert, Symp9siU111 
Hanager, Department of 
Chemistry, University of York, 
York YOl 500, UK. 

ttolecular gen~tics of bacteria 
and phages. Further infonnation 
from: The Heetings Office, 
Cold Spring Harbor laboratory, 
Bungtown Road. Cold Spring 
Harbor. NY 11724, USA. 

International symposium and 
commercial equipment exhibition 
on capillary electrophoresis. 
Further information from: 
Dr. C. Calvert, SymposiU111 
Hanager, Department of 
Chemistry, University of 
York, York YOl 500, UK. 

FEBS International SU11111er 
School on I1munology - the 
ianune system: Genes, 
receptors and regulation. 
Further informa- lion from: 
Dr. S. Avram:ea~. Unite 
d'l1m11.1nocytochimie, Institut 
Pasteur, 28, rue du Or. Roux, 
75724 Paris, Cedex 15, 
France. 

IUHS - Symposium on development 
in diagnosis and control of 
infectious diseases. further 
information from: Congress 
Secretarial, Institute for 
Clinical and Experimental 
Virology, Free University of 
Berlin, Hindenburgd.um 27, 
0-1000 Berlin 45. 

Vlllth international congress of 
virology. For further 
information please ~ee previous 
item. 

NATO Advanced Study Institute 
(ASI) on the molecular 
pathology of alcoholism. 
Further infonnation from: 
Dr. N. Palmer, Department of 
Biochemistry, Charing Cross and 
West•inster Hedical Srhool, 
Fulham Palace Road, 
Lond~~ W6 8Rf, UK. 

Biology of vascular cells. 
VIth international symposium. 
Further infonnation from: IVS, 
Hopital Lariboisiere, 
Secretariat, Biology of 
Vascular Cells, 8, ri:e 
Guy Patin, 75010 Paris, France. 

House molecular Qenetir~. 
further infonrat ion from: The 
Heetings Co-ordinator. (old 
Spring Harbor 1.ahor~tnry, 
Bungtown Road, Cold Sprin~ 
Harbor, NY 1177.tl, tlSA. 



2-6 September 
I le de Bendor 
(near Bandol), 
France 

2-7 September 
Berlin 

3-6 September 
University of 
East Anglia, UK 

3-7 Septf!lllber 
Volterra, Italy 

7-9 Septf!lllber 
University 
College, 
Al>erystwyth, UK 

9-14 September 
Wye College, 
near Ashford, 
Kent, UK 

10-14 September 
Berlin 

11-13 Septniber 
Reading 
University, UK 
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El'IJO Workshop on spliceosome 
assembly and tissue specific 
RNA splicing. Further infonna
tion from: Dr. E. Brody, 
Centre de Genetique 
l'foleculaire, CNRS, 
Gif-sur-Yvette, 91190 France. 

FEBS Laboratory Course on Gene 
Transfer. Further infoniation 
from: Or. A. Graessmann, 
Institut fuer l'folekularbiologie 
und Biochemie, Freie 
Universitaet Berlin, 
Arnimallee 22, D-1000 Berlin ~3. 

9th John Innes Sy91posi11111 on 
molecular and cellular basis of 
pattern formation. Further 
infor.ation from: Sy91psoium 
Secretary, John Innes 
Institute, Coluey Lane, 
Norvich, Norfolk NR4 7UH, UK. 

Gordon Research Conferences -
"frontiers of Science•: 
ttolecular and ionic 
clusters. Further 
information fr011: Gordon 
Research Center, University 
of Rhode Island, Kingston, 
RI 02881-0801, USA. 

5th Harden discussion meeting o~ 
biochemistry and physiology of 
inorganic phosphate. Further 
information fr011: 
Dr. S. Shirari-Beechey (Harden 
Discussion Heetings), 
Department of Biochemistry, 
University College of Wales, 
Penglais, Aberystwyth, 
Dyfed SY23 300, UK. 

35th Harden conference on cell
cel 1 interactions in the nervous 
system. further inf~rmation 
fr011: "r. R. Dale, Heetings 
Officer (Harden Conferences), 
The Biochemical Society, 
7 Warvick Court, High Holborn, 
London WClR SOP, IJC. 

Vlth International sy91posi1111 on 
11e>lecular recognition and 
inclusion. further infonnation 
fr011: General Secretariat, 
Congress Organization CQ111Pany, 
Office in Berlin, 
P.O. Box 460440, 
D-1000 Berlin 46. 

Second international conference 
on separations for biotech
nology. further information 
fr0111: Prof. D.L. Pyle, 
Biotechnology Group, 
Departinent of Food Science 
and Technology, Reading 
University. Readi •9 RG6 2AP, 
UK. 

13-14 September 
Paris, France 

12-16 September 
Cold Spring Harbor. 
Nev York, USA 

16-27 September 
Canterbury, UK 

17-20 Septniber 
Sheraton St. Louis 
Hotel, St. Louis, 
USA 

17-20 Septf>lllber 
E"8L, Heidelberg. 
fRG 

18-20 September 
Hannover, FRG 

23-27 September 
Berlin 

24-27 September 
Leeds, UK 

24-27 Septetnber 
Cold Spring Harbor, 
New York, USA 

24-26 Septet11ber 
Hotel Eden du Lac. 
ttontreu1t., 
Switzerland 

European Science Foundation -
Network on Developmental 
Biology: Local and lon9-ran9e 
signals in development. 
Further information from: 
ESF Networ~ on Developmental 
R;ology. Netherlands Institute 
for Development Biology. 
Uppsalalaan 8. 3584 CT Utrecht, 
The Netherlands. 

l'fodern approaches to new 
vaccines. incl~ding preventio~ 
of AIDS. Further information 
fro~: The Heetin9s Office, 
Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory, 
Bungtown Road, Cold Spring 
Harbor, NY 11724, USA. 

Advances in biotechnology; 
animal (ell culture. Further 
information from: The British 
Council Courses Department, 
65 Davies Street, 
London WIY 2AA, UK. 

Agriculture - the decade ahead. 
Further infonnation fr0111: 
Freiberg Publishing Co. 
(AgTechnol~gy '9G). P.O. Box 7, 
Ce!ar Falls, IA 50613, USA. 

luth Etf!O SJ111POSiUlll on the 
Holecular Biology of Vertebrate 
Development. Further 
infonnation from: Or. J. Tooze, 
EHBO, P.O. Box 1022.40, 
0-6900 Heidelberg, FRG. 

Biotechnica '90. rurther 
infonnation fr0tn: 
Hr. Rainer Schwarz, Deutsche 
Hesse AG, Hessegelaende, 
0-3000 Hannover 82, fRG. 

International symposium on the 
cholinergic synapse. Further 
information fr0111: Hr. F. Hucho, 
Freie Universitaet Berlin, 
Institut fuer Biochet11ie, 
Thielallee 63. 0-1000 Berlin 33. 

Biotech UK. further information 
from: Biotech UK lnfonnation, 
c/o Prof. J. Bullock, 
University of Hanchester, 
Hanches ter H13 9Pl. UK. 

Evolution: fr0tn 1110lecules to 
culture. Further information 
from: The Heetings Office, 
Cold Spring Harbo: Laboratory, 
Bungtown Road, Cold Spring 
Harbor, NY 11742, USA. 

An intensive three-day course 
on selective ~elivery of 
therapeuti( polypeptides and 
proteins. further information 
from: Ms. F. Horgan. IBC 
Te(hn i i:a 1 SPrv ires ltd .. Bath 
House, 56 tfolhorn Viddurt. 
lon<!on ECIA 2EX. !JK. 



26-28 September 
Glasaow. 
Scoti and. UK 

26-27 September 
Royal Society 
of Hedicine, 
London, UK 

26-29 September 
San Rl!llO, I ta 1 y 

27-28 September 
St. John's 
College, 
Ca.bridge, UK 

28 Septl.'lllber 
The City 
University, 
London, UK 

28 Septt!lllber 
Royal Society 
of Hedicine, 
London, UK 

30 Septeeb~r to 
4 October 
le Bischenberg, 
Obernai, France 

October 1990 

1-tJ October 
Alnalfi, Italy 

3-6 October 
Crystal Gateway 
Harriott, 
Arlington, 
Virginia, USA 

3-7 October 
Cold Spring Harbor, 
New York, USA 
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Bioflavour '90. Further 
infonnation frOG: Hs. P. Hoon, 
Elsevier Science Publishers, 
Hayfield House. 256 Banbury 
Road, Oxford OX2 7DH. UK. 

Gene expression under the 
microscope - recent advances 
in in situ h)~r'dization. 
Further infol'9ation from: 
Hs. f. Horgan, IBC Technical 
Servi~es ltd., Bath House. 
56 Holborn Viaduct, 
London EClA 2EX, UK. 

International sy91posium on 
advances in neuro-oncology. 
Further information frOlll: 
Fondazione uiovanni Lorenzini. 
Via l'tonte Napoleone 23, 
20121 Hilan, Italy. 

International Conference on 
Bioseparations. New tech
nologies in upstream and 
downstream processing. Further 
information frOll: Hs. R. Duke, 
IBC Technical Services ltd., 
Bath House (3rd floor), 
56 Holborn Viaduct, 
London EClA 2EX, UK. 

Parasite neurobiology. further 
information fr011: 
Prof. D. Halton, Department of 
Biology, The Queen's University 
of Belfast, Belfast BT9 SAG, UK. 

Image analysis in microscopy -
the unbiased picture. Further 
infurmation from: 
Hs. f. Horgan, IBC Technical 
Services Ltd., Bath House, 
56 Holborn Viaduct, 
London EClA 2EX, UK. 

Philippe Laudat Conferences -
Biochemistry and pharmacology of 
the •y1191etrium. Further 
infol'Wl;ltion fr011: INSERH 
Sy91posia Department, 101 rue de 
Tolbiac, 75654 Paris Cedex 13, 
France. 

Study workshop on developnent 
biology. Further infonnation 
fro... LU•o~e~n Science Founda
tion, Network on Develop11ental 
Biology, Netherlands Institute 
for DeveloP91.'nt Biology, 
Uppsalalaan 8, 3584 CT Utrecht, 
The Netherlands. 

Fourth annual North Allerican 
and 1990 international cystic 
fibrosis (Cf) conference. 
Further infonnation from: 
The Cystic Fibrosis Foundation, 
6931 Arlington Road, ~ethesda, 
ti> 20814, USA. 

Molecular neuro-biology of 
aplysia. Further infonnation 
frOlll: The Hcetings Office, 
Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory, 
Bungtown Road, Cold Spring 
Harbor, NY 11724, USA. 

6-12 October 
Tucson, Arizona. 
U5A 

7-11 October 
le Bischenberg 
Obernai, France 

8-9 October 
Harburg, FRG 

8-10 OctGber 
Capri, Italy 

10-12 October 
Alllsterdam, 
The Netherlands 

10-12 October 
Hi 1 an, I ta 1 y 

14-18 October 
Le 8ischenberg, 
Obernai, France 

29-31 October 
Congress Palace, 
Florence, Italy 

3ra Con~res~ of the Inter
nat i ona i Society for Plant 
H~lecular Biology: Holecul•r 
aspects of plant growth anJ 
development. Further 
information frOlll: Woo Wester 
Conference Consul~o1ts, 
2934 1/2 B~verly ~n Circle, 
Suit~ 383. Los Anye1es, 
CA 90077. USA. 

Philippe Laudat Conferences: 
Basic and clinical aspects of 
plasminogen activation. 
Further information from: 
INSERH Symposia Department, 
101, rue de Tolbiac, 
75654 Paris Cedex 13, Francr. 

2nd IHT Symposium - Structure 
and function of eukaryotic 
transcription factors. Further 
information from: IHT 
SymposiU111, Institut fuer 
Holekuiarbiologie und 
Tumorforschung (IHT), 
E~il-Hannkopff Strasse 2, 
D-3550 Harburg, FRG. 

Third IIGB Heeting: Workshop 
on the molecular biology 
of inajor histocompatibility 
complex genes. Further 
infonnation fr0111: 
Dr. John Guardiola, 
International Institute 
of Genetics and Biophysi~; 
CNR, Via "tarconi 10, 
80125 Naples, Italy. 

European Science Foundation. 
Network on DeveloP91.'ntal 
Biology: Advanced res~arch 
workshop on retinoids in 
developm~nt and cancer. 
Further information from: 
ESF Network on OeveloP91.'ntal 
Biology, Netherlands Institute 
for Developi11ent Biology, 
Uppsalalaan 8, 3584 CT Utrecht, 
The Netherlands. 

Course on 1110lecular biology of 
honnone action in endocri~ology 
and pharmacology. further 
infonnation from: The 
Organizing Ser.retariat, 
Fondazione Giovanni 
Lorenzini, Via Honte 
Napoleone 23, 20121 Milan, 
Italy. 

Philippe Laudat Conferences. 
Cell death: Hechanisms and 
functions in development, 
agir.g and disease. Further 
information from: INSERH 
Symposia Department, 
101, ruP dP Tolbiac, 
75654 Paris Cedew 13, France. 

Plasminogen activators: from 
cloning to therapy. Further 
information from: The 
Scientific Secretaries. 
Department of Clinical 
Physiopatholngy, Univer~ity of 
Florence, VialP Horgagni RS, 
50134 rlorence, Italy. 



4-11 November 
Trieste, Italy 

5-7 November 
Beijing, China 

5-30 November 
New Delhi, India 

11-15 November 
le Bi schenberg, 
Obernai, France 

27-29 November 
Washington D.C., 
USA 

Dec!!llber 1990 

11-14 December 
University 
of Warwick, 
Coventry, UK 

20-22 February 
London, UK 

April 
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ICGfB theoretical course: 
Holecul~r virology. Further 
information fr011: 
Dr. G. Tzotzos, ICGEB, 
Padriciano 99, 1-34012 Trieste. 
Italy. 

ICGEB colloquium (in conjun~
tion with WHO/TDk}: Giagnostic 
approaches to schistosomiasis. 
Further infu.-.ation from: 
Dr. G. Tzotzos, ICGEB, 
Padriciano 99. 1-34012 Trieste. 
Italy. 

ICGEB practical course: 
Holecular basis of protozoan 
parasitism. Further info.-.ation 
from: Dr. G. Tzotzos. ICGE6, 
Padriciano 99, 1-34012 Tri~ste, 
Italy. 

Philippe Laudat Conferences: 
I..,ne response to proteins with 
recOllbinant epitopes - perspec
tives for vaccines. Further 
information fr011: INSERH 
SJ11Posia Deparuient, 
lOl, rue de Tolbiac, 
75654 Paris Cedex 13, France. 

Biotech USA - 7th annual 
industry conference and 
exhibition. Further infonna
tion from: Gina Amatruda, 
Cl'C/Biotech USA, 
200 Connecticut Avenue, 
Norwa 1 k, CT 06858-4900. USA. 

Techniques and applications of 
molecular biology: A course 
for medical practitioners. 
further info.-.ation fr0111: 
Dr. Rachel Strachan, Departinent 
of Biological Sciences, 
University of Warwick, 
Coventry, CV4 7Al, UK. 

first international SY111f>OSiU111 

on i11111Uno-therapy of rhet1111atic 
diseases. further info,-.ation 
fra.: Prof. G.S. Pa~ayi, 
Rheumatology Unit, Division of 
Medicine, 4th F1 oor Hunts House, 
Utl>S, Guy's Hospital, 
St. Th0tnas Street, 
London SEl 9RT, UK. 

Wageningen Agricultural 
University offers an 
International H.Sc. progranne 
in biotechnology. Duration: 
1.5-2 years. Entrance: 
relevant first degree B.Sc. and 
entrance examination. St~rt: 
Apri 1 1991. Further 
information from: Inter
national Education Office, 
P.O. Box 453, 
6700 Al Wageningen, 
The Netherlands. 

16-18 July 
London. UK 

2-0 PA'.iE: 1991 - an international 
meeting on two-dimensional 
p~lyacrylamide gel electro
phoresis. Further information 
from: Confer?nce Secretariat, 
2-0 PAGE 1991, Department of 
Cardiothoracic Surgery, 
Nationai Heart and Luno 
Institute, Dovehouse Street. 
lond~n SW3 6LY, UK. 

H. SPECIAL ARTinE 

BIOSAFETY REGULATIONS IN 
DEVELOPING CO\JttTRIES• 

by 

Eduardo J. Trioo•• 
and Walter Jaffe••• 

SUtft\RY 

Given the i11portance of biotechnology for 
developing ~ountries, and particularly for their 
agriculture, there is a need to consider the issue 
of biosafety regulations. The regulatior of 
~iotechnology has evolveil in general terms, in the 
developed world, frOll an initially quite restrictive 
and cautious attitude, to a 110re confident position 
as experience with these technologies accumulate and 
the confidence of the scientists in them increase. 
Because of this fluent situation it is advisable for 
developing countries to introduce such regulations 
only when enough experience exists in other 
countries or when a specific need arises. Biosafety 
regulations should be developed within a broader 
develop.ent policy context, paying proper attention 
to the infrastructJre needed for an effective 
enfo··cement of them, as well as the need for 
adequate h~'llan resources and a positive public 
understanding of the issues involved in the 
develop.ent of biotechnology capacities. The 110st 
i~portant issue is the maintenance of a proper 
balance between the safeguards for health and the 
enviro1111ent and the fostering of the development and 
use of the biotechnologies. The leading role in 
these efforts shruld therefore be taken by the 
scientists invo~ved and ~he organizations 
responsible for science and technology policies. 
International co-ordination and co-operation are 

• An earlier version of this paper was 
presented at the Infonnal UNIDO/Wtt0.1JNEP Working 
Group on Biotechnology Safety - Vienna, Austria, 
December 1989. 

Eduardo J. Trigo has a PhD in agricultural 
economy frOtll the University of Wisconsin. He has 
published extensively on the technical change in 
Latin American and Caribbean agriculture. He is 
curre~tly Director of the T~hnology Generation and 
transfer Progranne of the Inter-Ainerican Institate 
ror Co-operation on Agriculture (IICA). Address: 
!ICA. Apartado 55 - 2200 Coronado, Costa Rica. 

Walter Jaffe. a biologist with a HSr. in 
~riPnrP policiPs from the University of Manchester. 
U.1 i led Kingdom has had sever a I 111anageri a I position~ 
in research and development organizations in 
VpnezuPla bpforP joining the Technology Generation 
~nd Transfer Progralll'le at IICA headquartc ·s in 
Costa Ricol. 



crucial for hiosafety regulations n developin9 
cruntries. especially for smaller counlrie<. becau~e 
of the need for up-to-date inton.ation on world-AidP 
experience in this field. 

INTROOUCTION 

Biotech.101 ogy has be"n characterized by 
conflict ev'r since its inception: early work was 
followed aimost imnediately by ir.tense scientific 
and public debate over the need for regulation. 
This is understandable, as biotechnology is a 
powerful new neans of manipulating life and has 
profound llt"ral. ethical and safety implications. It 
generates fear because of its potential misuse and 
the unkown threats it may pose to public health and 
the environment. 

This fear has to be overcome if biotechnology 
is to develop and be used productively. The 
creation of a climate of public trust is therefore 
one of the critical tasks to be undertaken so as to 
realize the great pr0111ises which bio~echnology 
offers •o industry, agriculture. health and other 
sectors. It is in this context tnat biosafety 
regulations have to be discussed. 

The debate on biotechnology is not yet a hot 
issue in developing countries. However, there have 
been SOllle incidents relat2d to safety which 
highlight the dangers and i111J>ortance of having a 
clear orient~tion about the ration~le and 
li•itations that need to be confronteG in the 
development of guidelines for the regulation of this 
field in these countries. 

In an attl'lllflt to contribute to this discussion 
~his paper will begin by briefly discussing the 
importance of biotechnology in the le_;s developerl 
countries and some of the special dimensions th~t 
regulations have in their case. Secondly, we wi ·1 
analyse the situation of the regulation of 
biotechnologies in the developed world, with an 
eephasis on the United States of America because of 
the pioneering role of this country. Thirdly, the 
meaning of, and reasons for, safety regulations in 
developing countries will be discussed and the 
difficulties and limitations of developing and 
implementing thein in these countries will be 
identified. Finally, some of the organizational and 
operational issues of the introduction of biosafety 
regulations will be presented. The discussion will 
have a strong agricultural and Latin America and the 
Caribbean orientation. Because of the authors' 
experience, institutional association and knowledge 
of the region, however, most of what is said also 
holds true for other fields and developing world 
regions. 

~iotechnology in the developing wQr]_~: 
opportunities and limitations 

The importance and potential of biotechnology 
for the developing world countries is a direct 
consequence of the critical role the agricultural 
sector plays in these countries. In most of them 
this sector usually concentrates th~ largest share 
of the country's human and physical resources, which 
makes an increase of agricultural productivity an 
~ssential element for any development -.trateqy. 

It is in this context that we have to ~PP thP 
potential of biotechnology. fi nt, are the i <;<;111"; 

related to the increasing concerns about the 
environmental impact and the su~tainability of 
agricultural production. Trarlitional prorludiM 
strategies have in general heen over-reliant on 
chemical and energy inputs to increa~e anrl maintain 
productivity. ttowever, it i•, inr.rea<,inqly PvirlPn! 
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that it is not possible any lon~er to rely on high 
input strategies to meet future demands for 
in(rra~ing productivity. future advances and 
brea~throughs in biological nitrog~n fixation and 
pest and disease control, for example. made possible 
by biotechnology. will offer a wnole new set of 
alternatives for reducing the ecological impact of 
high productivity agricultural production 
technologies. 

Second, by pennitt ing a much mc,!·e flf'xible 
targeting of crops to specific environments. 
prorlJction situations and processing and marketing 
needs, biotechnology may also allow the bringing 
int~ production of new environments which previously 
were underut i 1i zed. 

Third, there is the opening of a whole host of 
new FJSSible uses of agricultural products in 
industry, which greatly impacts the extent and 
nature of intersectoral linkages essential for 
develo~ment. This is especially important in 
tropical regions, characterized by high levels of 
biomass production which is usually wasted or 
grossly under-exploited in the traditional 
production systems. Innovations in areas related to 
lignocellulose materials, unicellular proteins, 
natura 1 products, 1 arge-scal e ce 11 cultur·~s, 
fennentation technologies, etc., in many cases offer 
the basis for COlllJ>letely new industries and could 
greatly impact l'lllflloyinent and overall sectoral 
rroduct i vity. 

A fourth area of importance is related to 
genetic resources. Biotechnology offers the 
possibility of a much more efficient use of the 
available genetic base. Host of the developing 
world, and particularly the tropics, is 
characterized by its great genetic diversity of 
which to date only a very small proportion is 
properly expl~ited. Biotechnology offers a 11Uch 
more efficient approach for the utilization of this 
diversity as a factor of production. 

The above discussion highlights some of t:1e 
reasons why biotechnology is important to developing 
countries and why these countries cannot afford to 
stay out of the rush towards its exploitation. 
However, in fully incorporating it, they have to 
conside" a nUlllber of special 1i111iting factors. 
Developing countries have very little research and 
development capabilities and, in the short and 
medium tenn, will not have the resources to generate 
their own technologies. At the s ' ti111e, there are 
critical investinent capital shortages. Both aspects 
detennine that it is very unlikely that a local 
biotechnology industry will evolve from domestic 
resources. In most cases, its development is going 
to be highly dependent on foreign technology and 
investment. This highlights a critical political 
dimension of the regulation of biotechnology, that 
of the dependence on 2xternal resources in an area 
which may have a critical impact ln the country's 
development. When discussing regulation in the 
developed world, the questions of how it will affect 
the competitiveness of domestic firms and industries 
is frequently considered. In the less developed 
countries it is the access to the technology and not 
competitiveness P-tr_S~ which is at stake. 
Regulation has to recognize this and strike a fine 
halanr.e between safety protection and assuring 
arrPs~ to the technologies and the needed capital. 

Regvl_at ingJ1iotei;h..110J_ogy: _. trend:; _in the developed 
world 

The regulation of biotechnology responds 
ba,ically to three types of risk. The production of 
npw or modified pathogenic organism> and sr1hstancps 



in research laboratories and their use in factories 
or in agriculture could clearly present individual 
and public health risks which are relatively easy to 
assess because of the information and experience 
available in this field. The release of genetically 
engineered organisms or products not pathogenic for 
humans could pose a health risk for other living 
oeings and it could affect the ecological 
equilibrium or status of the ecosystem in an 
unforeseen way. for example, some new organisms 
could proliferate excessively, negatively affecting 
ot~er organisms or the flow of nutrients in the 
system, thereby transforming themselves into pests. 
These risks ~re more difficult to assess because of 
the lack of information especially on the effects of 
the interventions in the general ecosystem. 
finally, there are the risks derived of the genetic 
inanipulation of human beings, with wide-ranging 
ethical and political implications. 

Health and environmental regu:ations depend on 
the scale of activities undertaken. So for example 
research, which is done on a small scale, needs 
different regulations than industrial or 
agricultural use of recombinant DNA products. 

Within the group of techniques and technologies 
generally included in the concept of biotechnology, 
the recombinant DrlA technologies are the ones which 
triggered the reg.ilation· ecause of thei;· power and 
potential widespread appl1~ations. flut, 
increasingly, other technologies such as cell 
fusion, nuclear transplants, etc .• are included in 
the regulation of the environn.ental release of their 
products. 

Issues in biosafety regulations 

The first initiatives to regulate biotechnology 
were taken by the scientific community after the 
first recombinant DNA experiments. when they 
proposed a series of procedures and review instances 
for these experiments at the famous Asilomar 
Conference, to be enforced by the scientists 
themselves and by the federal funding agencies in 
the United States. The objectives of these 
regulations were to ensure the proper containment of 
the risky organisms and products so as to avoid 
individual and public health risks. These 
initiatives were spurred by an awareness of the 
potential dangers involved and also by the fear 
these risks created in the broader community. This 
rapid spillover of tht· discussion into the political 
arena produced city ccuncil regulations in several 
towns in the United St~tes even before federal 
regulations were enacted. The regulations that came 
out of this process are, strictly speaking, an 
outgrowth of the procedures traditionally used in 
laboratories to hanooe pathogenic micro-organisms. 

With rapid advances in research and the 
consequent development of marketable products, the 
need to address public health and environmental 
r;sks in biotechnology has become urgent. Many of 
these products are living organisms and their 
intended use had first to resolve the question of 
their effects outside the laboratory or factory. 
This issue was taken up by some pressure groups in 
the United States, who through legal mean~ 
challenged experiments planned in open fields, 
successfully delaying them for up to four years 1n 
one milestone case (the test of the effects of 
genetically engineered frost protection of crops, 
called ice-minus bacteria). 

Discussion on the release of biotechnological 
produr.ts into the environment has heen on two 
levels. On the scientific level, two arquments have 
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been proposed. One, usually defended by 
microbiologists and plant and animal breeders, 
states that the biotechnologies are basically 
extensions of tra~itional ways of breeding plants 
and ani:nals, used for many centuries with no 
deleter;ous effects on health and the environment. 
Therefore, no special regulations are needed. The 
other position, generally proposed by ecologists, 
recognizes that there are environmental risks 
involved, but that these are probably small. 
Nevertheless, there is a need to assess these risks 
scientifically as a requisite for the release of the 
products into the environment. Both positions are 
supportive of the further development of 
biotechnologies. 

On a political level, other broader issues are 
implicit in the discussion on the safety and 
environmental risks of the biotechnologies. The 
first challenges to the release into the environment 
of recombinant D~A products were motivated not only 
by genuine concern with the risks involved, but also 
by a general opposition based on moral rea$ons 
(1hompson, 1987). This position, symbolized by 
Jeremy Rifkin in the United States, but quite 
widespread in Europe too, has joined forres with 
economic interest groups in various countries that 
seek to defend specific markets and products against 
the threats of the new products and their social and 
economic consequence~. The regulatory approv~l 
process for these new products is used for these 
pvrposes. One example of this is the case of the 
bovine growth hormone (BHG) in the United States, 
opposed by farmer lobbies, whose approval has been 
delayed by the responsible federal agency. 

Trends in biosafety regulations 

Even without an extended and detdiled analysi$ 
of the situation of the regulation of biotechnology 
in developed countries, which would be outside the 
scope of this paper, several world-wide trends can 
be identified in this regard. In the first 
instance, after some 15 years of experience, ~here 
is an incresed confidence regarding the saf .y of 
the use of genetic engineering techniques in the 
laboratory by the scientific community. As a 
consequence, the initially strict safety regulations 
on research, basically an outgrowth of the 
self-regulating effort of the involved scientists, 
have been increasingly relaxed and will in future be 
handled within the same parameters as the work with 
hazardous organisms and substances in the laboratory 
(Karny, 1986). That is, genetic engineering will 
lose its special safety status as a research tool 
and at most will be a special case of the more 
general rules on pathogenic organisms and on good 
laboratory practices. 

Similarly, the large-scale use of genetically 
engineered products and organisms in factories will 
be generally handled in the framework of hygienir 
and other regulations of the workplace, so as to 
ensure worker health (Karny, 1986). 

In the case of environmental release, no such 
consensus of conf1dence exists to date. This is 
reflected in the continuous disr.ussion and enar.tment 
of new regulations for the release of genetic 
engineering products in many r.011ntries, bot.h at 
national and local levels (Greenberg, 1qaq; 
Tiedje et_sll., 1989: rlall\Jnal Academy of Sr.iPJl(I"·· 
1987: OECD). The strong commprcial inferpo;t_-; 
behind this issue will press for r.ledr, 
progressively simpler and cheaper regulations, 
supported by the increased conf idenr.e of both 
scientists and th~ general puhl ic, as P•periPnr.P 
accumulates (Greenberq, 1989). The auidents, whirh 



sooner or later will occur, will be taken as 
a•ceptable risks in vie~ of the widespread and 
obvious benefits of biotechnologies. 

The increasing importance of biotechnology, 
economically speaking, as a means for developing new 
products and increasing the productivity and quality 
of existing ones. will provide a strong incentive to 
utili~e regulatory issues for the protection of 
competitive positions, both for individuals and 
groups of firms or countries. Safety and quality 
regulations have been used traditionally as weapons 
in trade wars between countries. Considerable 
effort has been invested internationally to control 
and regulate this use. Animal and plant disease 
regulations and standards are one exillllple. But it 
has to ~e recognized that underlying many of these 
disputes are genuine differences in the perception 
and acceptance of risk for health and the 
environment, between different cultures and 
countries. This will be an important issue in the 
medium term for multilateral bargaining 
organizations as General Agreement on Tariffs and 
Trade (GATT), in view of the global tendencies 
towards an increasing integration of regional and 
world markets and of the corresponding development 
of new economic and political poles. 

l!i o~._fr1y~gul9U_o_1!_i.!l_~eve 1 oping countries 

Given the nature of the potential contribution 
of biotechnology to economic and social development 
in the less advanced countries, the need and 
importance of effective and realistic regulatory 
schemes goes well beyond the moral imperative to 
safeguard individual and public health and the 
environment. first, the strengthening and further 
development of biotechnology in particular, and of 
science and technology in general, requires the 
support and trust of the general public. The 
eKistence of clear and comprehensive regulations to 
safeguard the general interest will be perceived as 
a sign that scientists are sincerely concerned for 
the public at large and are not the self-serving and 
socially insensitive conmunity they are often 
accused of being. Only when this happens will there 
be the continued support and flow of domestic 
resources which is a necessary condition for 
sustained national technological development. 
Secondly, local safety regulations are needed so as 
to establish clear rules for internatio~al companie~ 
and research institutions. This, together with a 
framework for the legal protection of innovations in 
biotechnologies, is going t~ be one of the critical 
requisites for i~vestment and location of production 
and research facilities in developing countries by 
these companies, an alternative which could be the 
most important means of gaining access to these 
technologies. finally, there is the international 
trade dimension. Safety and sanitary regulations 
have been used t.o restrict access to given markpts 
in the past and surely will eventually be used in 
this case also. The existence of them in developing 
countries can be an important bargaining element in 
negotiations for access to specific markets. 

In spite of their importance and the' fact that 
in many of the more advanced countries of Latin 
America. sur.h as Argentina, Brazil, Chile, Colomhia, 
Cuba, Mexico, Costa Rica and Venezuela, 
internationally accepted research in front-line 
areas using sophisticated state-of-the-art 
biotechnologies, is under way and in some of them 
small, locally owned, high-technology firms are 
surrPssfully operatinq, yet biosafety regulatory 
srhpmes are still very weak. 

No romprPhensive information on the exist nre 
of biotPchnology safPty rpgulations in develop ng 
rountries Pxists that wp are aware of. In lat n 

America and the Caribbean, He~icc and Bra:il 
intro~uced safety regulations for resear~h in 
reco::ibinant Otl/, quite early (Karny. Vi8'·). lhe 
reoulations of the Mexican Qfoneral la..- re<.11!latint1 
research in the human health area, pron1ulaated i;, 
1987, includes a chapter on recombinant orlA research 
(Estados Unidos Hexicanos, JQ87). The Pan American 
Health Organization (PAHO) ha~ internal 9uidelines 
for handling the support this organization gives to 
research involving recombinant DNA (PAHO. 1987); 
guidelines for the regulation of research on the 
level of organizations and countries were prepared 
jointly by this organization and the Inter-American 
Institute for Co- .Jperation in Agriculture (!ICA) in 
1988 (IICA, lg88). No regulations exist for the 
release of recombinant DNA oraanisms into the 
environ111ent in Latin America and the Caribbean that 
we are aware of. 

At least one incident concerning biotechnology 
safety has occurred in the region. A United States 
research institute, sponsored by an international 
organization, carried out an experiment in a South 
American country involving the release of a 
genetically engineered micro-organism, without 
seeking any approval. This c~used an outcry in the 
local scientific community which was echoed in the 
local press. The worst scenario had occurred for 
the developing countries - their use as gJinea pigs 
for procedures not permitted :n developed 
countries. Public opinion in Latin America has been 
sensitive to this type of problem because of cases 
of dumping of toxic wastes from developed countries. 
export of radioactive contaminated food from 
industrialized countries and local mark£oting of 
drugs and devices prohibited elsewhere. 

Given the limited scientific and technological 
capabilities in general, and the state of 
biotechnology in particular, it is understandable 
that its regulation is not a political issue in 
these countries. In the scientific community, the 
lack of a tradition of private or public liability 
for damages is perhaps behind the very casual 
approach of scientists and research institutions to 
safeguards in their work, which would explain the 
surprising lack of safety regulations in most of 
these institutions in Latin America. Apparently. 
this is not a problem unique to developing 
countries, as shown by the same concern raised 
recently in Canada (see Canadian Agricultural 
Research Council, 1988). If there is an issue al 
all, it is the unequal standards and policies of 
developed countries vis-~-vis developing ones. 

National ll.ruegies for biosafety ..!.!,'gulatiQns 

Several alternative national strategies for 
biosafety regulation are conceivable in developing 
countries. At one extreme would be the adoption of 
very stringent regulations to safeguard public 
health and the environment from the potential abuse~ 
of international companies or governments, the 
downside of which would be negative consequences for 
the development of local capabilities. At the other 
extreme, there could be bentgn neglect of this issue 
or enactment of very lax regulaticns, as a means of 
attracting researcn and production farilitiPs 
fleeing the strict regulatory climate in many 
advanced countries, which increases cost~ ~nd dPlay~ 
the cn11111ercialization of prorl11rts. Thi<. dralMJy. 
if it is feasible politically anrl woulrl MhiP·1<> !h,.. 
sought-after results, whi(h is rlo1Jbtful. wo1ilrl h.1v1' 
to be a coherent part of a broadPr n;it inn~l 
development strategy baser! on thP tr~n~r~r nf 
international technoloqy. 

ThP most sensible ;ipproarh tn thi·. i~~""· "' 
our view, is a wait-and-sPe stral."'JY· Th" 
rN11ilation of biotechnology in indw;tri.il i;1•d 



countri~s is a relatively recent event and 
~xper:ence has shown that early rules did err in 
many aspects. not the least in the initial 
asse~sment of t~e potential danqers involved, 
leao;ng to excessively tight regulations. It is 
therefore advisable to monitor this experience 
(losely and to act only wh£n a more stable situation 
exists or when there is a concrete need to act. For 
example. in several developing countries requests 
have been formulated to regulatory authorities in 
public health institutions and to authori~ies of 
research organizations for the contrclled release of 
genetically engineered organisms. These authorities 
should proceed quickly to establish guidelines and 
roil es for these experiments. perhaps even on an 
a<l_h_o£ basis, based on current world-wide 
experience. This approach has been recommended also 
for a developed country such as Canada (Beak 
Consultants limited, 1987). To be able to do this, 
it is of fundamental importance to have quick access 
to information on simi1ar cases and on the 
e· erience of ~ther countries, which international 
tLchnical co-nperation organizations are in the best 
position to p1Jvide. 

The international character of many 
biotechnology risks calls for a multilateral 
mechanism to regulate some of the relevant aspects 
(Canadian Agricultural Research Council, 1988; 
Karny, 1986). From the point of view of developing 
countries it is importan~ to guarantee equal 
treatment by industrialized countries and 
multinational companits and to enact international 
regulations that do not hinder local efforts to 
develop a national or regional capability in the 
biotechnologies. As a general principle, just as on 
the national level, the international regulatory 
policy should not be captured by special national or 
regional interests (Thompson, 1987). 

~uirements and limitations for the implementation 
of biosafetv regulations in developing countries 

No matter which strategy is chosen to formulate 
biosafety regulations in developing countries, there 
are a number of requirements and common difficu1ties 
that have to be confronted. 

These general conditions and difficulties must 
be placed in the context of the effects of the 
current economic crisis currently experienced by 
most developing countries. The direct economic 
effect of the crisis on scientific and educational 
organizations combines with a general weakening of 
the state in its function as director of national 
economic and social development. This trend, 
supported by widespread ideas that the public sector 
has to significantly reduce its powers of 
intervention in many economic and social matters, 
has produced an anti-regulatory attitude in many 
countries, which could affect attempts to regulate 
biotechnology. 

The global poli~ context 

Regulations cannot be considered in isolation. 
They are a policy instrument and as such ~hould be 
~een in the broader context of the development of 
biotechnology and in turn science and technology 
policies. To he effective they have to be conceived 
a~ playing an active role in the creation of the 
proper environment for the full exploitation of 
science and technology's potential contribution to 
economic growth and social development. 

It is this interrelation that may be the 
greatest limitation for the implantation of 
effective regulatory systems in developing 
rnuntries. In most cases, this hierarchical policy 
~ystem (Sor.in-economic, development-science and 
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technology-biotechnology) does not exist or, if it 
does, is incomplete and not operative. Eftorts to 
create regulatory scloemes in such a context lack the 
needed "guidance mechanism" and run the risk of 
becoming formalities or what is worse, ~ere 
"control" instruments. 

Similar to the need for a broader policy 
set-up, biosafety regulation operates within the 
general legal and organizational infrastructure for 
the regulation of health aspects of lood. 
phannaceuticals, pesticides and the workplace. Host 
developing coJntries have such an infrastructure. 
Io Latin America and the Caribbean, all countries 
have norms and regulations for the manufacturing and 
marketing of foods and pharmaceuticals, whose 
enforcement is frequently the responsibility of the 
health ministries or in some cases of specialized 
institutions. Agroche~icals are generally regulated 
by agricullu~al ~; .. ; stries, and many countries 
require the registration of seeds to be marketed 
locally. In the case of the regulation of working 
conditions, ministries and institutions responsible 
for labour relations are charged with their control 
and enforcement. Perhaps the weakest ~radition is 
in the area of environmental controls, where only 
some countries in the region have institutions 
charged with protecting the environment. 

In general, it can be stated that in Latin 
America and the Caribbean the tradition of 
regulating health and environmental aspects is weak, 
as demonstrated by the insufficient resources 
dedicated to it. This relates directly to an 
important condition needed for biosafety 
regulations, that is, the existence of organized 
public opinion and pressure groups interested in 
this issue, to produce the required political 
lllOll'lentum for action when it is needed. In many 
countries of Latin America and the Caribbean, and in 
9eneral in developing countries, there is no 
tradition of public or private accountability. 
Authoritarian cultures and histories explain this 
fact, ~nich is one important hurdle to overcome for 
the introduction of biosafety regulations in these 
countries. 

The need for human resources 

The involvement and participation of the 
national scientific corrmunity related to 
biotechnology is crucial lor an effective regulatory 
scheme. It is a source of indispensable technical 
expertise and can provide the basic conceptual and 
organizational support to any effort in this field. 
The same may be said of the involvement of the local 
biotechnology industry and of the firms in related 
fields with actual or potential interests in 
biotechnologies, as well as of technical personnel 
in public organizations charged with enforcing 
health and environmental regulations in the 
country. This human resources dimension may 
eventually prove to be the most critical aspect to 
the implementation of an eff-ective biotechnology 
policy and regulatory scheme. 

Most developing countries in Latin America, 
Africa and Asia are constrained hy ',11qe i:>•ternal 
debts, reflecting profound st rud11· ill lai lun•; in 
their development strategies. The economic lrisi;, 
induced by the debt problem in t.hesP rn11ntrie-., h"'· 
severely affected the education and ;ciPnce ilnd 
technology sectors, and in general a very importilnt 
sP.tback in terms of resources invested in the;e 
activities and otl.er indicat.ors of srirntifir am! 
tP.chnological capabilitie<; has heen rxperienred. 
Perhaps the most dangerous developmPnt for the 
long-tem oerspectives of these countrir<; i<; I.he n"t 



loss of 'cientists they are suf ferin~. due to 
emigration, but also because of cliar.ge to other, 
more lucrative, careers. 

1'9s_i_t i ~~- P.!!!> lj_~ _undepiti!_'.'d ing 

Al~o needed is participation of the oeneral 
public. including the media (Canadian AgricuHural 
Research Council, 1988). Media und~rstandiny of th~ 
issues involved in the developn1~11t of a national or 
regional capability in biotechnologies - concretely, 
the journalists responsible for science, health, 
agriculture and industrial development - is crucial 
for the creation of supportive public opinion and 
the avoidance of an atmosphere of fear which could 
produce extreme regulatory reactions. 

SOf'fE ORGANIZATIONAL ANO OPERATIONAL ISSUES 

Any initiative to introduce biosafety 
regulations in a country has to deal with several 
practical organizational ~nd operational aspects. 

Leading organization in biosafetv strategy 

The most important concern, from the 
perspective proposed in this paper - biosafety as 
part of a broader policy for the development of 
local capabilities - is the maintenance of a proper 
balance between the safeguards for health and the 
environment and the fostering of the development and 
use of biotechnologies. This balance will require 
that the initiative for the development of biosafety 
regulations comes from the persons and institutions 
most knowledgeable about it; that is, the 
scientists involved and the organizations 
responsible for the fostering and development of 
science and technology. In many Latin American and 
Caribbean countries, there are already specific 
committees for the development of biotechnologies; 
these should be the organizations charged with the 
development and introduction of biosafet7 
regulations. 

Jurisdictional aspects 

Another question is the definition of what 
institution will enforce the regulations. This 
field overlaps most of the existing mandate of 
regulatory organizations, which could generate 
confusion and bureaucratic frictions and conflicts. 
The existing regulatory organizations, on the other 
hand, lack the specialized personnel for the proper 
monitoring and assessment of the different 
t~chnologies and products involved. This situation 
calls for effective co-ordinating mechanisms to 
bring together the different agencies involved in 
the issue under the scientific leadership of the 
organization charged with the development of 
biotechnology in the country. Such a mechanism has 
been proposed recently for Hexico (Arroyo and 
Waissbluth, 1988). 

The proposed co-ordinating 1nech<.nism has to 
create, as an important step in the fostering of a 
local biotechnology capability, a "single desk" 
approach lo current requirements establ:shed for 
biosafety regulations (Canadian Agricultural 
Research Council, 1988). The existence of different 
regulatory organizations has the potential of 
creating a regulatory tangle w~ich would be very 
negative for any local efforts. especially to 
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On the otht>r :-.and, lll3nv of the risks invohed ar~ 
international by definition, since they are 
ecological or epidemiological in nature, and ~~ ~~,h 
do not respect national borders. 

fhis has been recognizPrl by ma~y international 
technical assi~tance orq311i1atior.s. wh-~h have taken 
initiatives in thio; se11se. ihe io'"'!lal ..,r informal 
co-ordination efforts betwet>n thes ·r a~iz~tions 
lessen duplication of effort... ;wci -~ -e the ref ore of 
utmost importance. 

Hany developing countries are ~imply too small 
for the development of a significant effort for the 
use and adaptation of biotec~nologies. Their only 
alternative is co-operative ve~tures with similar 
countries or more developed ones. if this is true 
for the use and research in biotech~ologies, it is 
also true for biosafety regulation efforts, which 
should be taken up by the existi~g subregional or 
regional co-operative inst1tut~ons. 

CONCLUDING REHARKS 

Regulations of biotechnology and biosafety have 
evolved as the new technoloqies have matured and 
more experience and information has become 
available. The tendency has beer. towards a greater 
confidence in the new technologies and more relaxed 
regulatory systems. 

The relevant issues on biotechnology and 
biosafety have different dimensions in developed and 
developing countries. The lack of overall polic;es, 
of trained personnel, and of public awareness in the 
developing countries are part of the reason for 
this, but most important is the existence of 
different overall development priorities. In 
developing countries, the priority is to acquire as 
quickly as possible the required capabilities in 
biotechnologies so as to solve pressing social and 
economic problems. 

Clear regulatory mechanisms are of great 
importance since they are going to have a critical 
impact on the local development of the field. They 
will have to strike a fine balance between the need 
to protect public interests and the desire to 
attract local and foreign investment that will 
develop a local capability in biotechnology. 

In settinr •1p effective regulatory schemes, a 
series of l imi, • ions, such as the 1 ack of 
regulatory traditions, of scientific capabilities 
and of resources, as well as a number of 
organizational and operational issues, such as the 
existence of a le~ding organization in biosafety 
initiatives, the need for an inter-agency 
co-ordinating mechanism, and for effective 
international co-ordina~ion and co-operation have to 
be considered. 

This paper has discussed these issues in a 
general way and from an agricultural development and 
a Latin American and the Caribbean countries 
perspective. Specific aspects will, however, have 
different expression and implications in different 
countries, depending on their economic ~tructures 
and their level of scientific and terhnoln~iral 
developmi>nt. 

develop and market conwnercial biotechnology products. 

lnter:rialiO[).iJJ .. co::.on:li_ni!.Fon 

The general weakness of developing countries in 
the biotechnologiej and in health and environmental 
regul~tions makes an international or rpgional 
approach to biosafety regulations very attractive. 
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